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'Outstanding New Super Markets" marks a new
publishing experiment tor l'n>i;rc.s.sive Croccr. Until

the publication of this volume, we had not tackled, in

book form, the overall subject of new store construc-

tion and its many ramifications, both exterior and

interior. This informative book covers such vital

points as lloor plans of distinctive new markets, unique

store features, new store costs, equipment recom-

mendations, stock location plans, construction details,

new store dimensions, interior decor and many other

related subjects.

A book dealing with this broad area will prove

particularly welcome at this time to everyone con-

cerned with the food retailing industry. During the

past year, there have been several studies such as

Progressive Grocer's Dillon Study and the Loewy
Report, with its sweeping recommendations for major

revision of present day super market interiors. The
Dillon Study, which dealt primarily with the grocery

department, showed how this section of the food

store could be re-defined for greater profits. Leading

food chains and independents have taken greater

interest in the subject of store interior layout and

decor as a result of these studies, not to mention the

stir caused among industrial store designers and store

equipment manufacturers.

In combination with these developments, store

architects have been experimenting with new building

forms. Last year saw such unusual shaped markets

as the triangular Star Market in Woburn. Mass.. and

the round Food Banks in Hanford, Calif. Other

modifications were made in the standard rectancular
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PREFACE

super market building, notably in roof shapes. The
gabled roof, arched roof and series-of-Roman-arches

roof challenge today's traditional flat roof design. As
a result of this accelerated tempo in new exterior and
interior store changes, retailers have become in-

creasingly concerned about how these ideas will affect

the design of new markets, currently being planned or

already on the drawing boards. "Outstanding New
Super Markets" was conceived and written with the

view of surveying these new developments; so that

retailers and others interested in the food retailing

field would find in this book a rich source of new
store ideas.

Specifically, this book will take the reader on a

pictorial magic carpet trip to 20 outstanding super

markets in various parts of the country. Detailed

statistical- data about each market, cost figures, layouts

and stock plans, in addition to numerous photographs
of both exterior and interior, were compiled on new
stores operated by such leading chains as Bohack,
Dilbert's, Dillons, King Soopers, Kroger, Penn Fruit,

Plumb, Ralphs, Sentry, Steinberg's and Weingarten's.

Each store was analyzed from the viewpoint of what
was new and distinctive about it—what were its high

points of interest—and what made it stand out from
the average store which opened its doors to business.

The Editors wish to stress at this point that they

have not cast themselves in the roles of final arbiters,

sitting in judgment on the best super markets con-

structed during the past two years. They have selected

stores, which in their opinion, reflect distinctive lay-

outs and design features. There are, no doubt, equally

good or even finer super markets, which have been
built during this period and which have been omitted

from this book. However, the Editors, because of

space limitations, could only report on a geographical

sampling of outstanding new stores.

In addition to a detailed pictorial and editorial

presentation of 20 new markets. Outstanding New
Super Markets includes special chapters on the im-

portant changes being made in store exteriors, the

trends in store exterior and interior signs and how they

are being used to help create a desired image for a

market, the growing significance of store murals as a

decorative and identification device, and a chapter

revealing some of the unusual store features which

Progressive GrorerEditors have uncovered in over 50
markets built in the United States and Canada during

the past 2 years.

A rewarding chapter written by Lorain Fawcett,

President of Allcolor Company, New York City, on
the effective use of color, design and lighting in super

markets, has also been included. Heavily illustrated

with color photographs, this chapter shows how these

three elements can be employed to create a market
which works efficiently and makes shopping easier and

more pleasant for customers.

Outstanding New Super Markets will prove to

be a reliable reference work for both chain and in-

dependent store operators. The retailer building a new
store will find here a wealth of ideas, which can be

incorporated into his new market. For the retailer

IV



who is remodeling, there are specific store features

which can be easily and inexpensively adapted to

create a more dynamic market. Even for the retailer

content with his present set-up. there arc many ideas

and features in this book that can help increase store

sales and efficiency.

Equipment manufacturers, food manufacturers,

store architects, industrial store designers, decorators,

store engineers, food marketers, advertisinc and pub-

lic relations people who merchandise and promote

food— all will find this book invaluable in gaining a

greater awareness of new trends in the construction

and design of stores.

Because of the wide interest in the food retailing

trade in what "the new stores are like." the Editors of

Progressive Grocer plan to publish new editions of

Outstanding New Super Markets, which will reflect

future trends in new store construction and design. The
Editors wish to thank the following organizations for

their cooperation in contributing information and

photographs for use in this book. Thev are: Allcolor

Company: Creative Designs International; Federal

Refrigerator Mfg. Co.: Friedrich Refrigerators, Inc.;

C. V. Hill Companv: Hussmann Refriceration. Inc.;

Libby-Owens-Ford Glass Company; Raymond Loewy
Associates; McCray Refrigerator Company; Mitten

Displav Sign Letters Mfg. & Sales Company; The
Schmidt Co.; Shaw & Slavsky, Inc.; Sherer-Gillett Co.;

Stanley Hardware; The Hopp Press. Inc.: Tyler Re-

frigerator Corp.; Warren Company, Inc.; and Weber
Showcase & Fixture Company. Inc.

A special note of thanks is also extended to the man-
agements of the following store organizations without

tvhose help the Editors would have been unable to compile

this book:

Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company
A. J. Bayless Markets. Inc.

H. C. Bohack Company
Dan's Red & Wliite Super Market

Dilbert Quality Super Markets. Inc.

The J. S. Dillon & Sons Stores Company, Inc.

Eberhard Foods. Inc.

Erickson's Super Markets

Fairway Foods, Inc.

The Food Banks, Inc.

Fox Markets, Inc.

Growers Outlet. Inc.

Harding's Super Duper
Hillsdale Market House
Hinky Dinky Food Stores (Nebr.J

King Soopers

Kroger Company
Lee Bros.. Inc.

Louis Stores, Inc.

Lucky Stores, Inc. (Calif.)

Market Basket (Calif.)

Mr. D's I.G.A.

Model Town & Country

Oakwood Markets

Owen's Super Markets. Inc.

Park Edge Markets

Penn Fruit Company
Plumb Super Markets. Inc.

Publix Supermarkets. Inc.

Ralphs Grocery Company
Ramapo Valley Cooperative

Robilio & Sarno Big Star

Rosauer Super Markets

Roth's Finest in Food, Inc.

S. M. Flickinger Company, Inc.

Salem Lane Food Town
Sentry Markets
Shop-Rite Foods, Inc. (N.M.)

Star Market Company
Steinberg's Limited

Stepherson's Big Star

Stop & Shop, Inc.

Super Markets Operating Company
Super Valu Stores. Inc.

Sure Save Food Marts, Inc.

J. Weingarten, Inc. The Editors
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LiKF THE INTERIOR of tllC IlludciTl d.lV sUpLT nuilkct,

which is being completely reappi;iisei.i in the light of re-

search projects such as the Dillon Study and the l.oewy

Report, the store exterior is coming in for its share

of re-evaluation. In view of the new super markets

which have sprung up around the country in the last

two years, radical changes have been made in the

traditional store front. Building materials and colors

are being used in combinations which were not thought

of several years ago.

The major factor which has changed store exterior

design is the new architectural forms which are in-

creasingly being used in new building construction.

Fronts are now designed to acccnluatc the new archi-

tectural lines of food markets.

Not so very long ago. it was taken for granted that

the only architectural shape for the super market was

the rectangle. The recent advent of circular and

triangular super markets has created a new stir among

designers in this country. Now that the rectangular

store design barrier has been broken by triangular

stores such as the Star Market in Woburn, Mass., and

by round super markets such as Food Banks in Han-

ford. Calif., and in other new market designs, the old

straight-line store front design has given way to more

dynamic approaches.

In the case of the 28,530 sq. ft. Star Market (fea-

tured in Chapter VI), the store front is positioned at

the apex of the building's triangular form. This re-

sulted in a "V shaped store front. Each side of the

"V has a canopy, with a 24" x 1
8" mosaic tile mural

centered between the store's two entrance-ways.

The traditional exterior underwent a major face-

lifting in the circular 39,035 sq. ft. Food Banks,

Hanford, Calif, (also featured in Chapter VI). The

market's store front has 5 entrance-ways over approxi-

mately 259?: of the store's circumference. The name

of the market. The Food Banks, is centered over the

middle entrance-way. Glass is used predominantly for

the walled surface of the low-slung building. The

curved shape of the front gives an attractive, inviting

look to Food Banks, with the extensive areas of 8 ft.

high glass sections creating an open atmosphere from

the outside as well as admitting daylight into the

interior.

Even where markets have maintained the traditional

rectangular form, the store front has undergone major

changes. The 34.598 sq. ft. Salem Lane Food Town

Market, Dayton, Ohio (featured in Chapter VI), would

leave a visitor, seeing the store for the first time, hard

pressed to find the expected store front. Instead of the

standard glass and brick front, the owner of the mar-

ket converted this area into a fourth wall, providing a

section for an attractive arcade of shops. In addition

to gaining more space, the owner reaps advantages

such as a one-third reduction in air-conditioning opera-

tion costs and a brightly illuminated market, regardless

of outdoor light conditions.

HERE IS an exterior view of the 28,530 sq. ft. triangular Star

Market in Woburn, Mass. Although the photo does not clearly

indicate the shape of the store, the entrance-way, in the form

of a "V", is located at the apex of the triangle.

THIS FOOD BANKS unit in Hanford, Calif., is circular in shape,

with the store front curved as shown in the photo above. The

extensive 8 ft. high gloss sections create an open atmosphere.

Market has five separate entrance-ways into the food area,

with a sixth entrance-way leading into the drug section.

Thf Big Change in Store Exteriors



Three major entrance-exit ways were included in

the store's exterior design. The walled side of the

building facing the highway features the name of the

store with two 5 ft. x 20 ft. price marquees positioned

on each side of the front. Another section of the wall

is devoted to the market's unusual bundle pick-up

station.

Mnrkel Jf'ilhoul Frontage

In another distinctive market, exterior walls have

completely disappeared. King Soopers' new 40,245

sq. ft. market in Littleton, Colo., is part of a shopping

center, in which other stores surround the market. To
gain access to the sales area, customers must pass

through one of three main concourses which have

entrance-ways facing the parking lot. The store's de-

signers planned large market identification signs over

the three entrance-ways to compensate for the lack of

store frontage.

However, certain advantages were gained for the

market such as ( 1 ) the fourth wall of the market was
used to accommodate a courtesy booth and to provide

a wide entrance-way into an adjoining dry goods de-

partment store, and ( 2 ) the concourse approaches

offer protection to customers during inclement weather

as well as provide access to other stores in the

shopping center.

Other innovations have appeared in store exteriors.

The major architectural change which has fostered

this new experimentation has been the growing popu-

larity of gabled and clear-span store construction

designs, with their key design variations. Penn Fruit,

which has become associated with the high arched

roof, continues to build markets featuring fronts with

wide expanses of glass and a louvered system to block

out sunlight. Safeway recently constructed an inter-

esting clear-span building variation of the Penn Fruit

design in the exclusive Marina district of San Fran-

cisco. The 37,500 sq. ft. Model Town & Country

Mart. Dolton. III., (featured in Chapter \'I ). is an out-

standing new example of clear-span construction. The
store's facade is made of brick and Georgian marble,

with a curved wing span starting from the center of

the store and moving gracefully up and out.

The clear-span front, with its towering arch, has

been modified in .some of the newer markets, which

feature a roof composed of a series of small Roman
arches. The Tradewell market in Seattle, Wash., is

an excellent example of this new design. The store's

series of Roman arches, forming the roof, are carried

beyond the building's facade to create a canopy over

the store front. The effect is a dramatic one. Another
market, featuring a ribbed roof, is I9,S00 sq. ft. Erick-

sons built in Salem, Ore.

In the Western section of the country, store oper-

ators are turning increasingly to the gabled roof to

achieve a distinctive market exterior. The Colonial



THE SALEM LANE FOOD TOWN in Dayton, Ohio, has a conventional rectangular shape

but is highly unconventional when it comes to a store front. The trocJitional glass

front exterior has been converted into a fourth wall, providing interior space for a

shopping arcade.

A MARKET without any appreciable store front footage describes the new King

Soopers in Littleton, Colo. Surrounded by other stores in the Centennial Shopping

Center, the market has three entrance-ways which face the parking lot. Access to

the sales area is via passageways.

A K E R S

store Exteriors with Gabled Roofs

NEW WEINGARTEN store in the Bellaire section of Houston features a front exterior

with a gabled roof and more than average glass frontage. Notice gabled roof has

been extended several feet past the front of the market to form a high canopy.

FOX MARKET No. 40, with 29,590 sq. ft., olso features a gabled roof with a flat roof

canopy. The front exterior is constructed of white Srick. Gloss is used sparingly above

the canopy roof line. Although the building appears dark in the photo, the entire

front exterior is white. Store is landscaped with flowers as well as palm trees.
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THE GABLED ROOF design of this 16,776 sq. ft. Hinky Dinky

store, Lincoln, Neb., marks a radical departure from other

Hinky Dinky store exteriors. Like Weingorten's gabled store

in Houston, this market utilizes glass extensively.

THE 18,000 sq. ft. Lee Bros. Miracle Market in San Leandro,

Calif., varies the gabled roof by extending it several feet past

the front of the market to form a high overhead canopy. Build-

ing's front for the most part is constructed of brick and glass.

Roman Arch Exteriors

THE CURVED rib-roofed design of this 19,800 sq. ft. Ericksons'

super market in Salem, Ore., creates a distinctive store front.

Series of Roman arches ore made of laminated wood and ex-

tend 10 ft. beyond front of building to form a marquee over

the 165 ft. store front. A tile pattern is used above the doors.

designed market has always used the gabled roof, but

the major departure now being made is that the newer

markets have placed the store front on the open side of

the gabled roof.

Store Front Design with a Difference

It is still evident that the average super market

being built today is constructed with a flat roof, creat-

ing a boxed rectangular shape. However, this approach

to store front design is being strongly challenged. Why
are store operators requesting architects to design mar-

kets which feature store exteriors that are distinctively

different? Why a renewed interest in the appearance

of the store front?

The answer to these questions can be found in the

word "different." Top super market management

realizes that the store front is the first impression a

customer has of a market. If the store's front looks

like every other market in town, the customer is likely

to feel that the inside of the market is just like every

other food store. However, if the store front is im-

aginatively conceived, the impression is conveyed to

the customer that here is a different market—one that

promises her sense of discovering something new.

More and more, store operators are realizing that

the store exterior, in combination with the interior of

the market, determines the image a customer has of a

food retailing organization. This in large measure ex-

plains why a greater number of new stores are being

built with modernistic architectural designs. A modem
store front and building evoke thoughts of a manage-

ment which is progressive and efficient.

Older sections of the country such as New England

are still seeing new stylized markets being constructed,

such as the Colonial market. The largest chain in the

country, A&P, is engaged in an active program of

building super markets featuring the Colonial store

front. Stop and Shop, a New England chain, recently

built a Colonial store in Norwalk, Conn. (This New
England chain also builds modernistically designed

super markets.)

The stylized ranch market is growing in popularity

with shoppers. One of the most outstanding examples

of this type of market can be found at the Plumb
Ranch Market on Kalamazoo Ave., Grand Rapids,

Mich. Although featuring the low-slung design of a

ranch building, the store front is modern and striking.

Make Each One Different

The 1960's will see a trend toward building each

store differently from the last one in the chain. This, of

course, will mean that each successive store front will be

different from the last. This concept is now being prac-

ticed by such regional chains as Steinberg's in Canada

and Weingarten's in the United States. Sam Steinberg,

President of the chain, explained his company's

OlITSTANOING NEW SUPF.R MARKETS



THE EXTENSIVE use of glass and high white Roman arches

create a light, airy front exterior for Tradewell in Seattle, Wash.

Notice that the full name of the market is played down in small

letters while a giant pylon letter "J" is used to identify the store.

STOP & SHOP'S new Stamford, Conn., market has a flat roof,

which is complimented by a ribbed canopy over the front.

Translucent fiberglass is used for the letter background areas

and is also employed along the top of the market's front.

Ranch Designed Super Markets

A LOW-SLUNG ranch structure houses the 15,000 sq. ft. Miller's

Super Fair, Town & Country Shopping Center, Grand Forks,

N.D. The front exterior is made of brick and plexiglass panels,

which help to give the market its colorful appearance. The roof

pylon is mode of translucent white and red plexiglass.

THE STORE NAME is emphasized in the exterior design of King

Soopers, Alameda Shopping Center market, Denver, Colo. With

46,000 sq. ft. of space, the store has a high bulkhead made of

mosaic tiles. The signs' red and yellow colors predominate in

this dramatic front exterior.



philosophy in this regard, stating, "We believe a super

market must essentially relate itself to its environment

and be an asset to the community. Wc want every

neighborhood that gets one of our stores to talk about

it. We are appealing to the community pride in each

area. If we put in another unit just like every neigh-

borhood has. then each community has no talking

point of its own. We want our customers to be sur-

prised each time they see another and very different

Steinberg's store."

The basic premise of designing the market to fit the

neighborhood in which it will be erected is one which

chains and independent operators will give more

thought to in the future. It is part of management's

search to give each store a distinct personality.

How will this concept stand up against the views of

store organizations which maintain that the strength of

their chains lie in the fact that the customer can easily

identify each of their markets, regardless of location,

because they all look alike—from the store front to

the rear receiving platform? The very fact that each

store in the chain looks alike may discourage cus-

tomers who are looking for the new and the different.

The store which can satisfy this desire for an interest-

ing exterior and interior will, no doubt, get the

shopper's food dollar.

Weingarten's, like Steinberg's, has been practicing

the art of making each store more exciting than the

last one. One of their newer markets, the Post Oak
store in Houston (featured in Chapter VI), has a

front designed with pre-cast concrete canopy supports

which suggest the columns of a Southern mansion.

This market's exterior is different from any other de-

signed in the chain.

W here's the Name?

Several new markets have sprung up with fronts

which play down the name of the store so that the

customer has to look for it. This would indicate that

more reliance is being placed on the design of the

store front to do the basic job of identifying the

market. A notable example of this is Growers Food
Center, Fairview, Mass. The only area where the

name is spelled out is in the foyer. A large colorful

pylon alongside the entrance identifies the store with

a stylized lower case "g", which appears in one of the

circles in the pylon's design. The letter "g" appears

again at the opposite end of the building at the parcel

pickup station.

Piggly Wiggly No. 6, part of a shopping center in

Albuquerque, N.M., completely left the name off, in-

cluding any reference to a stylized letter. However,
the store was adequately identified by the repetition

of the face of a smiling pig over the apex of each
gable in a series, which formed a canopy over the

store front.

Still another market which relics heavily upon

symbol identification is Tradewell in Seattle, Wash.
A large pylon, standing over the entrance-way, fea-

tures a large stylized capital "T". The extended

portico under the big "T" pylon spells out the name of

the market in small letters. The trend toward simpli-

fied store front designs may see more markets using

symbol identification rather than spelling out the name
of the market.

The Dual Role of Ihe C.nnopy

There is no question that the store front canopy is

here to stay. Customers require protection from
weather while waiting for the family car to pull up
to the store for the order pickup. In addition to this

basic role, the store canopy is taking on another role.

Store architects are now designing canopies which
compliment the basic design of the store front. Until

recently, the canopy generally had a flat roof, running

the length of the store front. More and more, archi-

tects are using the canopy to add an exciting touch to

the overall store front's appearance.

Although the flat roof canopy is still the most pre-

valent, two new styles are emerging—a canopy roof

formed either by a connecting series of short Roman
arches or by a connecting series of small gabled roofs.

Either style attractively compliments a building shell

with a flat roof. Variations of these themes can be

found in such stores as Hinky Dinky No. 59, Lincoln,

Neb., where a single gabled canopy is used over the

entrance. Here the canopy repeats the large gabled

roof line of the building's shell. In some instances, a

Roman arched roof such as Ericksons in Salem, Ore.,

and a gabled roof such as Weingarten's in Houston,
Tex., have been extended several feet beyond the

store front to form a high overhead canopy.

An attractive flat roof canopy can be found at the

new Plumb Ranch Market in Grand Rapids. This

canopy, which has a length of 175 ft. and is made of

redwood, runs the width of the market as well as ex-

tending beyond the market across the parking lot to

the sidewalk. The center area of the canopy extends

outward, forming a right angle. The center area,

joined to a large pylon which stands in front of the

market, creates a two-lane carport under which cus-

tomers can park their cars briefly while carryout boys
deliver their orders.

However, a disadvantage to constructing a flat

roofed canopy is that rain and snow may have a

tendency to settle on the roof unless an adequate
drainage system is installed. On the other hand a

gabled or arched canopy roof permits natural drain-

age. A new Sentry market in Milwaukee used hollow

pipes as canopy supports and also to drain water from
the canopy roof to ground level.

Roof materials used in the construction of canopies

for the most part have been lightweight such as cor-

rugated aluminum, fiberglass or plexiglass. Fiberglass

Outstanding New Super Markets



THE NAME of Piggly Wiggly No. 6 at 4900 Lomos Blvd., N.E.,

Albuquerque, N.M., is completely left off the store front. The

smiling face of a pig over each gable identifies the market.

The canopy is matched by the three upper roof gables, which

ore barely visible in the photo.

THIS LOW LEVEL building, housing Grov^ers Food Center in

Fairviev*, Mass., has 33,600 sq. ft. As v^ith Piggly Wiggly No. 6,

the market's name is left off the front. A stylized lov^er case

"g" is featured in one of the circles, comprising the pylon de-

sign, and at the parcel pickup station.

Colonial Styled Exteriors

LOCATED NEAR a train station in Harrison, N.Y., Garden mar-

ket is an excellent example of a stylized Colonial exterior.

Stone, glass and tile combine to make a handsome front

exterior. Paneled letters ore illuminated from rear.

rr

UNLIKE the modern new Stop & Shop market built in Stamford,

Conn., this Stop & Shop in Norwalk has o Colonial designed

exterior. The gabled front and sides, with cupola atop, present

an attractive exterior. A canopy supported by white brick

columns provides shelter for customers. Red brick and glass are

the key materials used in the construction of the store's facade.

Thf Big Changf in Storf F.xtfriors



Brick and Stone
Front Exteriors

THE MODERN DESIGN of the canopy,

together with the modular letters, which

are evenly spaced over the length of the

market, contribute to the attractive ap-

pearance of this market, operated by the

Minyard chain in Dallas, Texas. The

lower area of the building is red brick,

with white brick for the upper portion.

THIS 15,928 SQ. FT. Robilio & Sarno

Big Star Food Store at 3017 S. Perkins,

Memphis, Tenn., features a simple store

front exterior, with a large brick area

and a canopy over the store's entrance-

way. Notice marquee above the canopy.

THE 13,560 SQ. FT. Stepherson's Big

Star No. 11 at 3942 Macon Road, Mem-
phis, Tenn., employs a brick exterior. Like

the Robilio & Sarno Big Star in Memphis,

Stepherson's uses a marquee built into

the building's upper facade to advertise

specials. Store pylon in the parking lot

also has a marquee.

'TiilSir"

HANDSOME IS the word for this 28,708

sq. ft. Market Basket No. 23 at 6340

Rosemead Blvd., Son Gabriel, Calif. The

front and side exterior are constructed

with painted brick. Canopy is covered

with porcelain enameled steel decking.

The basket-weave pylon has o steel

framework on frve 12" diameter steel

pipe columns and is fabricated entirely

of porcelain enameled steel. The in-

dividual strips which inter-weove through

the columns are No. 16 gauge enameled

metal after shoping and punching. The

surrounding cover, as well as the panels

behind the words, "Market Basket," are

also porcelain enameled steel.

Steel

Paneled

Store

Fronts

/*^t

SHOPPERS MARKET in Santa Monica,

Calif., is different from the average store

front. Using both brick and stone, the

market has a two-level canopy, with the

higher one over the central section of the

front. Palm trees jutting out through the

roof of the canopy odd on Interesting

touch to the front.

LOCATED IN Tropicano Village Shopping

Center, San Jose, Calif., Lucky store No.

95's front exterior features a brown pat-

terned ceramic tile bulkhead, wide gloss

expanse, frame and stucco canopy and
stucco upper wall area. The projecting

box fascia is painted a desert sand color.

The interesting prefinished tan concrete

blocks, with 5°o of the blocks projecting

in a random pattern, create a textured

surface. Lucky neon sign is green.

DAN'S SUPER MARKET, South Main

Street, Rochester, N.H., combines a brick

veneer front with o corrugated surface

at the sides of the store front. The bas-

ket weave design in the two side frames

odd interest to the store front. Centered

canopy has no visible supports, helping

to create an open front atmosphere.

Shrubbery and spotlights line the sections

below the basket-weave frames.

Outstanding New Super M.-vrkets



THE 12,500 SQ. FT. Owen's store at 302 W, Market, Warsaw,
Ind., has a smart, elegant appearance, which is augmented by
the staircase bulkhead, decked with small shrubs. Two-thirds of

the wall is painted brick, with corrugated steel decking at the

top. Neat harlequin pattern above glass area provides a

counter-balance for the store's name.

and plexiglass offer a distinct advantage over aluminum

in that they permit a certain amount of light to pass

through. The effect is attractive when colored fiber-

glass or plexiglass is used.

Plnntin of the Green
.i\lthough landscaping of new super markets has not

taken on the characteristics of a trend, there are many
new stores, which are using trees, shrubs, flowers, and

green potted plants. A new prototype Sentry market

in Milwaukee features triangular shaped planters on

two sides of the market near the entrance-exit ways.

Owen's market in Warsaw, Ind., has small shrubs

planted in staircase fashion along the width of the

store front.

These are not isolated examples. The Plumb Ranch
Market in Grand Rapids features a giant pylon, rooted

in the base of an attractive 56 ft. long flagstone-walled

planter. Another walled planter is used on the side.

At one time, flowers and shrubbery were generally

used for stores located in warm climate states such

as Fla.. Ariz., and Calif. Today there is strong indica-

tion that the green touch is being incorporated into

the store front designs of Northern markets. One of

the notable uses of store front greenery is beautifully

in evidence at Steinberg's Rockland Shopping Centre

store in Montreal. Large bowl-shaped concrete

planters decorated with flowers and potted green plants

are placed along the entire 187 ft. store front. Along-

side the market is an attractive rock garden, with a

winding flagstone path. The garden, which separates

the food store from other buildings in the shopping

center, features primitive Indian drawings carved into

large boulders, which stand apart like abstract monu-
ments in a museum.

A new Penn Fruit market in the Northeast Shopping

Center, Philadelphia, acts as a backdrop for a 35 ft.

high artificial shrub in the store's parking area. Sur-

rounded by a short row of hedges, the giant shrub has

an unusual modernistic shape, as if one toy top had

been placed directly above another top. At night, the

shrub is illuminated with hundreds of lights.

Perhaps, because of the climate advantage, Cali-

fornian markets still do the most outstanding job of

incorporating landscaping into store front design. Fox
Market #40 in Costa Mesa, Calif., is typical in this

regard, with large palm trees planted in front. Large

white planters, decked with green tropic foliage, dot

the entire front length of the market. At Shoppers

Market in Santa Monica, Calif., palm trees jut out

through the roof of the market's canopy.

ISetv and Old Building Materials

Used for Store Fronts

Of the store front materials available to builders,

three basic materials are used frequently together.

Brick, red or brown, with glass and steel or aluminum

corrugated sheeting are a popular threesome for many
new store fronts constructed in the past two years.

This basic store front design features brick at the base

and sides of the facade, glass from the brick bulkhead

up to the two-thirds line, and corrugated aluminum

or steel sheeting for the upper section of the facade.

Dillons' new market in the Eastgate Shopping Center,

Wichita, Kan., is typical of markets using these basic

materials. Dillons' handsome store front has light

green brick around the base, with glass used in the

central portion of the facade and green corrugated

steel sheeting for the upper area.

Regardless of type of store architecture, whether

Colonial, modern or ranch, glass is still used more

often than any other material for store fronts. The
newer architectural forms for exteriors such as the

gabled roof and the Roman arch tend to use more

glass than the more conventional flat roof markets.

Some of the newer markets which use glass ex-

Tur Big Change in Storf Exteriors



Store Front with

Extensive Glass

AN ALL GLASS visual front literally

opens the entire wall of this clear span

Safeway super market in suburban San

Francisco. Afternoon sunlight is blocked

out by 4 ft. wide exterior louvers which

are visible at the sides. To overcome

local objections to a super market in the

exclusive Marino area of San Francisco,

Safeway constructed this prestige unit.

J, JI9
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GLASS IS the predominant material used

In this First National exterior. The roof

of this Reading, Mass., market angles

downward to form a modernistic canopy.

A second short canopy at a lower level

is positioned over the store's entrance.

-^J^JT
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SEVERAL DISTINCTIVE features help to

make the new 24,640 sq. ft. Publix Mar-

ket, 12850 Biscayne Blvd., Miami, Fla.,

distinctive. The large upper story of the

facade is white stucco, including the

modernistic wing emblem. A second

unique feature is the market's slogan

—

"Where Shopping Is A Pleasure"—which

appears in large letters across the front.

Concrete and Stucco

Store Exteriors

WEINGARTEN'S Post Oak store in Hous-

ton, Texas, has achieved a dramatic ef-

fect with its canopy, which skirts the front

and side of the building's exterior. The

right angle support beams for the canopy

ore made of pre-cost concrete. The upper

portion of the facade is also mode of

concrete. The corrugated effect for the

wall has been achieved by turning one

concrete channel in and then turning

the odioining channel out. The nubby

textured lower portion of the wall is

created by pebbles cemented in 3 ft. x

3 ft. squares.

Paneled Store Front

GENETTIS in Pa. combines high vertical

colored panels with glass sections placed

along the upper tier. A two-level canopy

design is used over the front area. Jk

Outstanding New Super Markets



tensively for their store fronts are Steinberg's in

Montreal. Safeway's clear-span store in San Francisco,

Sentry's prototype market in Milwaukee, Penn Fruit's

clear-span store in the Northeast Shopping Center.

Philadelphia and Hinky Dinky in Lincoln, Neb.

One of the problems presented by the extensive use

of glass for store fronts is the need for some type of

device to control simlight. Penn Fruit, with about

90^f glass frontage in its clear span stores, uses a

push-button operated lou\er system to block out light.

Average cost for a louver system of this type is $7,500.

To block out sunlight, some markets use Venetian

blinds. An example of this method can be found at

Weingarten's new Houston market in the exclusive

Post Oak section. However, more and more markets

are turning to draperies. Curtains are not only prac-

tical from the standpoint of blocking out light, but

they are also decorative and can be used to com-

pliment the interior decor of the market. Steinberg's

Rockland Centre store used a white, light material

drape across the entire length of the store's facade.

Harding's Super Duper in Attica, N.Y.. is another

store where drapes are used effectively.

Wood, fieldstone and flagstone are frequently used

in limited amounts for contrast in the design of many

store fronts. The Plumb Ranch Market relies heavily

upon redwood to give its building a ranch-like appear-

ance. Brown flagstone is used at the base of Plumb's

facade, with redwood paneling for the upper area.

Harding's Red & White in Attica carries the use of

brown fieldstone from the front into the foyer of the

market.

Three materials which are being used increasingly

in new store fronts are porcelain paneling, fiberglass,

and plexiglass. Many store front canopies are being

built with either fiberglass or plexiglass. Two out-

standing examples of stores with colored porcelain

paneling are Milwaukee's Sentry market, which is

done in aqua and turquoise; and Genettis in Hazelton,

Pa., which features multi-colored porcelain paneling

along a third of the store's front.

A material which was seldom used in the past for

store fronts is mosaic tile. Its expensiveness is set off

by advantages, which include its decorative quality,

flexibility in forming different patterns, its durability

and easy cleaning maintenance. Steinberg's Rockland

Shopping Centre store features a distinctive upper

facade area, made entirely of purple mosaic tiles.

King Soopers' Alameda Shopping Center store used

a multi-colored mosaic tile pattern for the lower third

of the market's front.

However, the average use of mosaic tile is limited

to the main entrance-exit areas. At the triangular

Star Market, a 24 ft. x 18 ft. high mosaic tile mural

is located between the two main entrances to the mar-

ket. This mosaic mural, which has a star motif, is

chiefly in blues and grays. Penn Fruit in designing the

facade of its Northeast Shopping Center store also

uses mosaic tile as a decorative touch near the mar-

ket's entrance-way.

Prc-cast concrete forms arc being imaginatively

used in the construction of several new store fronts.

Notable among them is Weingarten's Post Oak store.

Unlike the architecture of the chain's other 60 markets,

Weingarten's Post Oak exterior strives for a distinctive

effect. Designed as a modern approach to Southern

Colonial architecture, the store's architects, together

with the chain's Store Engineering Department,

achieve some startling forms and facade textures with

prc-cast concrete. The corrugated texture of the store's

front and side are created by turning one pre-formed

concrete channel in and then turning the adjoining

channel out.

Concrete is also uniquely employed to form a

dramatic colonnade around the market. The modern

angular columns are made of pre-cast concrete and

then positioned at equal intervals, with a roof placed

atop the cross channel concrete supports to form a

canopy. From a distance, the canopy appears to be a

portico of columns, painted off-white and speckled

with gold.

Put a Little Color Into Your Store Front

If any one criticism could be leveled at today's food

store exteriors, it would be lack of color imagination.

Although the store interior has been liberated in the

past few years from the pastel school of store design,

it still remains for the 1960's to see the dark color

school theory of store front decoration disappear.

The predominant store front colors which are used

for new markets are on the dark side, with blue,

turquoise, and green prevalent. These colors are em-

ployed frequently with red or brown brick, giving a

decidedly dark cast to the average store front. These

colors are, no doubt, used because they keep their

appearance longer.

In general. Northern markets have a tendency to

use darker colors for exteriors while Southern stores

favor lighter colors. However, there were several new

Northern markets which employed light colors. The
new Perkins Place Sentry Market in Milwaukee, which

was color designed by Raymond Loewy Associates,

Chicago, has a building shell which uses aqua and

turquoise. At night, when the building is illuminated,

the store shines like an emerald and is plainly visible

several blocks away on either of the two approaching

highways which pass the market. On the other hand,

a red brick super market across the street from this

Sentry store is hardly noticeable by contrast.

Store pylons and exterior signs, regardless of region,

use brighter colors than are employed for store ex-

teriors. Reds and yellows predominate in an attempt

to capture the attention of passersby. The role of

signs, both interior and exterior, will be more fully

discussed in Chapter II.

TuF Rir, Chant.f in Store Exteriors
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Distinctive Store Front Signs
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THE NEW Thriftway market in Auburn,

Wash., does an excellent job of co-

ordinoting its store front sign with pylon

sign. Note thot lettering style is exactly

the same for both signs. Coordination

of this type helps to impress store name
upon customers.

BARNUM lettering is effectively utilized

for the store sign at Shoppers Fair,

Evonsville, Ind. Letters are on translucent

panels, illuminated from the rear.

Outstanding New Super Markets



A MA.iOK iKiND 111 dc^igniny today's store exterior

and interior signs is a growing awareness of the need

tor unity in materials, color and letter styling through-

out the super market. There is another parallel trend,

revealing that food store signs vary greatly from store

to store, even within ch.iin organizations. On the

surface, these two trends may appear to be at odds

with each other but, in etlect, are not. One trend deals

with signs within a specific market as opposed to the

second trend which deals with signs appearing in the

majority of new super markets.

New super markets opened during the last two

years show that more planning and imagination are

being applied to store signs. Designers realize that

signs, through the proper coordination of color, shape

and lettering, can contribute to a market's personality.

An outstanding example of interior and exterior store

signs heightening store mood is the new Plumb Ranch

Market on Kalamazoo Ave., Grand Rapids, Mich.

If,;, , .
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BONUS SPECIALPANCAKE MIXI'OSCCUT GREEN BEANS IOCDAINTY L U N C H 25C
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A 5 FT. X 20 FT. marquee for announcing store specials is

built into the upper focacJe of the Salem Lane Food Town,

Dayton, Ohio. Marquee letters, which are illuminated at night,

are changeable. Similar marquee is featured on the opposite

side of store front.

THIS PENN FRUIT STORE front sign, all In lower case letters, is illuminated with neon tubing, running vertically throughout individual

letters. The sign's red letters are contrasted against blue louvers, which block out sunlight.

EXTF.RIOR AND iNTIRinR SlGNS
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Pylons Designed to Attract Customers

A MODERNISTIC tripod pylon is featured at Lucky Store No. 95,

San Jose, Calif. Corrugated fiberglass is used for the sign.

THIS HANDSOME Colonial, illuminated sign for Stop & Shop's

new Norwalk, Conn., store compliments the architectural design.

Signs in this store are made with Wells Fargo or Bar-

num white letters, contrasted against redwood back-

grounds. This combination of materials, although

basically simple, heightens the store's Western atmos-

phere. In effect, they help to establish a definite store

personality.

This type of sign coordination of materials and

color with decor is being applied equally to exteriors

as well as to interiors. The new Thriftway in Auburn,

Wash., has a store front sign which towers atop the

building's front, with a similar sign, in smaller letters,

repeated for the parking area pylon sign. The unity

of design is immediately apparent and helps to

heighten the modern design theme of the market.

Although there is more unity of store design within

a given new market, the sign differences from store to

store are great. Part of this difference can be ex-

plained by the fact that many independent store

operators use local sign companies, which favor

various approaches, depending upon the region of the

country.

However, a part of this design difference in signs

can also be attributed to the fact that store operators

realize that they can create store individuality by

planning exterior and interior signs which vary from

their competitors. Food store signs, in this regard, can

be likened to a man's necktie, it is his one clothing

opportunity to reveal his personality. Signs have the

same relationship to the super market. They provide

the food store operator with an opportunity to show

his market's personality.

In addition to contributing to the mood of the

market, the prime role of the store sign should not be

underrated. Without the basic information provided by

wall directories, gondola identification signs, marquees,

pylons, etc., food shoppers would have difficulty in

readily finding the location of specific items. Extra

sales would be lost.

There has been some discussion in food retailing

circles that the role of the sign will be diminished in

the future. Those favoring this view point to such

developments as the electronic directory, and the use

of colored lamps to identify various departments by

color association.

Of the two, the electronic directory has been more

readily accepted in new super markets. The Oakwood
Market (featured in Chapter VI), Kingsport, Tenn.,

and Fox Market #40, 175 East 17th Street. Costa

Mesa, Calif., are two new stores which have installed

electronic directory units. Even where the directory is

used, signs are still required to identify gondolas.

Educating customers to use the electronic directory is

the main difficulty encountered in its use. There is an

initial reluctance on the part of shoppers to use the

device.

A second development that may influence the re-

duction of signs in stores of the future is the colored

light-association theory. Evidence of this technique

can be found at the new King Soopers in Littleton.

Colo. In this store, different colored lighting is used

to illuminate key departments. Pale green fluorescent

lamps, shielded by two foot squares of white acrylic

plastic in continuous formation, are used throughout

the produce area. Customers in this market consciously

identify the color green with the produce department

after their first store visit. Similarly, pink lighting is

used in the meat department. Lighting over the gro-

cery deparlincnl is white fluorescent shielded with

14
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A DECORATIVE LEAF and acorn motif is efFectively employed

for the pylon at Oakwood, Green Acres Shopping Center,

Kingsport, Tenn. Constructed of steel, the pylon Is located atop

the market's roof and can be seen from every point in the

shopping center.

THIS IMPOSING King Soopers' pylon can be seen as far as a

mile away in this parking lot location at the chain's Littleton,

Colo., store. The huge red and yellow sign has both incan-

descent lamps and neon tubing. The marquee is illuminated

from the rear.

white acrylic plastic shields. The checkout area has

white, pink and blue fluorescent lamps. The store

manager of this market has commented that customers

say that they almost shop the store by its lights. In

other words, customers now associate a specific

colored light with each major department.

How far these developments may go in limiting the

use of interior signs is hard to estimate at this time.

Not enough stores have used these devices to form an

evaluation. Regardless of how successful the color

light-association theory and the electronic directory

may prove, a certain number of signs will always be

necessary in the modern super market.

Slore Exterior Signs Strive for Simplicity

In a store design area which shows little standardiza-

tion, two exterior sign trends stand out—simplicity

and coordination. In the search for simplicity of store

front design among architects and designers, there is

growing evidence that the elaborate store front sign

is on the way out. Simple, straight letters, generally

illuminated by neon tubing, is the prevalent style, with

the name of the market fitted in with the overall achi-

tectural design of the building.

The association theory is also being carried over

from the interior to the exterior sign area. This is

especially true of food chains which have established a

symbol which is closely related to their store name,

such as the Piggly Wiggly organization which has an

emblem showing the smiling face of a pi.i?. In the new

Piggly Wiggly No. 6. Albuquerque. N.M.. the store

name is completely left off the store front. The com-

pany's emblem of the smiling pig"s face was used over

each gable on the canopy roof.

Other new markets such as Tradewell, Seattle.

Wash., and Growers Food Center, Fairview, Mass..

employ a stylized letter to identify their respective

stores. By reducing the name of a market to a pic-

torial symbol or letter, the design of the market's front

is simplified, with the architectural lines of the store

front becoming dominant. As the building shells of

new super markets become more attractive, there will

be a growing tendency to modify the importance of

the store name.

This point is exemplified by Steinberg's Rockland

Shopping Centre store in Montreal, Canada. The

name of the market is listed in small letters over the

windbreaker which stands in front of the market's en-

trance. The attractiveness of the building's fresh

modern architecture carries the main responsibility of

identifying the store.

Perhaps, closely allied to the trend toward simplicity

of store exterior signs is the trend toward store sign

coordination. As pointed out earlier in this chapter, the

Thriftway store in Auburn, Wash., is a good example

of exterior sign coordination in lettering, style, color.

etc. The main advantage for exterior sign uniformity is

that it strengthens the name image of the market. Signs

which show the name of the market in different letter

styles have a tendency to confuse the customer and

diminish the customer's retention of the store's name.

Marquees Widely Used

The price marquee is still popular with food store

operators in many parts of the country. Marquees are

not only used for parking lot pylons as evidenced by

Ralphs' Westdale unit in California but are also

frequently built into the store front such as at Salem

EXTFRIOR AND INTERIOR SiGNS
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Wall Perimeter Signs Add Sparkle to Store Decor

UNUSUAL is the word for this cold beverage wall sign found

at this new Alpha Beta Market, Lynwood, Calif. Individual

letters and icicle border are made of plastic foam, a white,

light material. Snowballs and three-dimensional snowflake

prisms contribute a decorative touch to this imaginative wall sign.

AN ATTRACTIVE WALL sign, made of hard plastic material in

a marble pattern of green and block, decorates the produce

department at Piggly Wiggly No. 6, Albuquerque, N.M. The

modular letters are raised from the wall by individual strips of

wood, which run from the ceiling to the canopy.

WHITE SCRIPT lettering is mounted against natural walnut paneling to effect this handsome wall sign-mural at Salem Lane Food

Town, Dayton, Ohio. Butcher block and other mural illustrations are made of plywood.

16
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Illuminated Wall Shelving Sign

HERE IS AN example of a lighted canopy wall sign. "Glass-

ware" sign is used at Harding's Red & White, Attica, N.Y. The

script styled lettering is made of plywood, mounted against

corrugated plexiglass.

Two Distinctive Wall Directory Signs

TOP is the sectional wall directory used for the bakery depart-

ment at Stop & Shop, Norwolk, Conn. The Colonial window
pattern is stenciled on the wall while individual plaques ore

mounted in the open area of the window. Bottom is a fluorescent

illuminated wall directory featured at Food Fair's Margate,

N.J., store. Letters and numbers ore changeable on the di-

rectory, which, because of its extensive size, con be seen

virtually from any point in the market.

E.XTERIOR AND INTERIOR SiGNS

Lane, Dayton, Ohio; Stepherson's Big Star and Robilio

and Sarno Big Star—both in Memphis, Tenn. The key

advantage of the marquee is that it permits the store

manager to highlight specials or free offers at the en-

trance of the market to attract customers. In highly

competitive price areas, this is a very important

advantage.

Depnrttnvnl Wall Sipns Combined with

n all Miinils

Although wall murals will be discussed separately in

Chapter III, the subject of departmental wall signs

cannot be fully covered without reference to murals.

This points to a trend which is becoming increasingly

evident—that wall signs and murals are being treated

as a unit—one complimenting the other for total etfect.

Color, materials, textures, lettering styles are being co-

ordinated to create a specific effect.

The departmental wall sign for refrigerated bever-

ages at the Alpha Beta market. Lynwood. Calif., is an

excellent example of mural and sign coordination. The

panel border above the refrigerated door cases features

white icicles, with the words "ice cold beverages"

spelled out in thick, white lower case letters, suggest-

ing a frosty atmosphere. Large white snowballs and

three-dimensional snowlfake prisms add the final touch

to this wall sign-mural. The meat department sign-

mural in the new Salem Lane Food Town. Dayton.

Ohio, and the distinctive meat signs and large color

scenic transparencies at King Soopers store in Little-

ton, Colo., are further evidence of this trend.

In addition to making the departmental store sign

more elaborate in design, there is a definite movement

toward using modular letters, unit letters all the same

size. These letters are frequently raised from the wall

surface for a three dimensional etfect. In a striking

wall department sign used at new Piggly Wiggly No. 6,

in Albuquerque. N.M.. the individual letters in the

word "produce" are raised from the brick wall by

vertical boards, running from the ceiling to the canopy

top overhanging cases.

A more commonly used technique in giving modular

letters a third dimension is to mount each letter on a

circular or diamond shaped wood cutout. A new Red

& White market on East Main Street. Reynoldsburg,

Ohio, uses both the circle and the diamond cutout for

its various departmental wall signs. The diamond shape

is also effectively used for the service health and beauty

aids department in the South's largest market devoted

exclusively to food, Oakwood, Kingsport, Tenn. At

Hinky-Dinky store No. 59. Lincoln, Neb., handsome

modular letters are raised from the curtain wall by

concealed pegs behind each letter.

ft'^all Directories Popular

Although the wall directory has been used by food

store operatois for many years, it is increasingly being

incorporated into the interior design of new super mar-

kets. Its popularity with customers is based on the
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Lantern Designed Gondola Identification Sign

THIS lantern designed gondola sign, with on old world flavor,

contributes to the market's pleasant surroundings. Lantern has

a black satin finish. Sign slides and round numbers are plastic.

JEWEL TEA COMPANY'S twenty-fifth anniversary store in

Chicago employs this smart-looking gondola identification sign,

decorated with fancy grill work.

fact that they can sec the directory from virtually any

point in the store to learn the location of a listed

item. In addition, many customers use the wall

directory as a shopping list, with the result that extra

impulse sales are gained. Store operators like the

directory idea because customers need no longer stop

and ask clerks where an item can be found in the

market. The clerk's full time can then be devoted to

stocking merchandise.

The type of directory most frequently found in new

markets—one which is used by such food chains as

Food Fair. Pa.; Stop & Shop. Mass.; Publix. Fla.;

Alpha Beta. Calif.; and Weis. Pa.—generally spans an

entire interior wall and features white three-dimen-

sional, designer letters and numbers. The individual

letters and numbers, with pin-backs, are easily tacked

into soft wall-board backgrounds. Conversely when
an item's location is changed, the aisle number can

be easily removed and a new number tacked into the

wall. The advantage of llcxibility c;mnot be over-

emphasized.

The forms which this type of directory takes include

the multi-tiered directory with fluorescent strip-lighting

between tiers; rectangular plaques in alternating colors;

convex curved "wall" to capture light for maximum
effect; tipped forward wall with fluorescent illumina-

tion at base; color spacer columns or strips to divide

columns of listings; and directories incorporating large

clocks. Costs for wall directories vary from about $250
to as much as $800 for a 190 ft. directory. However,
the average installation cost is $400.

Another type of wall directory can be found at

Lucky Store No. 95, San Jose, Calif., which features

painted sectional signs mounted on several panels

across the market's produce wall. The advantage of

initial low cost must be weighed against the disad-

vantage of inflexibility, if an item is changed to an-

other location, the gondola section number must be

whited out and a new number painted in its place.

An attractive sectional wall mural-directory was

created for a new Stop & Shop in Norwalk. Conn. .A

Colonial window with open shutters was stenciled onto

the wall. The open part of the window design featured

three-dimensional lettered words mounted against the

wall on individual wooden plaques.

How much of an in-road the electronic directory

will make into the popularity of the wall directory is

still difficult to predict. In several new markets such

as Oakwood. Kingsport. Tenn., and King Soopers,

Littleton. Colo., where the electronic directory is used,

there appears to be customer acceptance of the device.

However, both store managers reported that there is

an initial period when store clerks must educate cus-

tomers on how to use the electronic directory. A sec-

ond factor which an operator must consider is the high

initial expense involved in installing a network of elec-

tronic directories throughout a store.

Gondola Identification Sisins Become
Increasiniily Attractive

Imaginati\ e treatment of gondola identification signs

in color, design and materials is evident in new super

markets. Although gondola identification signs in the

majority of stores continued to have the sign's base rest

atop the gondola, more operators than ever were in-

stalling gondola identification signs suspended over

the aisles or gondolas. The main advantage to this

location is that it permits greater sign visibility. Small

chains or wire are commonly used to suspend the signs

from the ceiling.

However, Plumb Ranch Market in Grand Rapids

uses rope to suspend gondola identification signs to

further heighten the Western decor of the market. The

increasing use of the ceiling suspended gondola

identification sign was noted by one major gondola

sign manufacturer, who modified his standard gondola-

based model so that it could be adapted to ceiling sus-

pension. A major chain. National Tea, made it

standard to have departmental guide signs suspended

over the aisle rather than resting on the gondola's top.

18 Outstanding Nkw Super Market.s



FANCY POODS _

GONDOLA MARKERS which are big enough so that customers

may see them readily, even from a cJistant point in the store,

are exempMfied by this big pastel-painted plywood marker.

TRIANGULAR in shape, this gondola marker is suspended over

the aisle. Item slides and number panels are made of plastic.

Banned corn

E^ANNED PEAS_

JANNEDTOMWDET^y

POTATO CHIPS

PREPARED FOODS !

BAKED BEANS

[-^?:3

Modern Design Gondola Markers

MADE OF WOOD for the most part, this modernistic gondola

sign at Dillon's Eostgate Shopping Center store in Wichita,

Kans., is an eye-stopper.

THE SIMPLE, balanced proportions of this gondola sign create

a pleasing effect. Attractive Barnum type on the plaques

compliments the box shape of the sign's frame.

Offbeat Gondola Signs

THE CEILING suspended gondola markers used at Plumb Ranch

Market in Grand Rapids add to the Western decor of the store.

Toy guns and spurs are hooked on to the sign's redwood

planking for an added decorative touch.

A PLASTIC illuminated gondola marker identifies the location

of various grocery products in this Sentry prototype market

located in Milwaukee, Wis. Soldier standing at attention is the

chain's symbol c.d is used on store pylons, ads, etc.

EXTFRIOR AND InTFRIOR SIGNS 19
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Gondola Canopy Sign

MARKET BASKET No. 23, San Gabriel, Calif., does not use standard gondola markers

but, instead, substitutes a lighted canopy sign which outlines the entire upper

perimeter of the gondola. Sign letters are mode of plastic and ore slightly raised

for sharper definition.

THE ILLUMINATED "Express Check Lanes" sign at Salem Lone Food Town, Dayton,

Ohio, gives the illusion of being suspended from the ceiling. Two posts, however,

running from the ceiling to the floor, support this eye-catcher sign.

Pn—
1!

iXF^RESS CHECK L-Jc^lSTES
0 niMi 01 Lfss
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THIS CEILING suspended "Kiddie Korner"

sign at Tedeschi's, Kingston-Plymouth,

Mass., is four-paneled, allowing customers

to see it from different angles.

BIG MOBILE signs containing catchy cap-

tions do their part to attract customers

to the snack bar and take-out food con-

cession at Shoppers Market, Torrance,

Calif. On the side of the camera, the

signs read, "A Loaf of Bread, a Jug of

Wine, and Our Delicious Meats" and

below, "If 'Smoke Gets in Your Eyes' Try

Our Borbequed Meats." On the opposite

side of the mobile signs, the captions

read, "Succulent Dishes for Tired 'Mrs.'
"

and "Let Us Be Your 'Silent Chef"

"^Qfc
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Three basic materials, plastic, wood and metal, are

most often used in gondola sign construction. Manu-

factured gondola signs are generally made of plastic.

with a steel frame and chrome finish. The main ad-

vantage in using plastic signs is that they can be easily

cleaned with a damp cloth and usually can be easily

removed when product locations are changed. When

gondola identification signs are specially designed for

a market, plywood is generally used.

The lantern gondola sign and the modern gondola

sign with its many variations are the two most com-

monly used designs. Some of the newer designed

lantern signs use glass panels for the lamp while other

lantern designs provide a space for advertisements

directly under the lantern. Examples of this latter type

can be found in the new Fox Market at 175 East 17th

Street. Costa Mesa, Calif. Other lantern gondola signs

can be found at Oakwood Market, Kingsport. Tenn..

and at Miller's Super Fair, Town and Country

Shopping Center, Grand Forks, N.D.

Modern, tailor-made gondola based identification

signs were created for Weingarten"s, Post Oak store.

Houston, Tex., and Dillon's Eastgate Shopping Center,

Wichita, Kansas. Two striking modern gondola signs,

ceiling suspended, were used at King Soopers. Denver,

Colo., and at Tedeschi's, Kingston-Plymouth. Mass.

Exterior and Interior Signs

A distinctive gondola identification sign was

specially designed for the Sentry chain in Milwaukee.

Made entirely of plastic, the column post support shows

a toy soldier at attention. By using the soldier emblem,

the chain's management intensifies the customer's im-

pression of the company's symbol. Another distinctive

gondola identification sign was used in the new Plumb

Ranch Market in Grand Rapids. Capitalizing on

the store's Western theme, the architect, who also

created the gondola signs and murals, used redwood

planking with toy guns and spurs to blend the mar-

ket's identification signs into the overall store

atmosphere.

Lighted canopy gondola signs were used in some of

the new markets such as Market Basket No. 23, San

Gabriel, Calif., and at Harding's Red & White, Attica,

N.Y. However, use of the illuminated canopy sign was

limited to special merchandise such as health and

beauty aids, baked foods and candy. A section of a

gondola was converted in Hinky Dinky No. 57, Coun-

cil Blufl's, Iowa, to make a unique cooky display area.

The top section of the gondola, with its cut-out figures

of familiar cooky shapes, was made of natural finished

wood. Concealed bulbs, beneath the scalloped, multi-

colored valance, shed even illumination over the

entire condola.
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STORE MURALS
-More Popular Than Ever

Meat Department Murals

THE ESPALIER TREE inspired the design for these two unusual

murals found at Stop & Shop's Peobody, Mass., market. Located

over the service fish department, the mural is also repeated in

the meat and poultry departments.

PLYWOOD CUTOUTS in the form of o steer's head, six-shooters,

rifles and branding irons are mounted on a white panel board

at the Plumb Ranch Market in Grand Rapids, Mich. A series of

these panels are posted behind the market's meat cases.



With more new super markets emphasizing store

decor in an attempt to outshine existing stores, the

status of the mural, instead of diminishing, is talcing

on greater importance today. Although some store

stylists and decorators feel that the mural is an overly

ornate device and should be de-emphasized, a survey

of new markets reveals that the mural in its various

forms—by itself or coordinated with perimeter wall

signs—two or three-dimensional in scope—is being

used extensively to add a decorative touch to a bare

store wall.

One store design group. Creative Designs Inter-

national, a New York City organization, feels that

too many signs and murals are being used in the

average new super market. At the Park Edge Market.

Town of Tonawanda, a suburb of Buffalo. N.Y.. CDI
made a conscious effort to reduce the number of signs

and wall murals. By changing colors and lighting

combinations in each department and from gondola

to gondola, CDI eliminated many conventional peri-

meter signs and murals save one. A giant three-

dimensional wall mural. 1 2 ft. high and 44 ft. long,

is mounted on the rear wall at Park Edge.

The CDI theory is that a customer, once she has

had an opportunity to shop the market, will know the

location of every major department by the various

color and light combinations which have been

created for each store section. As a result, signs and

murals used for departmental identification purposes

become redundant for the most part. Whether new

store styling developments such as this will diminish

the number of signs and murals used in future markets

is still a matter of conjecture.

However, even at Park Edge where a conscious

effort was made to reduce the number of murals and

signs, a large mural was still employed in the market's

decor to dramatize the rear wall and also to identify

the location of the dairy and meat departments with

a modernistic design. This points to the mural's basic

role of identifying key store departments for customers.

The mural's identification utility, in combination with

its decorative quality, assures its continued use in food

stores of the future.

With the varied mural designs being used in

new stores, certain trends stand out. First, mural

designs are being more closely coordinated with the

overall decorative theme of the market. This trend

is an outgrowth of the greater awareness on the part

of market operators of the significant role played by

decor in new stores.

The Plumb Ranch Market in Grand Rapids, Mich.,

clearly illustrates this point. The store's handsome

murals, plywood cutouts of cowboys, steer heads,

branding irons, etc. mounted on rectangular wooden

plaques, go a long way in complimenting the overall

Western theme of the market. Another example is

the IGA Chalet Foodliner. St. Louis, Mo., which may

Store Murals

Von's Imaginative Produce Department Murals

TWO PANELS, each 8 ft. long by 1 ft. high, are used for this

stylized vegetable mural at Von's Lakewood. Top panel is

gray on a yellow wall while bottom panel is green. Corn shown

in the top mural has yellow kernels of expanded metal, with

husks made of green plastic. The imaginatively-designed carrots

on the right are outlined in wrought iron and extend onto the

upper panel where the carrot tops, mode of wrought iron, form

a wavy pattern.

THIS FRUIT MURAL is mounted against a yellow wall, with the

top panel in gray and the lower panel turquoise. The four

pears on the left side of the upper panel ore green plastic

cutouts. To the right of the pears is a cluster of grapes mode
of sprayed hardware mesh. The giant radish on the lower

panel is outlined in wrought iron and also has leaves mode of

wrought iron. The tomato wedge and avocado ore mode of

enameled plastic. The rectangular pineapple is framed with

wrought iron on edge, with a black metal grid within. The

bananas are also outlined in heavy wrought iron.



ENLARGED COLORED TRANSPARENCIES of Rocky Mountain scenes ore illuminated from the rear with fluorescent lamps in this

Littleton, Colo., King Soopers. Photos are combined with signs, which promote the store's meat operation.

THIS HIGHLY stylized mural showing various fruits and vege-

tables is effectively used on the produce wall at Hinky Dinky

No. 59, Lincoln, Neb. Fluorescent lamps, concealed behind the

wooden canopy, highlight the multi-colored mural.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL, oval murals are featured at Dilbert's

Molverne, Long Island, N.Y., market. The ovals, which are

grouped in threes, create a modern design with one grouping

highlighting vegetables and the adjacent mural fruits.

24
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well have the largest painted store nuiral in the

country. Approximately 130 ft. long, the mural, de-

picting a Swiss village nestled in a valley surrounded

by snowcapped mountains, intensifies the store's Al-

pine theme. Murals of an old pot-bellied stove over

the service baked foods department and meat cleavers-

carving tools on the service meat section wall at

Weingarten's Post Oak store in Houston, Tex., help

to foster the market's "Gay '90's" theme.

Although the three examples cited indicate that

murals are being used to recreate a nostalgic era of

time or remind customers of a colorful geographic

area, the majority of new murals are niodernistically

styled in keeping with the predominant decorating

scheme used in today's food stores.

Another sharply defined trend in murals is the

greater use of them in a given market. Instead of one

large mural, several murals, on an average, are being

used along perimeter walls, with some murals also

being employed at the entrance-way and even in front

of the market, as was the case at the triangular Star

Market, Woburn, Mass., and at Food Giant Market.

Reseda. Calif. With the growing number of murals per

new market, there is a decided swing to more elabor-

ately conceived murals.

Closely allied to the mural form is the repeated

wall design, painted or stenciled. Allcolor Company.

Inc., has successfully used a multi-colored figure-eight

design throughout a Dillon market in Salina, Kansas;

a stenciled harlequin pattern at King Soopers' West-

minster Plaza store in Denver, Colo.; and a handsome

four-leaf pattern at King Soopers' Aurora market in

Denver, Colo. Although not a trend at the present

time, the large painted or stenciled design, repeated

on wall surfaces throughout the store, may prove to

be a happy compromise between the expensive three-

dimensional wall mural and wallpaper, which fre-

quently proves to be ineffectual.

Mural Forms nnd Mnlerials

Because of the wide divergency in mural designs

and materials used in making them, it is virtually im-

possible to indicate trends of any significance in this

area, except in a few isolated cases. The painted

wall picture is hardly used today in new stores

because it lacks the impact of a three-dimensional

mural. However, there are some notable exceptions

to this generality. The striking 130 ft. long Alpine

mural used on the rear wall of the IGA Chalet Food-

liner and the scenic farm and sea murals used in Marsh

Foodliners in Indiana are outstanding examples of

the painted mural.

Murals Scaled for

Fish Departments

THIS FISH MURAL at the new Food Giant,

Reseda, Calif., has an educational aspect

to it. Customers can learn the anatomy

of a fish by studying the translucent

plastic panel over the fish section. The

sign is illuminated from within, with

anatomical explanations painted on the

inner panel surface. When panel is

illuminated, the words on the inner sur-

face are visible and are keyed to the

lower case letters, painted on the outer

panel surface.
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THE SHIELD MOTIF is used for this distinctive fish mural at King Cole's in Bridgeport
Conn. A lobster, lobster trap, dams and fishes rest on the short extended shelf, which
IS right angled to the shield. Notice how the store's initials, "KC," have been worked
into the overall design.

Dairy Department Murals

DAIRY department mural at Von's Lake-
wood, Calif., is designed to emphasize
the feminine. The cow is curvey, is In

repose and is decked with flowers. The
hen is plumpish—almost egg-shaped. At
the left of the panel is an interesting

sequence technique, showing milk being
poured from a milk carton. The three
milk cartons ore outlined in wrought iron.

The cost of an average mural at this

Von market varies from $150 to $300.

MURALS and department perimeter signs are being increasingly design coordinated
This lobster mural and "Seafoods" sign at the new Fox Market, East Woodland Hills,
Calif., IS an excellent example of this growing trend.
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THESE PANELED two-dimensional murals,

located over a dairy air screen case, con

be found ot Stop & Shop, Stamford,

Conn. Murals have appetite appeal.

GROWERS FOOD CENTER, Fairview, Mass., features a stylized mural over the dairy

department's multi-tiered cases. Mounted on a curtain wall, mural combines the

chain's identification symbol, a lower cose "g," with three-dimensional molded forms

representing butter tubes, a wheel of cheese, eggs in a carton and a pitcher of milk.

THE DAIRY mural over the door cases at Fox Market No. 40,

Costa Mesa, Calif., skillfully blends the department sign with

cartoon-styled outlines of cows, doiry barn, cheese and bottled

milk. Clock is focal point of mural.

Italian mosaic tiles are growing in popularity as a

material for both interior and exterior murals. The

prime advantages of tile are its durability, vividness of

colors, tlexibility in forming designs and its ease of

maintenance. It is virtually the only material which

can be effectively employed for exterior murals. Here

are a few new stores where tile was used to good

effect: a series of store front murals, made of large

ceramic tiles, is employed at Food Giant Market,

Reseda, Calif.; a modern, dramatic mural of mosaic

tiles decorates the entrance-way at Model Mart,

Dolton, 111.; and the fish departments of new Wein-

garten markets feature a school of fish tile design

directly behind the service cases. However, the use of

tile imposes two disadvantages—high cost and the

limitations of a two-dimensional mural when used as

the sole material.

The hitter disadvantage is significant in that many
ot the new mural designs arc three-dimensional in

scope. The main advantage in using three-dimensional

murals is that they have greater projection impact on

the viewer than a conventional fiat surface illustration.

Mural designers frequently create a three-dimensional

effect by mounting plywood cutouts on rods or painted

panel boards. Examples of three-dimensional murals

created by overlapping metal, wood and plastic cut-

outs against a wood panel can be found at Von's

Lakewood store in Calif. Another commonly used

technique in creating a three-dimensional effect is the

Store Mur.m.s
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Painted Wall Mural at Marsh Foodliners

SHADES OF PARIS on a Mid-Western super market wall? This

4 ft. by 12 ft. mural is one of dozens that adorn the walls of

Marsh Foodliners, adding warmth ond personality and dispelling

the sameness that afflicts many store walls today.

Service Bakery Department Mural

WEINGARTEN, Houston, Tex. mural features plywood cut-

outs of bread slices and three wheat shafts.

THIS PAINTED wall mural, spanning a 130 ft. wall atop the

self-service meat department at the IGA Chalet Foodliner, St.

Louis, Mo., may well be the largest one of its type. Because of

its size, the mural dominates the entire store and helps to

intensify the overall Alpine decor.

use of pre-molded forms, made of foam plastic and

plaster of Paris. This mural treatment was dramatically

used at Growers Food Center, Fairview, Mass. The
regional chain's stylized letter "g" was also efTectively

worked into the molded mural.

Although plywood is still the most popular material

used in super market murals, other materials are being

combined with wood to create varied te.xtures. Brass,

wrought iron, fiberglass and mosaic tile are frequently

used in conjunction with plywood. Steinberg's new
Rockland Shopping Centre super market in Montreal,

Canada, features outstanding modernistic murals using

three-dimensional designs, which incorporate such

unusual materials as silk, brass, fiberglass, plywood

and Italian mosaic tile.

The photograph is another mural form used in some
new super markets. King Soopers new store in Little-

ton, Colo., has mounted large color transparencies of

Rocky Mountain landscapes on the wall behind the

self-service meat cases. The transparencies are illumi-

nated from the rear with fluorescent lamps. Old litho-

graphic prints showing street scenes and nearby farms

around Dayton, Ohio, have been enlanzed and mounted
on the perimeter walls of Salem Lane Food Town.
This type of mural holds a great deal of interest for

older customers who recall the city as it was years ago.

Favored Subjects for Store Murals
Unlike the multiplicity of forms and combinations

of materials used in the design of new store murals,

there is a surprising uniformity of subjects illustrated.

One mural subject classification shows food in its un-

processed form such as a cow for dairy or a steer's

head in the meat department. The Plumb Ranch Mar-
ket in Grand Rapids, Mich., uses this type of subject

matter to create a Western ranch atmosphere.

On the other hand, markets such as Food Giant

Market. Reseda. Calif.; Growers Food Center, Fair-

view, Mass.; and Stop & Shop, Stamford, Conn., show
illustrations of processed food in their murals. Illus-

trating processed food products such as a wheel or

wedge of cheese over the dairy case serves a dual

purpose of stimulating the customer's desire for the

foods depicted and also identifying the location of the

department.

A third subject category for murals is the scenic

photograph or painted landscape which is used in

some new markets. Reference has already been

made to King Soopers and Salem Lane Food Town
which have used scenic photographs and lithographic

prints to decorate their perimeter walls. However.

the most favored scenic illustrations are those which

specifically have food associations such as a farm
scene for produce, a fishing village for the fresh

fish department, or a quaint French bakery shop for

the baked foods department. Marsh Foodliners in

Indiana have extensively used this subject approach in

its murals.

Outstanding New Super Markets
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OLD LITHOGRAPHIC prints of the early days in Dayton's history

have been enlarged and used as wall murals at Salem Lane

Food Town, Ohio. Old-time drug store in Dayton is positioned

on a curtain wall over the prescription department. MODEL MART, in Dolton, III., dresses up its foyer with this

modernistic mosaic tile mural. Tiles are mounted on a board,

which is slightly raised from the wall.

Murals with a DifFerence

ALTHOUGH not related in theme to the produce department, this distinctive plywood mural of a stagecoach is coordinated with the

overall Western theme of Plumb's Ranch Market, Grand Rapids, Mich. Plants atop canopy give a three-dimensional effect.



THE TEDESCHI MARKET, Kingston-Plymouth, Mass., combines the

chain's slogan—"Tedeschi's . . . The Store of Tomorrow—Today!"
—with o stylized cutout design of a family enjoying a picnic.

,



HAND-DECORATED ceramic tile panels brighten the walkway along the front exterior of Food Giant Market, Reseda, Calif., in

on artistic application of food illustrations, representing grocery, dairy, and produce products.

Murals Go Outdoors

A CLOSE-UP view of the produce mural

reveals the tile texture of the panel. Each

mural has been recessed slightly into the

wall, with plants growing at the base for

added decoration.
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CHAPTER
IV

34 UNIQUE STORE FEATURES

The French word, "potpourri," means a mixture or

anthology. The purpose of this chapter is to provide

the reader with a potpourri of 34 unique store ideas,

which have been applied to super markets built during

the past two years. In this section, you will discover

suggestions on new equipment and layout for meat and

produce departments; unique departmental treatments

for ice cream, baked foods, gourmet foods, plants,

wines and liquors; distinctive displays with eye-and-

sell appeal; plus a wide assortment of features.

Whether you are planning to build a new super

market, remodeling or looking for new ideas to add a

merchandising spark to your present set-up. the fol-

lowing collection of new store features, gathered from

all parts of the country, will prove profitable. Keep
in mind that all features included in this chapter have

been selected because they will either increase store

efficiency, boost sales or do both.

Scale Attachment Records Weight

OAKVv'OOD MARKET in Kingsporl, Tenn.,

uses a weight recorder attachment to

weigh carcasses at time of delivery. As

carcasses are being weighed, informa-

tion, which includes carcass weight, time

and date of weighing, is printed on a

roll of paper. After all the carcasses in a

shipment have been weighed, clerk re-

moves printed figures from the roll.

Itemized weights ore totaled and then

checked against meat wholesaler's invoice

for verification. Attochment assures weight

accuracy and saves weigh-in clerk the

trouble of having to record the figures by

hand. In this installation, scale and

recorder attacliment ore located inside

the meat cooler, near the door.

Outstanding New Super Markets
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Meat Department
Is Centrally Located

EVERYBODY TALKS about putting perish-

ables in the center of the store, but it's

a rare store that does it. Fair Mart Mar-

kets of New York City is one operation

that has meats centrally locatecJ in

several of their stores. Management is

well pleased with the results.

In addition to pulling traffic into the

center of the store, the arrangement has

another big advantage; It enables Fair

Mart to get a double line of meat coses,

both of which can be entirely serviced

from the rear. Cutting and prepackaging

is done in the basement below, and the

product rides a dumbwaiter (smaller

photo) to reach the display area. The

self-service coses feature rear storage

for extra stock. The entire department is

emphasized by a special overhang which

houses incandescent lamps to bring oui

the meats' rich, red color.

Automatic Wrapper Increases Efficiency

MORE AND MORE mechanization is being introduced into meat
departments as the installation of this automatic meat wrapping
machine at new Piggly Wiggly No. 6, 4900 Lomas Blvd., N.E.,

Albuquerque, N.M., proves. Operator simply places film over

the trayed meat, seals two sides and lets the machine tuck in

the end flaps for a tight fitting package. Smaller photo below

shows the neatly wrapped meat packages as they come out of

the automatic wrapper onto the work table located alongside a

weighing-labeling station. Waste time and motion are cut to a

minimum in this meat packaging operation.
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Gravity Conveyors Speed Up Lucky Meat Operation

TO STEP UP the meat packaging operation at Lucky Store No. 95, 1630 Storey Road, Son Jose, Calif., gravity conveyors transport

trayed meat from the cutters to packaging clerks who are stationed directly behind the self-service cases. When the troyed meat
rounds the curve, it passes through a refrigerated trough from v^hich a packager con pick up meat trays for wrapping. After package
has been wrapped and returned to the refrigerated trough, it is moved on a conveyor to the weighing-labeling station. Main
advantage of this meat department layout is that it permits customers to see port of the meat operation, ond thus encourages
greater customer confidence in the store's meat products. Notice the three bells which ore suspended over the meat case for customers

who desire special cuts of meat.

Unique Produce Department Features

Like Meat Department, Like Produce Department
TAKING A TRICK from the self-service operated meat department, this produce department at Mr. D's IGA, Wichita, Kan., is stocked
from the rear. Central passageway in the middle leads to the produce preparation area. Mo^n advantage of this fixture orrongement
is that it permits produce clerks to stock cases from rear without cluttering aisle.
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Special Displays Add Merchandising Sparkle

TWO SPECIAL DISPLAYS pictured below add interest to the produce department at Oakwood Market, Kingsport, Tenn. The circular

aluminum display is motorized, circling slowly about. A slight touch of the hand will stop the movement, permitting customer to

remove merchandise from the display. The related item display of bananas and vanilla snap cookies is popular in the South as a

pudding combination. The adjoining photo features two bin-type displays, back-to-back. The bins, which are on casters, ore gray

with block trim. Bin displays are used for prepackaged produce such as potatoes, onions, oranges and apples. Whenever one is

empty, a reserve bin, filled with fresh produce, is wheeled onto the floor, thus preventing even a momentary out-of-stock situation.

i^ill<^<^<^

Special Store Departments with Distinctive Touches

Shades of Ye Olde
Ice Cream Parlor

SERVICE ice cream booth is a popular

spot for both young and old at Mr. D's

IGA, 8147 East Kellogg, Wichita, Kan.

Selling double dippers for lOC and triple

dippers for 15c, it's no wonder to see a

crowd gathered around the counter. In

addition to selling cones, clerks hand-

pack bulk ice cream for customers. The

marble paneled counter front, wooden

paneled wall and old-time lanterns help

to give booth a "gay '90's" mood.

34 Unique Market Features
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Alcove Layout Lends Appeal to Service Bakery

BUTTER BAKED ITEMS are featured at this service bakery at Rosauer Super Market No. 3, Spokane, Wash. Contributing to the

attractiveness of the department are: 111 the U-shape of the counters into on alcove where the customer is surrounded on three

sides by baked foods, and (2) the dropped ceiling, illuminated with concealed fluorescent lamps. This service bakery has 110 ft.

of display cases, with all wall coses serviced from the rear stock area, assuring more effective rotation of merchandise.

Modernistically Designed Baked Foods Gondola
UNUSUAL IS THE BEST WORD to describe this self-service bakery gondola. The attractive canopy, with its modernistic design, gives

a distinctive appearance to this department. Incandescent globular-shaped fixtures, which surround the perimeter of the canopy,

spotlight the section with soft illumination. Attractive color photos of baked food products ore posted on the center canopy supports.

Baked foods gondola is located in the center-front area of the market where customers cannot miss it



On-Premise Bakery Is Focal Point of Growers' Layout

IN THE NEW GROWERS FOOD CENTER, Fairview, Mass., the on-premise bakery department is given the focal location in the store.

The illuminated ovens are fully in view of customers, permitting them to see pies and cakes being baked. An on-premise operation

such cs this assures customers of freshly baked products. There is also an additional 52 ft. of self-service baked foods, which extends

beyond the service cases. To set the service bakery operation apart from the balance of the market, special incandescent lamps

flood the area. A battery of circular brass fixtures, in series, illuminates the front approach to the department.

Cake Decorating Art Entertains Customers
SHOWMANSHIP IS WHERE YOU FIND IT, and the Bake Shop, a concession operoted by Frank Canupp and his wife at Ookwood
Market, Kingsport, Tenn., is not an exception. A shopper-stopper at this market is o small glass enclosed booth which juts out 7 ft.

from the bakery display cases. In the booth, Mrs. Canupp, pictured here, is shown decorating a birthday cake. During the busy

weekend shopping period, it is not unusual to see a crowd gathered around the booth to watch cakes being decorated.



Outdoor Light

Dramatizes
Gourmet Food Corner

THE ATTRACTIVE 85 ft. gourmet depart-

ment at Growers Food Center, Foirview,

Mass., features merctiandise on shelves

located against the store window. Natural

outdoor light offers a bright contrast to

the merchandise on the shelves, thus help-

ing to create added interest. The side

wall has bracket shelves for display of

merchandise. The attractive wall is

paneled with walnut wood, with a strip

of wallpaper used to offer a vertical line

to the horizontal shelving lines.

"Greenhouse" Nurtures Plant Sales

A HANDSOME and soles-stimulating dis-

play occupies part of the produce area

at Kroger's new Ward Parkway store in

Kansas City, Mo. As shown, the display

simulates a greenhouse, decorated with

artificial flowers. Housed in the display

are such high margin items as plants,

potting soil and bulbs. It is 9 ft. wide,

10 ft. long and was built by a local plant

supplier for use at various Kroger units

Practical Display Unit

For Small Potted Plants

DISPLAYING small potted plants con be

a problem, but it was nicely solved at

this Plumb Ranch Market, Grand Rapids,

Mich. Small potted plants ore interest-

ingly displayed on a three tier display

case in the rear of the produce deport-

ment. Shelves act as large drainage

pans, making it easy to care for plants

while on display. In addition to plants,

related core items ore displayed at both

ends of the display cose. Large plants

ore displayed on the opposite side.
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Three-In-One Design

IN A LIMITED amount of space, Rosauer

Super Market, Spokane, Wash., has done

a neat job of displaying cut flowers,

wines and cold beer. To help shoppers

decide which wine to buy for cooking,

dinner or hospitality, a wine selector list

has been posted on the wall area above

the wine display. Customers desiring cold

beer con walk into the open beer cooler,

which has 240 sq. ft. The recessed wall

display of fresh cut flowers has a special

overhead refrigeration unit to keep floral

bouquets fresh longer.

End Gondola Becomes
A Wine Department

SMALL SPACE need not deter a food

store operator from creating on ottrocflve

department as this photo of bottled wines

reveals at the new Thriftwoy Market in

Auburn, Wash. The sides of the display

and canopy front ore mode of plywood.

Spotlights have been positioned at the

rear bottom of the display to provide

illumination contrast for wine bottles.

Wine glasses have been displayed along-

side the wine section to win related soles.

Non-Foods Displayed

In Unusual Location

A 6,500 SQ. FT. discount basement, the

largest non-foods selection in a New York

City super market, is a key feature of the

"split level" store newly opened by

Grand Union at West Broadway and

Bleecker Street, Greenwich Village, New
York City. The market includes the fol-

lowing departments among the multi-

hundred discount basement selection:

housewares, stationery, notions, sports

goods, records, hardware, pet supplies,

toys, small appliances, clocks, clothing,

underwear, hosiery, domestics, home fur-

nishings and o variety of seasonal items.

Store has total of 29,000 sq. ft.
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Supporting Posts

Become Towering Salesmen

SUPPORTING POSTS are often an eye-

sore in the average super market. Some

store operators build gondolas around

them for concealment. A different ap-

proach was token by the owner of the

Giant Open Air Market in Norfolk, Vo.

At this market, the four supporting posts

have been literally converted into pillars

of profit. Because of the large circular

display area, several products can be

displayed around the post. A circular

canopy, with six semi-recessed incandes-

cent fixtures, adds o touch of glamor to

the entire display. Artificial shrubs deck

the top of the canopy.

Modernistic EncJ-Gondola
Display at Plumb

THE AVERAGE end display in a market

has a heavy massive appearance, but

one of the main features of this end dis-

play used at Plumb Ranch Market, Grand
Rapids, Mich., is its open, light appear-

ance. Supported by wrought iron legs,

knee-high shelf permits easier stocking.

Outstanding Nf.w Super Markets



End Display Lights Its Way to Profit

ALTHOUGH AN END DISPLAY, because of its location, will draw customer attention, you can imagine the customer response this

display earns with twin spotlights beaming downward. Increasing foot-candle power over displays can be effective in also stepping

up soles. Notice the wire basket shelving which is used for the display of potato chips. The shelving ends, curved upward, prevent

bogs from falling to the floor.

Electronic Guide
Made Focal Point

Of Display

TO BE SURE that customers do not miss

seeing the electronic guides at Fox Mar-

ket No. 40, Costa Mesa, Calif., they have

been mode the center point of end gon-

dola displays. All a customer must do,

to learn the location of a grocery item

in the store, is to press the right button

and a recorded tope message gives her

the information. The electronic guide is

being increasingly used in new markets.
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Barn Catches Egg Shoppers

CUSTOMERS in Mors Super Market, Edgewater Shopping Center,

Baltimore, Md., love this refrigerated "barn" which is complete

with cupola, lighted lantern and weather vane. Management
likes it because it stimulates egg sales, reduces complaints about

freshness to the vanishing point, is easy to see and shop, holds

large quantity of eggs, and is easily stocked. The display is

located in the wide aisle in front of the meat department toward

the rear of the store.

Novel Pyramid Display Is an Eye-Stopper

HERE'S AN UNUSUAL end-gondola display at Weingorten's

Bellaire-Houston, Tex., that can be stacked high without fear of

cans falling to the floor. Management has found that grocery

sales respond upward when this gravity-fed display is in action.

Top part of display is open so cans can be quickly dumped into

use on gondola end. Main advantages to this type of display

are that it is easy to stock, cuts stocking time and creates a mass

display atmosphere.

DRY

MACARONI

BEER
WINES

Glassware Sparkles
—Sales Do, Too

WITH ILLUMINATION behind jars of

honey now a tried and proven merchan-

dising aid, this super market finds the

some method gives a glow of beauty to

the glassware section. In this 12 ft. dis-

play, on estimate by the non-foods buyer

was placed at weekly sales of 25 cases

of glassware, 24-pack and 48-pack.

OUTST.WDING Nl \V Sl'PER M.ARKETS



kiddie

Kids Have Own TV Room

YOU CAN'T PLEASE everybody, they say, but this feature of

Piggly Wiggly super in Muleshoe, Tex., comes about as close as

you con get. The youngsters love it because they don't have to

miss their favorite programs; Mom loves it because she knows

the kids are happily engaged in televiewing.

Courting Customer's Goodwill

WINNING the goodwill of local citizens can be done in many
different ways. The Giant Open Air Market in Norfolk, Va.,

does it by making available free-of-charge its River Terrace

Room to civic and religious organizations. Mirror on the right

side of photo gives the illusion that the room is bigger than it is.

Striking Ceiling Patterns

Ribbed Ceiling Pattern Decorative

WHEN CUSTOMERS LOOK UP at the ceiling at Erickson Super Market, 4581 Liberty Road, Salem, Ore., they see a series of

connected Roman arches, forming a ribbed pattern. In addition to being distinctive, the Roman arches decrease the glare of fluorescent

fixtures, which are centered in the hollow of each arch.
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Floating Center Ceiling at New Hinky-Dinky

A STORE with varying ceiling heights, producing dramatic con-

trasts, is descriptive of new Hinky-Dinky No. 59 in Lincoln, Neb.

The building shell of this market features a gabled roof with a

high center peak. To reduce the cavern effect this type of roof

design produces in the interior, a dropped ceiling was installed

over the main shopping area. To the left of the photo, notice

how the ceiling rises sharply where the dropped ceiling ends.

Special Treatment for Beauty Aids

HEALTH AND BEAUTY aids come in for special shelf treatment

at Ramapo Valley Co-Op, 44 Godwin Ave., Ridgewood, N.J.

Although napkins are stocked on the large bottom display shelf,

top gondola shelves are devoted to more profitable cosmetic

items. Playing on the vanity of women customers who primarily

shop this section, large oval mirrors hove been ploced atop the

gondola for their use.

t

Inexpensive Wall
Makes a
Decorative Windbreaker

TO KEEP the gusty winds of fall and winter away from the

entrance-exit doors of the Romopo Valley Co-Op, 44 Godwin

Ave., Ridgewood, N. J., this inexpensive windbreaker wall, made

of cinder blocks painted white, was constructed. Interesting wall

pattern was created by setting one row of blocks horizontally

and then laying the next row vertically.

Ol'TSTANDING NEW Sl'Pl R MARKETS



Mats Prevent Breakage, Look Good, Too

ATTRACTIVE MATS, black edged on a blue and gray rubber grid, help Star's new Woburn, Mass., super market cut losses from

breakage of gloss goods and the mess and annoyance broken goods con make. The mats are located below several store departments

and were ordered to suit the lengths of the various departments. This aisle has two mats—one below the 12 ft. glassware section, the

other below the high-unit-movement baby foods department. Breakage, incidentally, seems to occur as likely from stock boy's

carelessness as from customer's—according to the store manager.

Manager's Overall View

THE STORE MANAGER at the new Plumb Ranch Market, Grand Rapids, Mich., has a gloss paneled office located in the front central

area of the market. Principol advantage of locating manager's office in this location is that it permits him to see the entire selling

area, and, at the same time, places him close to the checkouts. The centrally located foyer in the market Is separated by 6 ft. of

space from the manager's booth. Space around the office is used for shopping basket storage.





Trading Stamp Dispenser
Speeds Checking, Cuts Errors

A MACHINE that dispenses trading stamps at the turn of a dial

is reaping a "significant" speed-up of the checkout operation

at an A. J. Bayless market in Phoenix, Ariz. And it's cutting

down on errors at the some time. "We used to dispense stamps

by hand from a drawer under the cash register," explained the

store manager. "This was bad because it slowed down the

checkers and it probably cost us money through torn stamps

and errors. This automatic system seems to eliminate these

difficulties." The dispensing machines in operation at Bayless

Store are less than a foot square and are mechanical (not

electric) in operation. Use of two telephone-type dials—one

for dollars, the other for cents—dispenses strips of stamps from

rolls within the machine through slots in the plastic case of the

dispenser. Depressing a black knob on the dispenser case

severs the stamps from the roll. "Not only will this speed up

operations," notes Bill Guffey, vice president of A. J. Bayless, "it

will hove a good psychological effect on the customer. Instead

of handing her a bunch of stamps torn off in little strips, she

sees the stamps come out in a strip perhaps several feet long.

She can watch the operator dial the sale total so she knows it's

accurate. Then, too, the machine provides an accurate tabula-

tion of total stamps dispensed which con be used for the

weekly inventory." The stamps are provided by the trading

stomp company in rolls specially prepared for machine use.

The unit holds 55,000 stamps—50,000 in the dollar roll and

5,000 in the cents roll. Loading the machine takes a matter of

minutes. On the basis of their experience, Bayless officials be-

lieve the trading stamp dispensing machine is here to stay.

Checkstond operators and customers alike were noticeably en-

thusiastic over the installation.

SPEEDING up the checkout operation and

reducing errors at the same time is this

stomp dispensing machine which operator

dials in view of the customer. Stamps are

severed from the rolls by pressing the

button on the plastic box, and built-in

counter provides cross check between the

register and machine.

MANAGER Jim Spiranzo demonstrates

loading of the machine with a 50,000

stamp roll. A separate roll holds up to

5,000 stamps which ore dispensed from

the "cents" slot on right.

34 Unique M.arket Fe.atures
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Parcel Pickup Is an Art at King Soopers

ONE OF THE most popular features at the new King Soopers in the Alameda Shopping

Center, Denver, is the handy parcel pickup service. When a shopper has completed

her grocery buying, she wheels her cart to a station in the lobby under an illuminated

sign reading, "Check Your Shopping Cart Here." A corryout boy hands her a claim

check and puts another check with the same number on her buggy. The customer may

proceed directly to her car and drive it to the pickup station or may continue a

leisurely shopping tour in the Center.

SHOPPERS who have done a week's shopping, such as this young matron, are doubly

oppreciative of King Soopers parcel pickup service. The carryout boy hands the

customer two claim checks, for matching numbers 15 and 34.

AS SOON as a car is driven into this special slot at King

Soopers, boxboys check for identification, then wheel correct

buggy down the ramp at left.

CART marshalling area, just inside the store from the area to

which cars ore driven for pickup service, makes it easy to match

claim checks.

V PICK-UP



THE INTERIOR of Park Edge Market, Buffalo, N. Y., gleams brightly although
the center sales area averages no more than 50 foot-candles. White celling

and walls, plus extensive glass frontage, augment the store's illumination.

[Photo fourtesy of Creotive Designs tnremationol)

COLOR, DESIGN AND LIGHTING
your silent salesmen

by Lorain Fawcett, President

Allcolor Company, Inc.

THERE has never been a super

market opening without an eager

audience. Super markets are so effi-

cient and interesting they always
attract customers. But attracting

customers and keeping them are

two different matters. Obviously,

the right merchandise, the right

prices and the right services are

fundamental. The really successful

stores are those in which the own-
er's competence in his special field

is ably supported by color, design

and lighting. Never mistake these

3 for the stage setting. They are

part of the cast.

It is the function of color to re-

inforce the selling techniques of

store personnel. It is the function of

design to give the super market

maximum efficiency for retailer and

consumer alike. It is the function

of Ughting to provide proper illu-

mination so the customer can buy
with confidence, knowing that the

merchandise will look the same at

home as in the store.

Color dynamics and design are

vital sales elements overlooked or

misunderstood by many operators
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STARE at the star in the lower right cor-

ner of shield for a minute and then

quickly look at the black dot in the

white shield. What do you see?

(Photo courtesy of AMcolor Company, Int.)
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in the super market field. Expert

use of color and design can create

a sales winning personality for the

super market. The visual image
the individual owner or chain

wishes to project can be achieved

by employing these elements to

dramatize and individualize the

thousands of mass-produced prod-

ucts offered to the customer, thus

removing the giant cafeteria or ex-

hibition hall look.

Our mass-produced items have
created a consumer acceptance of

color and design that has never

been paralleled. When selecting a

new suit or dress, an automobile,

a home . . . when planning home
decor, color is the distinguishing

factor that permits expression of

personal taste and keeps us all

from looking alike.

Color Is the Shortest Visual Path
to the Emotions of the Consumer.

It is the decorative sales tool

that inspires the spendthrift and
the penny pincher alike. Color is

an involuntary human sensation

created when a consumer looks at

a colored object. This emotional
stimulus can create pleasure and
activate the imagination. It is the

spark that creates impulse sales.

Color is in the eye of the be-

holder. Being an individual experi-

ence, consumer color preferences

are affected by geographic location,

climate, seasons of the year, light-

ing, texture and design.

Test your color perception.

Stare at the star in the lower

right corner of yellow field in strong

light and count off 60 seconds.

Then quickly focus eyes on the

black dot in the center of the white

shield, located alongside the color

shield. What you should see are

the complementaries of the colors

shown in the first shield.

The after image you have
created as a result of focusing on
this design form is an involuntary

sensation. A color consultant and
store designer must know how the

average human eye responds to

color and must understand the psy-

MEAT DEPARTMENT at Beechwood
Market, Huntington, Conn., is effectively

lighted and color decorated. The red

and white floor tiles harmonize with

pink cases and white wall to bring out

the pink coloration of displayed meat.

Floating ceiling with semi-recessed In-

candescent fixtures enhances the total

departmental effect.

M SINCE this King Soopers, Aurora,

Colo., has no windows, lighted cornices

are used over perimeter departments

OS auxiliary lighting to implement ceil-

ing illumination. Fluorescent lights hove

been lowered to on 8V2 ft. level. The

decorative clover leaf pattern, which

is stenciled on the wall, color codes

the market. Basic leaf pattern is re-

peated throughout store in different

color combinations.

BLUE AND YELLOW delicatessen

coses in this market complement the

blue curtoin wall and the yellow sofRt.

The luster of the tan tiled wall above

the coses is highlighted by lighting from

semi-recessed incandescent fixtures.



* AIR-SCREEN dairy case at

Tedeschi's, Brockton, Mass., has

been happily converted into

refrigerated dairy born. Wood
paneling of upper wall section,

together with red shingled roof,

help create a realistic barn at-

mosphere. The white of the ceil-

ing and coral walls hove been
keyed to the colors found in the

flooring's striped pattern.

-* AN OUTSTANDING JOB of

color coordination has been
achieved for this Snack Bar at

Tedeschi's, Brockton, Mass. Yel-

low, brown and turquoise hove

been used primarily with the

same colors applied to incandes-

cent flx'ures. Series of Roman
arches over preparation area
adds a distinctive touch to Snack
Bar's decor. Balcony area above
serves os a customer lounge.



A A dramatic 12 ft. by 44 ft.

mural, composed of eight sec-

tions, dominates the blue tex-

tured wall at Park Edge Market,

Buffalo, N. Y. Recessed incandes-

cent lighting, in the soffit of the

cantilevered canopy, casts a soft

light over dairy and poultry cases.

(Plioto courtesy of Creative Designs Intemotiona!)

CORAL AND WHITE color

combination used at this Sentry

prototype store in Milwaukee,

Wis., brings out the pink quality

of poultry and meat products.

Fluorescent and incandescent

lamps are used to illuminate the

rear perimeter.
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(Photo courtesy of Mitleni Diiploy Letters Mortulocturirtg and Solei Co.)
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STOP & SHOP, Norwalk, Conn., fea-

tures a wall directory styled after a

colonial pediment, stenciled on wall

with dimensional letters on color panels.

Colorful pennants over service fish

cases repeat colors used in directory.

(Photo courtesy of Mittens Disploy Letters Wonufaduring orsd Sales Co.)

THE BLUE and white color combination used in the wall-long directory at

Stop & Shop's Natick, Mass., store dominates the overall decor. Blue lettering

used below directory and blue cases heighten analogous color harmony.

^ PANELED walls need not

be expensive as this Sentry

Market in Milwaukee, Wis.,

proves. A hard plastic ma-
terial, simulating walnut, has

been used to create a rich

textured wall surface. BafTle

wall conceals grocery stock

area from customers' view.

TWINKLING brass cylin-

der-shaped fixtures dot the

upper perimeter of candy

gondola at Park Edge Mar-

ket, Buffalo, N. Y. Two fixtures

are joined to an iron pipe,

walnut mounted.

HANDSOME corner view of the meat department at Stop & Shop, Natick

Mass., illustrates the effective use of a vertical stripe pattern for wall

design. The border around the wall perimeter color codes departments.

Note that ton backdrop is used in the meat department while a blue

border is used for the adjoining section.
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chological factors and color pref-

erences involved. Then he must

apply this knowledge to create a

specific store.

Because color is a visual sen-

sation, it can be seen faster and
remembered longer than design.

An e.xperienced designer never sep-

arates color and design form when
creating, but coordinates the two.

Design form creates an image

—

realistic or symbolic. Whether a

realistic apple illustrates the pro-

duce department or a symbolic

lamb, in wire outline, gambols over

the meat department depends on

the designer's knowledge of the

company's personality, the com-
munity's sophistication, the custom-

ers' tastes, and what competition

has done to express itself in nearby

areas.

Design possibilities are limitless.

We have developed, with excellent

community response, wall decora-

tions around local historical scenes;

and, with equally enthusiastic re-

sponse, we have created abstract

color panels with lettering and food

illustrations, either realistic or sym-
bolic. We have also successfully

departmentalized stores by means
of color alone or by using a variety

of textured materials.

Design is by no means confined

to surface decor. Good design is

many things—layout for efficiency

and sound traffic movement and

layout for ease in overall control

and supervision. It is the integra-

tion of all parts of the selling oper-

ation, no matter how diverse; so

that the meat department reinforces

the non-foods section, grocery a-

bets the bakery, and this effective

working relationship continues

throughout the store.

Lighting is the third powerful

sales aid. It must accomplish two
things — present merchandise to

best advantage; present store decor

to best advantage. Something it

must noi do in the super market is

over-glamorize items so they sufTer

by comparison when removed from

their setting. Customer loyalty is

not built when produce seems to

have lost its appealing freshness

and meat its rich redness during

the journey from market to home.
A successfully illuminated store

is not achieved by mere numbers
of foot-candles but by proper com-
bination of overhead lighting with

special departmental and display

lighting. Fortunately, the lighting

industry is one of our most pro-

gressive, and new developments

arc continually being made to the

advantage of the store owner.

One interesting development is

the use of colored fluorescent

lamps to accent the rich, natural

redness of meat and the greenness

of produce. King Soopers, Little-

ton, Colo, has the entire produce
department illuminated with char-

treuse lamps which highlight fruits

and vegetables to their best advan-

tage. A pink light illuminates the

entire meat department. White
fluorescent lamps are used for the

grocery department. Customers in

this market have commented that

the colored illumination helps to

identify departments for them.

When they see pink illumination

Recommended Incandescents for Special Display Lighting

DOWNLIGHTING with fila-

ment lamps Is most useful

over display surfaces that

are essentially horizontal

such as meat and frozen

food cases. This table will

serve as a guide for posi-

tioning PAR and R lamps to

produce 50 to 100 foot-

candles.

I J I
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SPOTLIGHTING vertical dis

plays is best accomplished

by aiming lights at an angle

of about 30° from vertical.

If angle is less shadows
develop, lighting is uneven.

If more, lights could become
objectionable to shoppers
approaching from the wrong
direction.

DOWNLIGHTING DATA FOR PAR AND R



Fluorescent Lamp Recommendations for Food Stores
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Pictorial Guide

Nevif Super Markets

The first 5 chapters in this book have dealt prima-

rily with trends in store exteriors, signs, murals, color,

design and lighting. In this chapter, attention is focused

on 20 outstanding super markets which were opened

during the past 2 years in the United States and

Canada. The accent here will be on the specific rather

than on the general. Each store featured in this chapter

will provide you with important data covering vital sta-

tistics on store costs, departmental display dimensions,

layout, stock location plan, special store features and

extensive photo coverage of exterior and interior.

Selection of the 20 super markets for inclusion in

this chapter is based on the uniqueness of each

store's layout and features. The Editors wish to stress

that these markets represent a geographical sampling

of better stores and should not necessarily be con-

sidered the best of the new crop of supers. The Editors

are aware that other equally fine stores, perhaps better

ones, have been constructed during this period. But

because of space limitations and the impossibility of

seeing all the new stores opened in this country and

Canada, we have attempted to present here only a

sampling of outstanding 1959 and I960 markets.

You are now about to take a pictorial magic carpet

trip of 20 stores, including Bohack (S-216), Syosset,

Long Island, N. Y.; Dilbert's, Brentwood, Long Island,

N. Y.; Dillons, Eastgate Shopping Center, Wichita,

Kans.; Food Banks, Hanford, Calif.; Harding's Super

Duper. Attica, N. Y.; King Soopers (Centennial), Lit-

tleton, Colo.; Kroger (K-192). Kansas City, Mo.;

Model Town & Country. Dolton, 111.; Oakwood Mar-
ket, Green Acres Shopping Center, Kingsport, Tenn.;

Park Edge, Town of Tonawanda (Bufl'alo), N. Y.;

Penn Fruit No. 5, Philadelphia, Pa.; Plumb Ranch
Market (Kalamazoo Ave. store). Grand Rapids,

Mich.; Ralphs No. 40, Granada Hills, Calif.; Roth's

Super Market, Hammond, Ind.; Salem Lane Food
Town, Dayton, Ohio; Sentry Market, West Perkins

Place, Milwaukee, Wis.; Star Market, No. 14. Woburn,
Mass.; Steinberg's, Rockland Shopping Centre, Mont-
real, Quebec, Canada; Sure Save Food Mart, Evans-
ton, III.; and Weingarten's No. 46, Houston, Tex.

Although you will not have moved physically from

your chair, you will have traveled thousands of miles

seeing some of America's outstanding super markets

after you have turned the pages of this chapter.
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ngineeredl Steel Construction

re of Botiack Clear-Sp3n Unit

H. C. BoHACK Co.'s S-216 is a practical beauty, designed to combine attractiveness and economy.

Housed in a clear-span structure, it has simple, understated decorative features. Well

executed lighting helps draw customer's attention to merchandise. The 15,000 sq. ft. unit

is a one-floor operation (no basement or mezzanine), located on a main street in the

New York City suburban town of Syosset, Long Island. Residents are in the middle to high

income bracket.

The company, an "old line" chain, established in 1887, is headquartered in Brooklyn, N. Y. In

recent years the firm has undergone a top-to-bottom revitalization, most clearly reflected in a

great store modernization program ( 13 major remodelings in fiscal 1958), opening of

new stores and expansion into areas outside its former home grounds. One of the company's

most significant forward steps was taken with the opening of its first bantam city store.

i, 1, .' W4 - - ' .r" i Sir" - ^ >Ji- r '» ^ uuOOouut

PANORAMIC VIEW of 9300 sq. ft. selling floor is enhanced by

clear-span construction, basecJ on pre-engineered steel beams.

The inside-exposed steel members actually encompass 10,000

sq. ft., with about 700 sq. ft. allocated to meat preparation.

The pre-fab-type construction is fairly new for the New York

Metropolitan area, but is a "second" for Bohack, which quickly

followed up on its first store of this type. Satisfaction of

company executives revolves around the feeling of spaciousness

created by the clear-span, "a spaciousness without an over-

bearing height,"—as one official put it. The highest inside point

of the joined, slightly-pitched ceiling is about 15 ft. high.

Unobtrusive decor and excellent use of special lighting serves

to keep the customer's eyes on the merchandise. Paint decor

consists of two pastel colors and white for the ceiling; floor
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tile is a pattern in grey shades. Other advantages cited for

the pre-engineered steel system includes: relatively low cost for

a clear span; faster erection of roof, permitting earlier start

on inside worl<; reduced architect fees since technique has

standardized form. Rear storage-preparation-utility areas are

of conventional masonry-column construction.

VITAL STATISTICS

Name of Store:

Bohack (S-216)

Address:
Cold Spring Rd. and Orchard St.,

Syosset, Long Island, N. Y.

Dote Opened:
November 19, 1959

Type of Location:

Suburban town, main street

Operated by:

H. C. Bohack Co., Inc.

Address:
Metropolitan and Flushing Aves.,

Brooklyn 37, N. Y.

Overall area:

15,000 sq. ft.

Selling area:

9,300 sq. ft.

Parking capacity:

114 cars

Architect:

Henry W. Johanson, Roslyn, L. I.,

N. Y.

Grocery shelving;

2,200 total lin. ft.

Display cases (lin. ft.):

388
Meat (including deli, poultry, fish):

82
Service delicatessen: 21

Produce (including dry racks): 114

Dairy: 52
Frozen Foods: 104
Ice Cream: 24
Beverages: 12

Number of checkouts: 7

Number of full-time employes: 29
Part-time employes: 7
Anticipated average weekly volume;

about $35,000
Overall investment; $300,000

(Including property, parking lot,

building, equipment, etc., but ex-

cluding inventory)

Opening inventory;

over $75,000.00
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EXTERIOR VIEW of Bohack's new unit shows a low-profile build-

ing with a slightly pitched roof. The pre-engineered steel

members are set behind masonry walls. In keeping with the

quiet tone of the selling area, exterior has a green-painted roof

and white walls, while special splashes of color result from

gleam of bright red neon store signs. An overhanging 10 ft.

wide canopy shelters customers in wet weather and aids in the

parcel pickup system. The roof, rising from the 14 ft. enclosing

walls, reaches a high point of about 18 ft. Insulated with

oluminized fiberglass having o vinyl-backed "blanket", the

roof is covered by corrugated oluminum sheets. Thirty-ton air

conditioning system units ore roof-mounted. Black-topped park-

ing lot, with a 114-cor capacity, is at front and side of store.

One of the lot's outstanding features is the beckoning movement

of a rotating 15 ft. high sign, which faces the main street. The

sign turns at the rate of about 6 times per minute; high intensity

lamps in the 12-ft. long plastic-faced panel give it plenty of

lighting power. Overall parking lot illumination comes from

incandescents on 25 ft. aluminum poles. Five hundred watt floods

on rear and sides of building light up delivery areas.
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Grocery Department
Regains Spotlight

With Special Lighting

For a long time—perhaps too

long—perishables have had a

virtual monopoly on special light-

ing. The grocery department usu-

ally makes do with general lighting

—and typically at a barely ade-

quate level at that. Bohack's new

unit sets off its grocery department

with strip lighting running like a

canopy over every single gondola

side. With this lighting, the center

of the selling floor becomes a main

feature, and the focus is directly

on the merchandise. Holders, in-

serted into the top edge of the

shelving, support the frame into

which tit double six-foot fluorescent

lamps illuminating the plastic can-

opy. Letters for product identifica-

tion are slipped into a track and

are easily changed when shelf ar-

rangements are altered. Overall

illumination is provided by 205

paired six-foot fluorescent lamps

which follow the contour of the

ceiling. Cieneral lighting level at

opening was 110-120 footcandles.
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GREEN LIGHT shines "go" for health and beauty sales in this

arrangement, a "split-level" department running over hand soaps

and soap flakes and detergents. The toiletries sit on Vi in. thick

plate gloss for a neat drug store look. Special illumination passes

through a green-tinted plastic panel. Center portion has a break

for items hanging on pegboard. Storage space is provided by

drawers below shelving.

SPECTACULAR display of highly profitable items consist of rear-

lighted plastic end containing jams, jellies and preserves. The

light shining through the jars provides eye-catching color contrasts.

It's the second such setup for Bohack, on indication of its sales

worth. Facing the checkouts, the permanent end has a strong

position; it has adjustable shelving and a bottom shelf for related

items, peanut butter or other merchandise.

I

SERVICE delicatessen, placed first in traffic flow,

starts customers' mouths watering right from the be-

ginning of their tour. The serviced department ex-

tends 21 ft. and is a good example of why these

sections ore winning increased attention from opera-

tors. Bohack leads off with o 4-ft. "pickle case" with

six set-in cons for sour pickles, dill pickles, peppers,

sauerkraut, etc.; remaining 17 ft. are devoted to

salads (prepared outside) and luncheon meats.

Equipment includes two slicing machines, 8-ft.

reoch-in refrigerated case in rear for storage; scales;

price labeling machine. Purchases are placed inside

green bags, on which is stamped the price, and
checked out through front-end on the service deli-

catessen department's own key.

"QUALITY ISLE" extends 40 ft in o choice location directly across from the meat

department. It is a lease type arrangement in which Bohack allots space to a

manufacturer who in turn, provides the equipment, merchandise and a uniformed

attendant to stock and service. The 200-item merchandise line—which includes

12 ft. of baked goods; 8 ft. of candy specialties and 16 ft. of frozen foods

topped by jellies, coffee and other items— is checked out through the store's

registers. Considered a successful customer attraction. Quality Isle is in several

Bohack stores. Similor displays are in stores of other firms in the area.
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FROZEN FOODS, which forced the grocery department out of some valuable

floor space, returns in kind without losing its own punch. That's the result of

frozen food cases' shelving. This store gains 312 shelf feet from the 104 ft.

of frozen foods. Grocery items displayed include pickles, olives, relishes,

syrups, prepared foods, and vinegars. These were selected as being gloss pack

and/or fast movers and thus less likely to be harmed by any humidity created

by the coses. Note shelving has strip lighting. Besides identifying and showing

up the merchandise, the lights are particularly flattering to gloss pack items.

Other perishables canopies put to use by the grocery section include the lunch

meat cose for mustard (top right ), dairy cases for milk fortifiers (right).

INCINERATOR, Bohack's second installation,

is also o new-proven feature for the chain.

The built-in equipment is credited with help-

ing keep the store clean, inside and out, and

cutting costs involved in rubbish removal. It's

located in a separate rubbish room and has

such features as a push-button (operated here

by grocery clerk) to boost combustion and
another to raise and lower the furnace door.

SPACE-SAVING rocks support refrigeration compressors in store's 10 by

46-ft. mochine room. A series of heavy duty 36-in. fans on the outside

woll draw out machine heat. Trap in the floor leads to plumbing con-

nections OS lines had to be run in the floor in the basement-less market.

Electrical wiring to the cases runs inside steel conduits and is accessible

through a system of traps at various points in the store.
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HOSTESS PROGRAM launched a\ the new Bohack unit involves

a traveling hostess, Mrs. Margaret Potchen. Present plans call

for her to serve chiefly at openings and during early weeks

of new stores and remodeled units. Besides being a greeter,

receiver of complaints and compliments and dispenser of

— ,,^^i'<- - I'l'ifwiaKifrtS

HEAVY DUTY, large size shopping carts encourage large-

size orders. This new Bohack had 180 on hand during its

opening. Among the new ifor Bohack) features in the store

is the elimination of many merchandise items at the check-

stands. Chief exception is the continuance of small maga-

zines. Cigarettes in the carton and razor blades receive

a prominent location neor the express stand; and single

packs ore sold through a vending mochine at the front.

Purpose of this move is to see if checkout services are

significantly faster to compensate for possible loss of sales

generally made by checkers.
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general information, the hostess also telephones people in the

area, inviting them to visit the store and receive a free gift.

When the guests arrive, Mrs. Potchen escorts the women thro-

ugh the store. Store openings also include a Customers' Sug-

gestion Box which invites remarks about the store.

-x^-
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TRAY PACKS of fast-moving soups ore a main feature in

one gondola side. This method of stocking soups had been

previously tested in earlier Bohack stores. In laying out

stock arrangements, setup men strive for "excitement" in

every aisle—through breaks in shelving and close placement

of staples with impulse merchandise categories. Shelving

is metal, adjustable and has composition base.
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MEAT DEPARTMENT exposes the wrapping room, faced ofF with

enameled panels, at waist-high level. Merchandising features

include talking signs in slots on the cases, holders for napkins,

shadow box, recessed incandescent lighting and neon signs.

Second in the traffic flow (following service delicatessen),

meats receive another important consideration by being placed

up on the wall above the store doors. Customers checking out

face a clock and letters saying, "It's Time for Tenderay Beef."

ALL ENDS, by their very position, indicate "feature," but

Bohock spells it out for a rear-of-store permanent end gener-

ally devoted to seasonal and holiday items. To give it a

department look, the end has adjustable shelving.

%
SPICES and seasonings in greai variety are given a perma-

nent end position. The high margin product group is neatly

arranged but manages to maintain a "special" look through

u

irranged but manages to maintain a "special" look through

ise of baskets on bottom shelf. Jumble displays are used

at many ends and also in the frozen foods cases, particu-

larly for orange juice.
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Breaks Vlfitli Tradition

Dilbert's Big Ben, first super market to completely implement Loewy Corporation

theories of design, has many innovations in layout. Dilbert executives

are "well pleased". Second store is completed; five more are planned.
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EXTERIOR of Loewy-designed Dilbert's has a conventional look which gives little hint of the innovations in store layout which are

found inside. The facade is finished in yellow, striated brick, and employs large windows which continue above the marquee giving

a clerestory effect inside. Entronces and exists, two of each, are separated to keep customer flow orderly. Block topped parking lot

of 200-car capacity extends completely around the store and is lighted by mercury vapor lamps.

"We are well pleased with our Loewy-designed

super market," says S. Solon Cohen, head of the 80-

store Dilberfs chain. "It's all that it should be."

Ever since the Brentwood, Long Island, unit was

opened in August 1960. a steady stream of visiting

food store executives has tread its well-lit aisles. Al-

most all are as enthusiastic as Mr. Cohen. "Ifs

pleasantly different," says one. "It still maintains the

look and feel of a food store," says another. "One of

the nicest stores I've seen; and one of the quietest.

I like the perishables in the center." says a third.

This last mentioned point—perishables in the center

—is perhaps the first thing a visitor or shopper notices.

The facade itself, finished in brick with large window

areas, is fairly typical of today's modern store. But

when the shopper enters at either right or left, she

notices the absence of grocery gondolas in the center.

Instead, she sees a series of low counters and cases

with general merchandise to the left, groceries and

produce to the right. Projecting from the center of

the rear wall is a handsome U-shaped meat depart-

ment, finished in grey wood paneling with salmon

and gold trim and decorations. This meat department

layout represents a decided departure from the con-

ventional single-line meat case. Colors of the walls

—

beiges, browns, greens and greys—change with each

department. Valances in matching but darker colors

help delineate departments while casting light on the

walls above and on the merchandise below.

The approach to store design in this, the first super

market to implement fully the theories of the Raymond
Loewy Corporation, internationally known design
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CLEARLY DIVIDED into three areos, non-foods ot left, perishables in center and groceries at right, Dilbert's Big Ben in Brentwood,
L. I., embodies most of the recommendations of the Loewy report, achieving a pleasant, warm, shoppable layout. Multiplicity of
department signs reflects the variety and scope of general merchandise which gets one-third of the space. In the center, U-shaped
meat department commands the center of the store. On the right are groceries, dairy and produce. Fluorescent lighting ends in

checkout and produce area where spotlights offer a change of pace. Extra-large spotlights shine down on cash register areas.
Lighted valances, pastel colors do much to create a pleasant atmosphere in this attractive market.

house, is one of creating interest for the shopper so

she will see more, buy more, yet be at ease while

accomplishing these twin objectives. Her shopping

is perhaps as one-stop as it can be in a store of 1 3,500

sq. ft. selling area. Upwards of 10,000 non-food items

are carried in addition to the regular super market

fare. Merchandise is accordingly grouped into clearly

defined departments, identification and delineation

being provided by signs, varied-color backgrounds,

and variations in lighting. Produce and checkout

areas, for instance, are lighted by incandescent spot-

lights. Dairy and beverage cases have built-in lighting;

meats get supplemental downlighting. Overall lighting

is more than 100 foot-candles in the gondola areas.

Flooring is light tan composition tile with subdued

llecks of color throught)ut and colored meat, frozen

food and dairy cases help enhance the general cheer-

fulness of the store.

General Merchandise Gets Big Play

Aaron Wine, Director of Store Operations for Dil-

bert's, reports that sales some three months after open-

ing were well on the way to reaching the hoped-for

$70,000 a week. Percentage-wise they are divided as

follows: groceries, frozen foods, dairy and ice cream

—

49% of sales; meats, frozen meats and lish—31%;
produce—7% ; and general merchandise— 13%. Prof-

its from general merchandise are far higher than the

usual Dilbert store because of three factors: ( 1 ) more
than normal space allocation for a store of this size,

(2) better than average merchandising know-how on

the part of Dilbert's who took over a highly successful

variety store operation a while back, and (3) many
items, such as shoe polishes, floor waxes, party items,

magazines, etc.. which normally would be stocked in

the grocery department, are sold from the general

merchandise section.

Says Wine, "While we are most pleased with the

sales and high profits from non-foods, we have made
adjustments in our Huntington Station market. This

newly opened store, almost exactly the same in size

and layout as the initial one. has about one-third more
space for groceries. The two gondolas which displayed

toys, games and children's books now have groceries.

Refrigerated beverages have been placed in an 8 ft.

longer 4-decker dairy case, and the vertical return

duct for the air conditioning has been moved to make
room for more shelving. Lighting over the produce

cases has been stepped up. The produce work area

has been improved by moving the frozen foods storage

box into the basement." The newer store has no
mezzanine).

In order to keep the fast-selling grocery shelves

stocked, night crews are employed five nights a week,

in 10 hour shifts. The 5% this adds to the labor
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DOMINATING the rear wail, the meat department is finished in "random plank" grey
oak paneling with dark grey borders, salmon colored valance and gold highlights.

Meat sign, manufactured in France, is cork overlaid with gold leaf. "An extravagance?
Perhaps," soys Aaron Wine, Director of Store Operations, "but the sign stands out

twice OS effectively as the painted gold highlights in the department." Large glass

windows enable customers to view meat preparation room which hos walls of pink,

pre-finished paneling and ceiling of soundproof tile.

MANAGER Henry Ruppel ends a busy

day by checking out a register. Store

has eight check stands employing low-

profile registers. Soys Ruppel, "This is

the quietest store I've ever worked in.

Sound absorbing tile in the ceilings has

a lot to do with it, but so do the new-
type registers." Store strives for an un-

cluttered look at the registers, uses only

one wire rock for digest magazines. Note
how canned tuna display is kept low.

Behind Ruppel con be seen the glass

baffles that separate incoming shoppers
from outgoing. "Another good eliminator

of confusion," soys Ruppel.
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Vital Statistics

Name of Store:

Gilbert's Big Ben
Address:

700 Suffolk Avenue, Brentwood,

New York
Dote Opened:

August 17, 1960
Type of Location:

"Downtown"
Operated by:

Dilbert Quality Super Markets
Population of City:

2,800
Address:

88-36 77th Avenue, Glendale,

New York
Overall area:

19,000 sq. ft. & 2,000 sq. ft.

mezzanine
Selling area:

13,500 sq. ft.

Parking capacity:

200
Architect:

Dilbert—Robert Sindeband
Designer:

Raymond Loewy Corp.

Cost of opening inventory:

$125,000
Grocery shelving:

450 total linear feet

Display cases (linear feet)

Meat: 80 ft.

Fresh Fish: 12 ft.

Frozen Meat: 12 ft.

Service Delicatessen: 48 ft.

Produce (include dry racks): 130 ft.

Dairy: 36 ft.

Frozen Foods: 88 ft.

Ice Cream: 20 ft.

Number of checkouts:

8

Full-time employes:
54

Part-time employes:
62

Present average weekly volume:
$60,000

Anticipated average weekly volume:
$70,000

GENERAL MERCHANDISE receives one-third of the selling area

at Dilbert's Big Ben, is grouped somewhat like a department

store. Up front are health and beauty aids, nylons, bras,

artificial flowers, magazines and books. Center of the area is

given over to staple soft goods and clothing. The rear section

is called the "home center," features glassware, draperies,

towels, kitchen utensils, linens, shower curtains, etc. Non-foods

items that might normally be stocked in grocery gondolas are

situated here— floor waxes, among others. Photo gives on idea

of the variety of fixtures used to display non-foods.

FROZEN MEATS ore at rear of store In their own niche. Walls

above match the regular meat deportment, but background is

painted a dork peach color. Supplemental downlighting is

supplied by PAR spots, and fluorescents hidden in the valance

light the walls and ceiling. Coses for fresh meats con be
stocked through sliding glass windows, but this 12-tray dolly

generally is used.

NERVE CENTER of the store, the manager's office overlooks

selling oreo with the odvontoge of putting the manager in

view of customers rather than hiding him in the bock of the

store. With employes checking in and out, and someone almost

continuously in the office, pilferage from the nearby health and
beauty aids gondolas is reduced, management believes. Note

that no fluorescent lighting is used in this area, only spotlights.
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costs is partially offset because night stocking makes

for more completely filled shelves—hence better-selling

shelves—and aisles are kept free of clerks and their

stocking paraphernalia—hence customers are free to

shop more quickly and completely, without unneces-

sary crowding.

Concludes Wine, 'it is inevitable, when launching a

new design concept, that changes be made in the

succeeding stores. I know of no store I couldn't im-

prove after it has been in operation a few months.

These changes we have made are minor. We are very

pleased with the results of the Loewy design to date.

In addition to the two we already have, Dilbert's will

construct five new Loewy-concept super markets in the

near future."

IMBtoiliaihii. i—

PRODUCE is situated up front, on the right hand side. To bring

out sparkle of prepackaged merchandise, only incandescent

lighting is used, with windows ot right also supplying daylight.

Area has its own wall treatment, simulated white brick with

green and blue striped awning which is repeated on the right

by the window. Case at left has its own lighting.

FIRE EXITS, one in grocery storage and

this one in general merchandise selling

area, comply with fire laws, yet discour-

age pilferage. Sign on the all-metal door

mokes this clear: "Emergency Exit Only-
Push to open and sound alarm."

SERVICE DELICATESSEN has 48 ft. of case overall and is one

of the first departments to be noted by incoming shoppers.

Flanking the front case are two important customers draws: at

left, an oven that bakes fresh-frozen pies which ore sold hot,

and on the right a table with loaves of French-bread warmed

by infra-red tubes housed in the canopy over the table. De-

partment is 17 ft. from nearest checkout. "In the future we'll

try to locate it back a little, or to the side perhaps, because

when the department is busy and the checkstands too, traffic

tends to get blocked," soys Wine. Busy hours find as many as

six clerks working the department. Salads are store made, but

most of the items come from Dilbert's central kitchen.

FRESH FISH is situated at right of meot department, has a

storage space and preparation urea of its own. Oak paneling

"holds" it to the meat department, but the area behind the

service cose is painted beige. Overhead, a dork green egg

crate baffle lowers the ceiling while hiding lighting fixtures. To

the right of the fish cose the walls are light green with lime

valance. Niche contains condiments and sauces. Vertical screen

behind cooky fixture is return air vent for air conditioning,

which like all refrigeration compressors is situated in mezzanine.

Mezzanine also houses ceramic tiled rest-rooms for employes.
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Dillons' handsome store front has Mght green brick around the base, which is complimented by dork green corrugated steel

sheeting around the upper facade of the building. Store's name is in yellow. Store's parcel pick-up entrance is on right. Small

car under canopy was on display during store contest when photo was token. Market has 26,300 sq. ft.

Color Design

Ml3kes the Difference at Dillons

Color Design is playing an increasingly important

role in super markets of the 1960's as evidenced by the

spectacular new Dillons opened in Wichita's Eastgate

Shopping Center. Built at a cost of $637,000, this

26,300 sq. ft. market is one of the largest food stores

in Kansas.

Although this market would be rated outstanding

because of its many unique services and departments,

the dominant feature which impresses visitors is the

store's well-planned color design. Created by color

and design consultant, Lorain Fawcett, President of

Allcolor. Inc., New York City, the design for Dillons"

Eastgate store highlights two families of colors in

various shades and arranges them into an eye-arrest-

ing pattern, producing a cheerful, pleasant shopping
atmosphere. Brown, reddish-pink and orange are

skillfully complimented by the blue-green family of

color shades, including light blue, chartreuse, turquoise

and yellow. White is also used as a neutral accent.

The wall areas of the market were selected to unify

the color schemes used in flooring, checkouts, displays.

etc. For example, the store's vinyl flooring has two
shades of brown, reddish-pink and orange; bright or-

ange is used for all checkouts; and beige, chartreuse,

pink and light blue are used for the 32 end-gondola
displays. These colors, with several additional com-

plimentary colors, have been brought together to effect

a festive wall design.

An example of this color coordination can be seen

on the produce and self-service bakery wall, which

has an overall chartreuse background. Large plywood
cutouts of long rectangles, narrow rectangles and cir-

cles have been slightly raised a few inches in relief

from the wall surface. This effect was achieved by
nailing the geometrical cutouts to tubes which are

directly fixed to the wall. The geometrical shapes on
the produce wall have been arranged in an alternating

pattern for the 90 ft. wall length. Each design piece

is painted a solid color—turquoise, light blue, orange
or beige.

Dillons' Eastgate, which has a customer breakdown
of 60*^ white collar workers and 409?- blue collar

workers, offers shoppers numerous other features and
services, including:

• A stock location plan for food and non-food
products which incorporates Dillon Study findings.

Candy is displayed with cereals, glassware is located

next to canned juices, baking supplies such as flour

and cake mixes are situated next to baking pans,

utensils, etc. (Integration of food products with
related non-foods has worked well at Dillons since

store does not stock a large variety of non-foods.)
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Eight orange-colored checkouts provide Dillons' Eostgote cus-

tomers with fast service, even during busy weekends. Opened
7 days a week from 9 a.m. to midnight, market serves customers

in middle income bracket— $5,000 to $7,000 annual earnings.

Sixty per cent of customers ore white collar workers while

balance of customers are blue collar workers.

3J

• Thirty-two end gondola displays (store has a

middle aisle) have been built in the market—each

with a shelf positioned over the regular display.

Shelf is used to suggest a related food or non-food

item. For example, a shelf over a display of canned

pork-and-beans features a few jars of catsup and

several plastic table dispensers for catsup, mustard

and dressing.

• A 558 sq. ft. parcel pick-up room for customers.

Store's pick-up-room-caddy-system, which is the

first one installed in Dillons' Kansas Division, works

out well because of the market's shopping center

location. Set-up enables customers to check their

grocery orders while they shop in other shopping

center stores. Here briefly is how the system works:

when shopping is completed at Dillons, the cus-

tomer is given a check number, which is placed on

the shopping basket containing customer's order

as well as the items that require refrigeration or

freezer storage. (This latter service applies only

when the customer plans to be away for a period of

time. Store is opened from 9 a.m. to midnight.

)

When the customer returns to the parcel pick-up

station with her car and gives the on-duty-caddy

her numbered ticket, the caddy then locates the

shopping basket and obtains the refrigerated or

frozen items from their cases and brings them out

to the customer's car.

• Unusual three-level construction. Mezzanine

floor, located over rear of market, has 2,000 sq. ft.;

main floor area has 23,660 sq. ft. (figure includes

first floor sales area, work area and parcel pick-up

room) and a 640 sq. ft. basement which houses

the hot water furnace and heating elements. Store's

1 7 compressors are located on the mezzanine floor.

• Outstanding 880 sq. ft. employe lounge. In addi-

tion to standard locker and restroom facilities, em-
ployes have an attractive lounge.

• Dynamic perishable food departments, notably

meat, dairy and baked foods. The 84 ft. self-service

meat department, located across the rear of the

market, has an open-view layout, permitting cus-

tomers to view the cutting, packaging and weighing

operations. A 4 ft. service counter has also been

provided for customers desiring special cuts. Spe-

cial features in the department include a cooler

door operated by push button control and the 456

sq. ft. cooler, with its three storage doors facing the

weighing and packaging stations. These doors per-

mit packaged meat to be moved directly into cooler

from the meat work area.

• The 64 ft. self-service baked foods department

is unusual in that a full-time attendant is on hand,

in view of customers to package fresh-delivered

baked foods from Dillons' bakery plant. Dillon

bakeries regularly bake 220 different cake, pie,

bread and roll items for their stores. In addition,

a customer can place a special order through the

on-duty-attendant for one of the 219 pastries and

special cakes that can be ordered by noon one day

and picked up by the customer the following day.

Then there are 44 bread items which are delivered

fresh each day from local wholesale bakers, bring-

ing the total number of items available from the

bakery department to 483.

• The 56 ft. dairy department, located on the left

side of the market, has a 28 ft. air screen case, in

which dairy beverages are displayed. A 261 sq. ft.

dairy storage cooler is located directly behind the

air screen case.

• A cavalcade of customer services, including a

booth where free coffee can be obtained, a front

lounge area for customers, waste paper baskets and

cigarette disposal cans located throughout the store,

and automatic changemakers to speed checkout

operation.
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VITAL STATISTICS
Name of Store:

Dillons

Address:
8021 East Kellogg, Wichita, Kansas

Weekly Volume:
$30,000

Date Opened:
January 1960

Type of Location:

Eastgate Shopping Center

Income Bracket of Typical Customer:
$5,000 to $7,000

Owned By:

The J. S. Dillon & Sons Stores Co.,

Inc., 2700 East 4th Street, Hutchin-
son, Kansas

Building Dimensions:
140 ft. X 165 ft.

Overall Area:
26,300 sq. ft. (Includes 560 sq. ft.

parcel pick-up room, 640 sq. ft.

basement area and 2,000 sq. ft.

mezzanine)

Selling Area:

17,200 sq. ft.

Combined Stock & Work Area:
9,100 sq. ft.

Store Engineer:

Elmo Young, Construction Superin-
tendent, The J. S. Dillon & Sons
Stores Co., Inc.

Store Architect:

Dale Dronberger of Miller, Hiett,

Hockett, Dronberger & Arbuckle;
Hutchinson, Kansas

Color and Design Consultant:
Lorain Fawcett, Allcolor Company,
Inc., 566 Seventh Avenue, New
York 18, New York

Investment Involved:

Land: $50,000
Equipment: $220,000
Inventory Value: $67,000
Building: $300,000

Display (Linear Feet):

Grocery (including non-foods):
1,018 ft.

Meat (including poultry, fish and
deli): 84 ft.

Produce (refrigerated and dry):

192 ft.

Dairy (includes 28 ft. air screen
case): 56 ft.

Frozen Foods (including ice cream):
144 ft.

Self-Service Bakery: 64 ft.

Non-Foods: Integrated with grocery
department.

Checkouts:

8 (mechanical type)
Full-Time Employes: 25

Part-Time Employes: 25

Average Customer Purchase: $3.75

A 7 ft. wide cross center aisle provides ample space for shop-

pers to freely move about, even when market is busy. Each

end display (there ore 32 in the entire market) is painted beige,

chartreuse, pink or light blue. Two shades of brown, reddish-

pink and orange vinyl tiles are used for store's flooring.

One of Dillons' checkout features which helps to speed customers

on their way is the automatic changemaker. Major advantage
in using them, according to store's manager, is that they greatly

reduce change errors. Notice changemaker is mounted on

elevated platform, which provides space for customer to rest

her purse, money, etc.
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The entire 84 ft. self-service meat department presents on

open-view layout to the customer. To handle special meat

orders, the 4 ft. service counter, shown to the right, was built.

Color scheme for the meat department is as follows: cases and
lettering are white; upper wall area is turquoise and clock

(located in the center) is chartreuse, brown and yellow.

Unusual meat department feature at

Dillons are these storage shelves which

are built into the side of the department's

456 sq. ft. cooler. Note that door's

panel is mode of glass, permitting meat

department personnel to view shelves

without opening door. This section of

the cooler faces weighing stations.

FLOUR

"A" "B

^"l^^
^^'' i-
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The three photos above illustrate some of the Dillon Study findings which have been incorporated into Dillons Eastgale market.

Photo "A" shows baking needs such as flour and sugar which are displayed with related non-foods, including baking pans, mix-

ing bowls, pie plates, etc. Photo "B" shows juice glasses, pitchers and containers being displayed with canned fruit juices. Photo

"C" shows two child-oriented products, candy and cereal, being displayed together.
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A push button is used to open and close meat department's cooler door. Located to the right are three gloss type doors which

permit cutters to place troys of packaged meat on cooler shelves. Note that overhead track for carcasses leads directly into the

cooler from rear delivery area.

A 28 ft. air screen case is used to display

milk, beer and soda at eye-level. Overall

department is 56 ft. long. The modernis-

tic geometric figures on the wall are

made of plywood and are mounted on

a network of tubes, which raise the

cutouts in relief from the wall surface.

Wall background color is light blue while

cutouts are painted in vorious colors-

chartreuse, pink or orange.

One of the outstanding perishable food

departments at Dillons is produce, which

has over 190 ft. devoted to the display

of fresh fruits and vegetables. A wire

fence is used along the sides of the dis-

play to keep the piled-high produce from

falling to the floor. Wire fence also has

thfe advantage of permitting customers

to fully view display, thus heightening

the mass display effect.

This outstanding 64 ft. self-service boked

foods department mokes 264 different

breads, rolls, cakes, pies and other items

available daily to customers. Although

the items in this department are baked

in Dillons' bakery plant, many are pack-

aged at the store. On duty attendant-

packager also takes special orders for

birthday and wedding cakes, plus 219
other special order pastries and cakes.
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All 32 end gondola displays have small

shelves positioned over the main stock

area. Related food and non-food items

to the key product being displayed ore

usually featured on the shelves. Effect

is to spur extra sales.

Light aluminum cafe doors, made by

Dillons' maintenance department, have

proven effective in their markets. Major

advantages of aluminum doors are that

they are light, require no painting and

are scratch-resistant.

Good employe morale is valued highly

by Dillons' management. At Eastgote,

an 880 sq. ft. employe lounge, furnished

attractively with chairs, tables and
couches, plus a complete kitchen unit,

has been provided on mezzanine floor.

These unusual display carts on casters are excellent for displaying many small and large potted plants in a limited amount of space.
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A BONUS for circular store design is that a selling floor of comparatively large size (25,000 sq. ft.) retains tfie intimacy wfiicti

customers enjoy in smaller units. There ore no long vistas of seemingly endless aisles, since all aisles are in fact shorter than the

radius of the circle. The interior circular shape is dramatized by placement of the fluorescent lamps in concentric circles, which
also provides a cross-lighting to the gondolas which management prefers over parallel lighting.

Circular Store Passing

Tests in Operations, Sales

It's a matter of plane geometry that a line forming a

circle is shorter than the total lengths of four lines en-

closing a circle in a square. In terms of building de-

sign, the wall around a circular building is roughly

about three-fourths of the length of a rectangular build-

ing's four walls.

This thought has long intrigued architects seeking to

exploit the economies and other possible advantages
inherent in a circular building. Super market oper-
ators, on the other hand, generally have been reluctant

to put the idea to the test. A store building with an
entirely new shape brings up entirely new problems of

fixture arrangement, and proven theories of operation
would have to be modified.

Understandably, then, acceptance of radical store

design has not been rapid.

What kind of company would risk building a super

market with such an unusual shape? It would have
to be a bold, imaginative company with youthful

owner-management. Such a company is Food Banks,
Inc., a growing li-year-old, 23-unit chain headquar-
tered in Fresno, Calif. Its dynamic attitudes are char-

acteristic of Food Banks chiefly because of Loren H.
McFarland. Sr., the company's founder and president.

He is under 50 years of age, and most of the executives

are under 35.

Seeking to make a spectacular entrance in a new
town, management itself, rather than consulting archi-

tects, decided to explore the possibilities of a circular

store. After much plan-drawing, tiic construction was
put under way with only a slight deviation from a per-

fectly circular shape which theoretically provides the

greatest wall economy.
The building, despite its unusual shape, went
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VITAL STATISTICS
Name of Store:

The Food Banks, Inc.

Address:
720 West Grangeville, Hanford,
Calif.

Date opened:
February 18, 1960

Type of Location:

Suburban, on a prime traffic artery

Operated by:

The Food Banks, Inc., Fresno, Calif.

Overall area:

39,035 sq. ft. (including conces-

sions); 28,000 sq. ft., food store

Selling area:

25,000 sq. ft.

Parking capacity;

187 cars

Building design:

The Food Banks, Inc., with the

L.AA.T. Building Co., Fresno

Interior design:

Loren H. McFarland, Jr., The Food
Banks

Building cost

(including property improvements):

$440,000
Equipment and fixtures:

$200,000-225,000
Opening inventory at retail:

$135,000
Current weekly gross:

over $40,000
Display cases (lin. ft.): 584 ft.

Fresh meat cases: 60 ft.

Self-service deli: 96 ft.

Service dell: 32 ft.

Frozen meat items: 24 ft.

Produce: 68 ft. refrigerated, 72 ft.

dry
Dairy: 40 ft.

Frozen foods: 192 ft. (24 ft. ice

cream)
Checkouts: 7

Full time employes: 59
Port time employes: 3

Store manager: Carl Snavely

CURVED SHAPE gives an attroctive, inviting look to this Food

Banl<s' unit in Hanford, Calif., and extensive areas of 8 ft.

high glass sections create open atmosphere from the outside

as well as admit daylight into interior. Building is mode of

steel girder and post construction with a built-up wooden roof.

Exterior walls are of concrete block. Each of super market's

six entrances has a plastic sign indicating the department

nearest the door. 25 ft. pylon rototes company's symbol.
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STOT DISPLAYS

CONFUSING though it may appear at first glance, floor plan helps make circular store easy to

shop. Departments are grouped logically, with any run-over from 32 ft. gondolas placed on adjacent

12-footers. As in more conventional layouts, shopper familiarity irons out initial doubt about product

locations; store's directory also helps locate items. Entrance to the store is mode via one of six door-

ways. A particularly choice position is given to the on-premises bakery, behind which is the restau-

rant and kitchen areas. Building curvature proved to be a convenience in placement of restaurant

which Is well removed from grocery sales area and is yet easily accessible from within store or by

separate entrance. Drug and liquor concessions also provided access to food store and can be closed

off by folding doors. Produce department, located in an alcove (left), successfully pulls in traffic

helped by a large overhead sign. Geometrical center of the selling area is given to 12-ft. freezers

for frozen fish meat and poultry, the latter a specialty at Food Banks. In new circular store to be

opened soon, this center area will be more open to provide additional flow-through to grocery sec-

tions and the rear-located meat department.

Carl Snavely. ilorc manager
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CIRCULAR SWEEP of grocery wall shelving reportedly odds

impulse appeal to the products by increasing shopper interest

resulting from the curve. Additional interest in wall shelving

products is created by attractive art designs on the upper

wall areas and the light boxes over the top shelves. Domi-

nating the center section of the store is a 17 ft. high column

which supports the roof—and features an 8 ft. store directory

(right) visible from any place in the sales area. Gaily painted

like the center pole of a circus tent, the column's stripe-

theme is picked up by outlying columns. The giant (24 in.

diameter) column is set between two back-to-back 12 ft.

frozen meat, fish and poultry cases, which enjoy outstanding

volume because of this center-of-store placement. Wide shelf

between coses is used to feature high-margin non-foods.

Special displays are placed on the ends facing out from

the refrigerated display cases.

WIDENING OF THE AISLES from the middle of the store to-

ward the outer walls (lower left) gives important visibility

to promotion signs placed immediately below the displays-

This display is one of several island floor stacks quickly and

easily erected in one of the many open spots available through

the store's circular design. These stacks have a very useful

flexibility by combining speciols-to-come with merchandise which

will not be sales priced. In the display shown about 200 coses

out of 500 had been sold at regular prices during two weeks

of display. During first week of display all items were regular-

priced; during second week many were specialized. Shopper

at center of the store is faced directly by five end displays

(below right). This is a typical scene and points up the many
special merchandising opportunities available.

^
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AN OPEN FEELING in the lobby and checkstand area is an

inherent advantage of the circular store because spacing in-

evitably expands from the center outward. An incidental con-

venience is an adequate area for easy storage of plenty of

shopping carts (over 300 large-size carts in use) in reserve for

the busiest of rush days. The spacious feeling is accentuated

through choice of low profile checkstands and registers. The

combination, demonstrated by Willie Snavely, wife of store

manager, excludes customer participation. Cart is wheeled up

to stand, unloaded by checker or bagger, merchandise rung

up on adjacent register and cash is rendered and change made

from a "remote" till built into the stand.

through construction phases rather smoothly. The only

problem encountered—a minor one—was in the fabri-

cation of the beams which had to be angled differently

than those in a conventional rectangular shape. The
angle of approach of the beams and plywood panels

was designed very accurately to avoid extensive fitting

on the job.

Problems were encountered, of course, in fitting

store operations into a perfect circle—and this brought

about a compromise in design. While the general sales

area is a perfect circle, the exterior of the store is a

half circle, or horseshoe-shape. The straight exterior

wall is placed near the back of the lot for service ac-

cess. One of the two corner areas of the building is

used for a warehouse. The other is leased to a non-
store-operatcd beauty shop.

The solution of other problems in utilizing the re-

maining circular area of the building led to the develop-

ment of subtle advantages which might be overlooked

by anyone giving a cursory consideration of round
store design.

For instance, the placement of rectangular gondolas

in a circular area naturally results in widening aisles

radiating from the center outward. This could the-

oretically result in waste of floor space. In actuality,

it contributes several merchandising benefits such as

minimizing of traffic bottlenecks and creating the op-

portunity for placement of an astonishingly high num-
ber of effective spot merchandising displays, no less

than 78 in the Hanford unit. This is the count given

by Carl Snavely, store manager, who revels in the

flexibility of opportunity which the spoke-shaped lay-

out of gondolas provides.

Here are some other advantages attributed to the

circular form:

• Construction economy. Store was built for $7.50

per sq. ft. This includes site preparation, building

shell and leasehold equipment such as air conditioning,

lighting, tlooring, doors.

• Eye appeal. The unit's shape is interestin-i and

novel, inside and out. The shape also gives the 25,000

sq. ft. selling area a feeling of intimacy which is usually

pleasantly associated with smaller stores—and ordi-

narily sacrificed in larger ones.

• Favorable publicity. The store was headlined in

full-page opening ads as "America's Newest Concept

in Shopping Convenience . . . first of its kind in the

U.S. . . . designed to save steps . . . make it easier to

shop . .
." Word-of-mouth "publicity" by customers

is still being noted.

The overall store includes an on-premises service

bakery, restaurant, beauty shop, drug and variety store

and a liquor store. The last three are concessions, a

type of operation which Food Banks considers as
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ILLUMINATED SIGN spells out "shrimp" in one of the many

frozen food cases in the new Food Banks unit. Extending 192

lin. ft., frozen foods now account for 8°b of store soles and are

soon expected to top fresh produce. "If may appear that we

ore presently over-invested in freezer equipment," says Vice

<^#/?/' ,

President and Gen. Mgr. Loren H. McFarland, Jr., "but we're

very interested in what's going to happen in five or 10 years.

It would be foolish to invest $800,000 in just current needs

rather than projected needs. We see a big growth ahead in

frozen products.'

"standard operating procedure." Says President Mc-
Farland: "Concessions have always worked out well

for us. They're profitable to lease and present no

disadvantages whatever. Their cost is quickly liqui-

dated in rentals—and actual cost is negligible, for the

building is being erected anyway. Tenants select their

own colors and of course supply their own equipment."

As for the bakery and restaurant. Food Banks con-

siders them more of a customer convenience than a

profit-maker—at least, at the present time. The fresh-

baked goods section (which is the first of its kind in

the neighborhood) has definitely proved itself as a

strong customer draw, one that helped the store quickly

reach the S40,000-a-week gross that management had

hoped to hit only after a year in a location that is still

being developed. The restaurant at present does not

retain the full interest of many of the store's customers,

many of whom arc farmers coming in town once a

week. But trade is growing as the character of the

trading area changes. More and more shoppers come
in several times a week, and as the area grows, more
businessmen and salesmen are expected to add to the

Coffee Shop's clientele.

As far as the overall operation is concerned, what

does Food Banks management think about its circular

store? The feeling of satisfaction is indicated with this

short statement: the company will he opening its sec-

ond round store in a few months.

FIRST INSTALLATION of doorless reach-in dairy display for

Food Bonks has won plaudits from both customers and store

management. The chain, which has been using reach-ins with

doors, was surprised and pleased to find the chilled air loss is

less from this new instollotion. Beer, soft drinks, as well as milk

and other dairy products ore displayed and rear-stocked from

this 38 ft. installation.
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in Modern
Super Market Dress

Makes Debut

in Rural

Attica, N.Y.

i-

THE CLEAN-LINED FACADE of this market is achieved with the

use of red-brown fieldstone on the sides and middle sections,

with blue corrugated steel sheeting in the upper portion. Glass

front on the right faces the market's dry goods section. Wind-

breaker under canopy is made of yellow plexiglass sheeting.

THE AREA SURROUNDING HARDING'S SUPER DUPER is rural,

OS indicated in this photo picturing the store's modernistic

pylon. Market does a volume of $30,000 a week and draws

for its trade upon on eight-mile radius, 16,000 people.

Harding's Super Duper, over 20,000 sq. ft. in size,

brings big store glamor to a rural area, with over
35% of its selling space devoted to non-foods, includ-

ing big price tag items such as refrigerators, kitchen

ranges, television sets and phonographs.

Attica, N. Y., and its surrounding rural area has
probably not changed a great deal over the years, but
its old general stores today have given way to a

modern 20,540 sq. ft. market—Harding's Super
Duper. Owned and operated by a father and sons

combination; Milnor E. Harding, Edwin M. Harding
and Gordon R. Harding; this three-man family team
has opened an attractive market, which includes

6,392 sq. ft. of non-foods selling area. The net result

is a shopping center under one roof. Here are a few
of the market's outstanding features:

• Department store set-up, highlighting food, dry
goods, appliances, hardware, paints, kitchen items,

glassware, etc.

• Outstanding interior decor, which accents the

natural rural setting of the market.

• Unusual layout with grocery stock area on right

side of market directly behind produce display cases

and also open-view layouts for produce and meat

preparation areas.

• Uncluttered checkouts which permit checkers to

operate more efficiently and quickly. Special snack

bar in store sells many of the candy, cigar and ciga-

rette items normally handled by the average checker.

• Special departments including service fish depart-

ment, florist gift section, hostess bar, refreshment

stand, and service baked foods department with

on-premises baking facilities.

• A home-kitchen room where food demonstrators

and home economists can present special how-to-

do-it food preparation classes to women shoppers.

This has proven to be one of the store's most popu-
lar features.

Non-Foods Play An Important Role at Harding's

The role of non-foods is an important one at Hard-

ing's when compared to the average food market.

Harding's Super Duper has over 35% of its available

selling space devoted to non-foods, representing 6.392

sq. ft. of lloor area. This area is divided as follows:

1,672 sq. ft. displays a complete line of paints, tools,

hardware supplies, sporting goods, household items,

glassware, etc.; another segregated area, 3,360 sq. ft.

in size, is given over to dry goods such as clothing

items for men, women and children, dress materials,

patterns, towels, pillow cases, sheets, etc. (This area

is the most recent addition to the market. Estimated

yearly sales volume from this dry goods section is

$100,000); and in the far section of the market,

1.360 sq. ft. are used to display big price tag items,

including refrigerators, kitchen ranges, television sets,

phonographs, etc.

The Hardings' philosophy in carrying an extensive
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line of non-foods can be summed up in the phrase

—

"winning more of the customer's entire shopping

doUar." By attracting the entire family to do their

shopping at the store, the Hardings have increased the

average customer purchase to $7.50. During the first

few months of the market's operation, customers

thought that food prices at Harding's were too high

because their sales slips were running consistently

higher than at other food markets. The Hardings,

through their checkers, had to educate shoppers to the

fact that they were purchasing more non-food products

at their market, thus accounting for a bigger sales-

slip total.

Selling non-foods has helped to spark the store's

weekly sales volume to the $30,000-a-week mark.

This volume figure is remarkable, considering the store

is situated by itself in a rural area without the drawing

power of adjoining stores and must depend for its trade

on an eight-mile trade circle, populated by 16,000

people.

Build the Biggest and Best

"To keep competition out, you have to build the

biggest and best food market in your area" is a view-

point Edwin Harding feels strongly about—and one

which he has backed up by building a handsome mar-

ket, with an arresting interior decor planned by Miss

Beverly Lucks Hafner, Rochester, N.Y.

The key colors repeated throughout the market in

different combinations are light and dark shades of

blue, light and dark shades of green, yellow and

lavender, with blue used as the color coordinant

throughout the store. "I've tried to introduce warmth
and rhythm into the market by selecting cool, earth

colors," stated Miss Hafner. "Since this market is

located in a rural area where sky and shrubbery are

predominant around the store, 1 used greens and

blues a great deal so as not to jar the mood of the

average customer coming into the store. I wanted the

interior of the market to harmonize with the store's

exterior surroundings."

Miss Hafner's decorating philosophy of matching

interior decor with the store's natural outside sur-

roundings is evident the moment the customer enters

the foyer area of the market. The 16-ft. long foyer

wall on the right, covered with light and dark brown
field stone, helps to set an outdoor mood. Mounted
against this stone wall is a modern bench, with light

blue leather cushions. Blue is picked up again in the

blue and gray drapes against the window and the

blue and gray vinyl tiles on the floor. On the left side

of the foyer stands a partition, separating shopping

baskets from the five gray-colored checkouts on the

opposite side. The partition, executed in a modern
vein, has square blocks of light and dark woods,
alternating on different levels with multi-colored plastic

squares and painted wood panel squares of lavender,

dark blue and yellow. The effect produced is that

of a modern Oriental screen.

:^^O.V,i

i4.

THE FIRST SPOT the customer visits upon entering the store is

the florist-giftware section. Potted ferns, suspended from the

ceiling, together with other potted plants displayed on wall

shelving and a small gondola, create an attractive alcove. The

THE RIGHT WALL of the store's lounge is mode of fieldstone.

Wall extends outside post the glass door front. Mounted

bench against wall is covered in blue leather, with flooring and

window drapes in gray and blue. Key colors used in decorating

the market ore light and dork shades of blue, light and dark

shades of green, yellow and lavender.
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wall area directly behind the shelves is paneled in walnut wood
with the upper wall area painted dark blue. Plexiglass, il-

luminated from the rear with fluorescent lamps, forms a canopy
over the shelves. Letters are made of block plywood cutouts.
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THIS MODERNISTIC SCREEN separates shopping baskets from

checkout area, thus creating on enclosed effect in the lounge.

Varied woods; plastic panels designed with white, yellow and

olive green bubbles; painted plywood panels of light and dark

blue, light and dark yellow, and lavender ore intermingled to

form an eye-catching partition.

Vital Statistics

Name of Store:

Harding's Super Duper
Address:

Corner of Prospect Street and Route
98, Attica, New York

Weekly Volume:
$30,000

Date Opened:
September 25, 1959

Type of Location:

Single highway store in rural area
Owned and Operated By:

Edwin M. Harding, Gordon R. Hard-
ing, Milnor E. Harding

Building Dimensions:
158' X 130' (Building and parking
area on 7'/2 acres)

Overall Building Area:
20,540 sq. ft.

Selling Area:

17,464 sq. ft.

Work & Stock Areas:

3,076 sq. ft.

Parking Capacity:

200 cars

Store Engineer:

Store owners and John R. Pfleeger,

Cable-Wiedemer, Inc., 138 State

Street, Rochester, N. Y.

Store Architects:

Stevens & Bertin, Rochester, N. Y.

Decorator:

Beverly Lucks Hafner, Rochester,

N. Y.

Investment Involved:

Land: $ 10,000
Equipment: $100,000
Inventory Value: $ 70,000
Building: $190,000
Total Investment: $370,000

Display (Linear Feet):

Grocery: 592 ft.

Meat (Including poultry, fish & deli):

102 ft.

Produce (Refrigerated and dry):

86 ft.

Dairy (Including ice cream): 48 ft.

Frozen Foods: 60 ft.

Baked Foods (Including service &
self-service departments): 40 ft.

Non-Foods: 6,392 sq. ft.

Flower & Giftware Dept.: 44 lin. ft.

Checkouts:

5 mechanical type
Full-Time Employes: 25
Part-Time Employes: 10
Average Sole Per Customer: $7.50
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THE INTERESTING FEATURE in this layout Is the arrangement of non-foods, which are

located in two different sections of the market. Paints, hardware items, kitchen wares

etc. are stocked on the lower left side of the market. Appliances and dry goods have

been positioned on the right. Note that plan provides connecting passageways from

the food section into the non-foods areas.

THE OPPOSITE SIDE of the front parti-

tion reveals five automatic checkouts,

which are diagonally positioned. The

floor area around checkouts is composed
of morbleized blue vinyl tiles, while floor

area to the left uses gray vinyl tiles, in-

terspersed with blue tiles. Handsome
white incandescent lamps, tear-drop in

shape, add a decorative touch to the

store's smart decor. Notice stands ore

devoid of cigarette and candy rocks.

AN EIGHT-FOOT wide passageway leads the customer from the

produce department into the appliance section. Area on right,

between the two main sections, has public telephones and rest-

room facilities for customers. Photo on the right shows some of

the major appliances available at Harding's. Store carries

extensive line of big tag merchandise.
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ONE of the store's outstanding departments is produce, which

is semi-prepacl<aged. Produce cases ore blue with upper wall

area painted lavender. A corrugated blue plexiglass trim forms

a conopy over cases.

BOTH the produce and meat area employ partial open-view

layouts, permitting customers access to personnel of both de-

portments. The meat department is operated self-service. About

half of produce items ore prepackaged.

The creation of an outdoor mood is further

heightened by a florist department, located in a 242

sq. ft. alcove adjacent to the foyer area. Potted plants

suspended from the ceiling, plus hundreds of varied

plants displayed on wall shelving and on an 8 ft.

long gondola, give the customer the feeling of a cool,

green corner in the market. To contrast the color of

the plants, the wall around the florist department has

been paneled in walnut wood.

Distinctive Layout Touches at Harding's

The five automatic checkouts, positioned diagonally,

are cleared of the usual magazine, candy and cigarette

racks. "We feel that our checkers can operate more

efficiently if they don't have to stop and take a nickle

bar of candy or package of cigarettes from a display

rack," commented Ed Harding. "We've also discovered

that our checkers make less mistakes." In addition,

the removal of display racks from the checkout area

provides a clean, open appearance to this area.

To handle the nickle candy bar and individual

cigarette pack business, an "L" shaped snack bar,

1 1-ft. in length, stocks these items, in addition to carry-

ing the regular line of quick-snack items and beverages.

This service-operated snack bar is located next to the

service bakery department. Many customers, attracted

by the aroma of freshly baked cakes, pies and rolls,

make a point of stopping at the snack bar for cofTee

and cake.

Another unusual layout feature at Harding's is the

location of the grocery stock area directly behind the

produce department and the florist section. A 110-ft.

long straight line gravity conveyor was installed to

deliver grocery merchandise from the rear platform to

the stock area.

The produce preparation room, 19 ft. by 25 ft.,

features an open-view layout, allowing customers a

partial view of the area. The self-service meat depart-

ment also has an open-view layout, which permits

customers to easily convey special order requests to

meat cutters. The balance of the rear work area is

occupied by a work room, where cakes, pies, bread,

etc. are baked daily.

KITCHEN ITEMS, hardware and paints ore just a few of the

non-foods found at Harding's. This beautifully color-designed

market features different colored shelving in each department.

Shelving for kitchenware and glassware is dork red while wall

shelving for hardware items is green. Plexiglass trim around

walls is yellow.
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PHOTO shows a complete kitchen unit

which is used by store cJemonstrators and

home economists In giving cooking school

lectures to shoppers. When these lec-

tures ore given, appliances are moved

bock to provide space for chairs. Cook-

ing lectures are popular with shoppers.

SPACIOUS AISLES are one of the conveniences customers enioy at Harding's. Special

attention is given to the health and beauty aid department with a plexiglass canopy

defining the section. Market has a white acoustical ceiling and is illuminated with

both incandescent and fluorescent lamps. Black incandescent fixtures ore used in the

store's perimeter area.

HERE are three special food sections

which help to moke shopping here an

adventure, (a' "Snox Bar," in addition

to selling beverages and light snacks,

handles the sale of nickel candy bars and

individual packs of cigarettes, thus free-

ing checkers of this responsibility, (b) An-

other unusual feature is the service fish

department. Note fishing poles are used

next to the "Seafood Department" sign

to give area nautical atmosphere, (c) At-

tractive 8-ft.-long hostess bar carries an

interesting selection of gourmet foods.

Located opposite the florist section, the

gondola makes a colorful counterpoint

with its pink motif. To accent this gon-

dola, the blue and gray floor pattern has

been broken here with small and large

yellow squares interspersed to form a

festive abstract design.
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ONE of the store's most popular areas is this 18-ft.-long service

bakery department, which is operated on a concession basis.

In the rear of the market, pies, cakes, rolls and bread are

baked doily. Right, bakery department employe is shown filling

doughnuts with jelly-injecting machine.

A STRAIGHT-LINE 110 ft. long gravity conveyor brings merchandise from the rear

platform to the grocery stock area. To the left of doorway stands an incinerator,

where cardboard cartons are discarded.
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Denver's King Soopers Crowned
^Ifith Distinctive Features

Unorthodox layout without the traditional store front, a multi-colored lighting scheme

for key departments, an attractively designed interior, plus a cavalcade of unusual

highlights, make this $52,000-a-week market outstanding.

A MODERNISTIC red and yellow pylon attracts customers to the 9-acre Centennial Shopping Center, Littleton, Colo. The unusual

layout for this 40,700 sq. ft. super market, surrounded by 17 smaller stores, indicates three concourses through which customers can

enter the store's selling area. One of the concourse entrances is clearly indicated by the King Soopers' sign in the background.



CLOSE-UP VIEW of a 14 ft. wide concourse entrance to the

market shows the large red and yellow "King" sign, which is

used to attract customers into the store. Store uses the caddy

system, whereby the customer has her order delivered directly

to her car by a carryout clerk.

Vital Statistics

Name of Store:

King Soopers
Address:
5050 South Federal Boulevard,
Littleton, Colo.

Weekly Volume:
$52,000

Date Opened:
February 22, 1960

Type of Location:

Centennial Shopping Center (9 acre
site)

Owned By:

Colorado Division of The J. S. Dillon

& Sons Stores Co., Inc., Hutchinson,
Kansas

Sales Area:
22,947 sq. ft.

Stock & Work Area:
17,753 sq. ft. (Including store

mezzanine)
Overall Sales Area:

40,700 sq. ft. (Includes 9,025 sq. ft.

Mezzanine and 1,568 sq. ft. Base-
ment)

Store Engineer:

Robert Burrows, Engineering De-
partment, King Soopers, Inc., Den-
ver, Colo.

Store Architect:

Ralph Peterson Associates, Denver,
Colo.

Color and Design Consultant:

Lorain Fawcett, Allcolor Company,
Inc., 566 Seventh Avenue, New
York, New York

Investment Involved:

Building: $375,000
Equipment: $185,000
Stock: $150,000
Land Value: $75,000
Total: $785,000

Display (Linear Feet):

Grocery: 900 ft.

Meat (Including service meat area):

112 ft.

Produce (Dry cases only): 132 ft.

Dairy: 48 ft.

Frozen Foods (Including ice cream):
216 ft.

Self-Service Delicatessen: 72 ft.

Self-Service Bakery: 94 ft.

Pharmacy & Health & Beauty Aids:

65 ft.

Non-Foods: 337 lin. ft.

Checkouts:

12 (Mechanical type)

Full-Time Employes: 60
Part-Time Employes: 30
Average Customer Purchase: $6.00
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a^ PICTURED here is the main concourse leoding into the market's soles area. The con-

course, which measures 14 ft, wicJe by 80 ft. long, has one wall covered with beige

mosaic tiles, with blue, white, and coral tiles used as splash highlights. Main advantages

of protected passageways are that they provide weather protection for customers and
olso offer a network of corridors through which customers con enter some of the 17

stores surrounding the market.

A MANY-FEATURED MARKET is the HCW 40.700 Sq. ft.

King Soopers. located in the Centennial Shopping

Center. Denver, Colo. The King Soopers chain, which

controls 18% of Denver's retail food business, has

erected an attractive color-styled market within a

maze of smaller shopping center stores. Walled in by

17 diversified stores, including a service bakery, large

hardware store, liquor store, barber, cleaner, laundro-

mat, etc.. King Soopers has been designed without the

traditional store front. Part of the store's fourth wall

has a 30 ft. wide entrance-way leading customers into

a soft goods department store.

Access to the market's sales area is through any of

the three inside passageways, which offers the cus-

tomer protection from inclement weather, plus provid-

ing a network of concourses through which she can

easily enter other stores in the shopping center with-

out stepping outdoors. This layout arrangement was

helpful in attracting smaller stores to the shopping

center.

The center concourse, the major interior passage-

way, measures 14 ft. wide x 82 ft. long; the second

concourse is 10 ft. wide and 61 ft. long and the third

and shortest concourse is 14 ft. wide and 29 ft. long.

Without a major frontal span to help attract customers,

the store employs large facade signs at the three con-

course entrances facing the parking lot.

Here in quick review are some of the major high-

lights which establish this Colorado King Soopers as a

top market in any state of the Union:
• An outstandingly different layout plan, with fresh

meat, delicatessen meats, frozen meat, fish and fowl

and canned meat and fish products stocked in a

related-item set-up.

• A complete air-screen dairy department, spanning

48 linear feet.

• A 65-ft. long pharmacy and health and beauty

aids department. Two full-time pharmacists man
this department.

• A revolutionary lighting scheme where different

colored lamps are used in each major department.

For example, there is pink lighting in the meat de-

partment and pale green lighting in the produce

department.

• An Allcolor Company color designed market,
coordinating the store's flooring, walls, and cases

with five basic colors—burnt orange, turquoise,

gray, white and beige.

• A strong symbol identification theme in the mar-

ket. The king and crown are used extensively to

remind customers that they are shopping in a King

market. The king symbol is used on all refrigerated

store cases. The crown symbol is repeated on the

glass sHding doors in the meat department, on the

store clock over the checkouts, all entrance mats,

and rear wall design incorporates the crown into a

modern design. The top of the suggestion booth is

also shaped like a crown.

• A highly effective store communication system,

which includes 9 electronic directories. 18 intercom

phones located in key departments and work areas

and 12 two-way intercoms connecting checkers and

the store's courtesy booth. Food manufacturers pay

$125 rental a year to have their specific brand

name mentioned by the directory. One-hundred

and seventy-six manufacturers participate in the

store's commercials. The directory also auto-

matically broadcasts a special store commercial

every four minutes.

• An attractive battery of 12 custom-made check-

outs, which occupy less space than conventional

checkouts. Each checkout has its cash drawers built

into the side of the checkstand. This was done to re-

duce the distance between the cash register keys and

the items in the shopping basket. With the present

arrangement, checker can easily ring up items with

one hand as she removes them from the shopping

basket with her other hand. In addition to a two-

way intercom system, each checkout can be elec-

trically shut off from the courtesy booth. Two way
intercom, cash register, and conveyor belt cannot

be operated until power switch is turned on at the

courtesy booth.

• A caddy bundle carryout system, with a parcel

pick-up waiting room, necessitated by the shopping

center operation. Each customer's order is taken to

the parcel pick-up room by a caddy who waits until

the customer returns with her car. If customer plans

to shop in other shopping center stores before tak-

ing her groceries, she can have her bundles checked

there until her return. A caddy in the parcel pick-

up room assigns numbers to each order for identifi-

cation purposes.

• A unique market with many employe-customer

features such as an employe lounge with complete

kitchen facilities, hand tissues for customers in the
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FROZEN FOODS, with the exception of frozen meat and fish products, ore displayed in the market's center area. Each refrigerated

frozen food case section, 36 ft. in length, is colored aqua and beige. Gourmet foods are stocked on the three-tier shelving directly

above cases. Note the use of a cigarette receptacle near the center aisle.
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LAYOUT PLAN for King Soopers indicates the unusual design of the market, with a 112 ft. self-service meat department taking

first place on the customer's shopping tour. The 48 ft. air screen dairy department and 65 ft. pharmacy, health and beauty aids

department are located across the rear of the market, with a 9 ft. passageway splitting the two departments. Fresh meat; delicatessen

meat; frozen meat, fish and poultry; and canned meat and fish products are in the same area for shopping convenience.
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produce department, cigarette disposal stands and

waste receptacles throughout the market, customer

suggestion boxes and a shopping basket corral in the

parking lot where carts can be safely placed for a

caddy pick-up (some customers still prefer to wheel

their own shopping baskets to their cars).

Unconventional Layout at King Soopers

Customers coming from the three concourses start

their shopping tour on the right, first visiting a 775 sq.

ft. alcove, where non-foods such as greeting cards,

jewelry, books, sporting goods, cameras, toys, maga-
zines, cosmetics and gifts are sold. (Segregation of

non-foods lines in alcoves away from foods follows the

Loewy Report recommendation made to Super Market
Institute.) The 96 ft. long self-service meat department

is the first major food department in the customer's

shopping tour. Meat wrapping and weighing are done

in open view of the customer, with meat cutting done
in the market's rear.

First position was given to meat because King
Soopers' management feels that the average housewife

thinks first of the meat or fowl dish in planning a meal,

then buys her other foods around the major course.

In addition, the 112 ft. long meat department (figures

include service booth ) would have presented a monot-
onous stretch of cases if located across the rear of the

market. The present layout places the entrance-way

to the rear meat cutting area and 16 ft. service meat
counter across the market's rear.

Using the grocery principle of related item stocking,

delicatessen meats are displayed opposite the meat
cases. On the adjoining side of the 72 ft. delicatessen

island case, frozen meat and fish, together with canned
meat and fish on the overhead shelves, are displayed.

This highly unusual stocking arrangement makes it

possible for the customer to buy fresh meat, delica-

tessen meats, frozen meat and fish and canned meat
and fish in the same general area.

A 48 ft. air screen dairy department, adjoining the

service meat counter across the rear, is positioned in

an unusual location. Rear perimeter is divided by a

passageway leading into the grocery storage area. The
balance of the rear perimeter is occupied by a 65 ft.

combination pharmacy and self-service drug and
beauty aids department. This part of the market forms
a second non-foods section with four 36 ft. gondolas
positioned opposite the drug-cosmetic wall. House-
wares, light bulbs, books, toys, glassware, household
supplies, girl's wear, infant's wear, ladies' wear,
hosiery, and men's wear are a few of the items stocked.

This non-food area in combination with the front

alcove accounts for 25% of store selling area. Non-
foods, in all King Soopers, total 10% of the firm's

gross sales.

Completing the left perimeter of this unusual market
is a 132 ft. produce department and an 868 sq. ft.

self-service bakery alcove. One hundred and forty-four

linear feet of frozen foods, other than fish, poultry and
meat, are located in the center gondola area.

The layout for the work and preparation sections is

a marvel of efficiency with a straight-line traffic flow

plan used from receiving dock to storage and work
areas. Each major department, meat, dairy, grocery,

produce and delicatessen, has its own receiving door

in the rear. The meat department layout typifies the

straight line traffic flow concept, with the meat re-

ceiving door leading directly into a 980 sq. ft. meat
cooler. Two additional doors on the opposite side of

the cooler permit carcasses to be moved directly into

the cutting room. From this point, an 87 ft. conveyor,

in a straight line, transports cut meat on platters to

the weighing and wrapping stations, located behind the

display cases. Another distinctive feature in the work
and stock areas is the use of vinyl tiles, just as on the

selling floor, plus adequate fluorescent lighting. At-

tractive work areas, well lighted, increase employe
eflRciency.

A mezzanine floor, directly above the work and
stock area, provides space for several offices; rest

rooms; and an attractive employe lounge room,
furnished with oak tables, chairs and a complete

kitchen unit with dish washer. Mezzanine has re-

inforced concrete construction.

Revolutionary Lighting Scheme Used at King Soopers

One of the most distinctive lighting schemes em-
ployed in new markets built this year can be found
at the Centennial King Soopers. Different colored light-

ing is used to illuminate key departments. For example,

pale green fluorescent lamps, shielded by two foot

squares of white acrylic plastic in continuous forma-

tion, are used throughout the produce area. The main
advantage in using green is that it compliments fruits

and vegetables, in addition to guiding the customer to

the produce department. Customers in this market
consciously identify the color green with the produce
department after their first shopping tour. Similarly,

pink lighting is used in the meat department to high-

light meat and delicatessen items. This lighting scheme
is abetted by the dropped perimeter ceiling which
circles the entire market. The subtle colored lighting,

in combination with the intimate atmosphere created

by the dropped ceiling, creates an illusion of separate

alcoves for both the meat and produce departments.

Lighting over the grocery department is white

fluorescent shielded with white acrylic plastic shields.

The checkout area has white, pink and blue fluorescent

lighting, diffused by white acrylic plastic squares. The
blue and pink lights give the ceiling a festive multi-

colored effect.

The market's only incandescent lighting is found in

the non-foods alcove, which is illuminated with 37
partially recessed spotlights. Although the average

foot-candle power in the market is 110, the overall

effect is a brightly illuminated store. The illumination

seems greater since there is no direct contrast between

the store's artificial lighting and outdoor lighting.

(Market is completely walled in by surrounding

shops.

)

Store Designed in a Rainbow of Color

Dramatic use has been made of color at Centennial

King Soopers, where lighting and color have been
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TWELVE CUSTOM-MADE CHECKOUTS, occupying less space than 12 average checkouts, serve shoppers at Centennial King Soopers.

Each checkout, electrically controllecJ from the courtesy counter, has a two-way intercom and an unusual cash register system, with

cosh drawers built into the side of the checkout rather than remaining on integral part of the register. Adjacent photo shows

checker talking over the intercom. Last photo shows the cash drawers, positioned on the side of the checkout.

KING SOOPERS' 132 ft. produce depart-

ment has a unique lighting system, with

soft green light illuminating the entire de-

partment. Green light serves a dual pur-

pose of highlighting fruits and vegetables

and also helps to guide customers to

department. Other produce department

features include:

(a) Produce disposer is cleaned at the

end of each day. Machine efficiently dis-

poses produce trimmings and refuse.

(b) Crushed ice machine is worth its

weight in gold. Compressor is located

alongside unit.

(c) This practical attention-getting display

unit for small potted plants is used with

great success at King Soopers. Plastic

trays form shelves while pegboard sheets

act as supports.

(d) Disposal cans with napkin holders

hove been placed at several locations in

the produce department for convenience

of customers whose hands may become

soiled or wet from bagging produce.

A 7 FT. WIDE AISLE, separating the 36 ft. gondolas, features a

row of attractive turquoise and orange colored end displays.

Black, white and gray tiles create an interesting checker-board

pattern. Background area shows a partial view of the dropped

ceiling, which circles the market's perimeter. Side wall has a

stripe pattern of blue, orange, gray and white.
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THIS 112-FT. SELF-SERVICE MEAT DEPARTMENT is outstanding in several respects. The

overall department is illuminated with soft pink lighting, which effectively enhances

meats' redness. A second feature is the related item stocking plan for meat products,

with delicatessen meat and cheeses located directly opposite the flsh-meot display area.

Frozen meat and poultry and canned meat and fish products ore displayed on the

opposite side of the delicatessen cases. Weighing and packaging stations are located

in open view of customers while meat cutting is done in rear.

MEAT DEPARTMENT FEATURES

(a) An 87 ft. conveyor belt from the meat cutting area transports platters of frayed

meat to the weighing and packaging stations. The conveyor belt goes through a glass

enclosed refrigerated tunnel which protects meat from normal room temperatures.

(b) A "Meat Cut to Order" booth has been set up In the rear of the market for cus-

tomers who desire special service. Notice cigarette receptacle and napkins-bin have

been provided for customer's convenience.

fc) A metal grate, at the entrance of the meat work area, helps meat department

personnel free their shoes of sawdust when entering the sales area.

effectively combined to create a pleasant shopping

atmosphere. King Soopers" management commissioned

color and design consultant Lorain Fawcett of All-

color, Inc.. New York City, to achieve a harmonious

color arrangement which would create a positive com-
pany image. How well Miss Fawcett achieved this

end can be measured by many favorable comments
from store shoppers.

Unlike some of the stores, which employ a Western

or desert-ranch decor, in the Denver area. King
Soopers takes a modern, colorful design approach.

At Centennial, Miss Fawcett used two key colors

—

burnt orange and turquoise—and combined them in

various combinations with gray, white and beige.

The 12 checkouts set the color-pace in the market,

with an orange checkout alternated with a turquoise-

colored checkout. The same colors are used in an

alternating pattern for the market's end gondola dis-

plays. Rear wall of the market is orange and gray

while the produce-bakery departments" walls are

painted in alternating stripes of blue, orange, gray and
white. The front area of the market, as well as the

three concourses, are walled with beige mosaic tiles,

with blue, white and orange tiles interspersed among
the beige tiles for a splash effect.

An unusual touch in the store can be found in the

meat department where 3 ft. x 4 ft. color transparen-

cies have been mounted directly behind the self-

service meat cases. Fluorescent lamps have been

placed behind the transparencies to bring out the

striking colors of the photos, which show the rugged

scenery of the Rockies in each of the four seasons.

Rogers-Hopwood. Denver, supplied the color trans-

parencies.

The vinyl tile flooring at Centennial King Soopers

has three colors—white, black, and gray. In the check-

out area, the flooring takes on a straight line pattern,

with each color tile forming a single line, subtly

suggesting a traffic direction to customers. The con-

courses' floors have a horizontal line pattern. The
balance of the market's flooring forms a checker

pattern, using the three basic colors.
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TWO SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS stand out ot King Soopers—pharmacy and non-foods.

The pharmacy, below, 15 ft. long, is part of the 50 ft. health and beauty aids depart-

ment. The non-foods alcove, above, with 71 linear feet, features on assortment of

merchandise which includes greeting cards, cameras, film, costume jewelry, records,

toys, magazines, cosmetics and gifts.

PHARMACY
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THE CROWN AND KING identification

symbols hove been used extensively in

King Soopers' interior. Wherever the cus-

tomer may go in the store, she is subtly

reminded of the fact that she is shopping

at King Soopers by the repetition of the

crown or king symbols on the store clock,

at the suggestion booth, store decora-

tions, door mats, and sliding doors in

meat department.

'a) Store Clock Above Checkout Booths

(b) Glass Sliding Doors in Meat Depart-

ment

(c) Door Mats

(d) Store Decorations

(e) Suggestion Booth

^^^^^



A MEZZANINE LOUNGE, furnished with oak furniture and a complete kitchen unit including dishwasher, provides employes with

a pleasant place to have a coffee-break or lunch. Each employe contributes a weekly amount to a central fund to purchase items

such as coffee, sugar, etc.

LITTLE FEATURES MEAN A LOT

(a) Suggestion and idea cards are provided in a handsome

plywood cupboard. A postage-paid return card is part of the

form, permitting customers to take them home and mail them

back to chain's headquarters.

(b) Freezer bags are kept in a plywood container, attached to a

pegboard. Location makes it easy for customer to find bags

when needed.

(c) An aluminum railing is used along the bottom shelf to keep

large-sized bags of potato chips from falling to the floor.



NINE electronic directories are scattered throughout the store to

answer item location questions for customers. One-hundred-and-

seventy-six manufacturers pay King Soopers $125 a year each to

have their specific brand mentioned when a general item

location is given. Idea will be adopted in newer units of this

Denver chain, reports management.

IN ADDITION to the non-foods alcove located in front, a second

non-foods area, comprising four gondolas each 36 ft. long,

features a wider assortment of merchandise, including house-

wares, light bulbs, books, toys, glassware, household supplies,

girl's wear, infant's wear, ladies' wear and hosiery which is

displayed on a tilted pegboard, with stocking sizes shown.

IN ORDER to keep shopping baskets out

of the way of motorists in the parking

lot. King Soopers has roped off an area

around the pylon, where customers, who
prefer to wheel out their own orders, can

conveniently return their carts.

i=iQ-l^.X>i\
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VIEW toward the store's nine checkouts shows: suspended brass

lighting (upper left) above produce display and customer lounge,

mosaic tiled wall areas at front entrance, walnut-simulated

paneled front office (center), special display area (right), and
multi-decker dairy cases. All refrigerated display coses are in

color, with five different colors used to individualize the perish-

able departments. Grocery department markers ore a new
design on a modern, wrought-iron motif and have removable

name plates for stocking changes. Overall color scheme is

turquoise and pink; flooring consists of vinyl asbestos tile in

subdued pattern of gray, pink and white. Columns supporting

the 13 ft. high, white acoustical paneled ceiling continue the

color scheme, being pink in the upper portion, gray in the

middle section while stainless steel bands and rubber bumpers

encircle lower portions for protection against carts. Shelving

is metal, adjustable, 60 in. high. Fluorescent lighting for general

illumination runs perpendicular to shelving. This is characteristic of

Kroger, as chain's engineers feel it better illuminates merchandise.

New Look,
New Methods
Highlight

r's •

Kroger Co.. the nation's third largest food chain, has

taken a big step forward with the opening of its new

unit. No. K-192, in the Ward Parkway Shopping Cen-
ter, Kansas City. Mo. As a prototype with many first-

tinic features, the store represents the latest in Kroger

thinking and reveals indications of what's to come in

remodels and new-store additions to the 1 4.'>()-store

Cincinnati-based company.
It is necessary to note that the majority of the store's

interesting features are not unique with Kroger. Some
such as colored refrigerated display cases for all perish-

ables, service bakery section, customer's lounge, service

deli department, the low. uncluttered look of check-

stands, are already familiar.
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Shopping Center,

Kansas City, Mo.

VITAL STATISTICS

Nome of Store:

Kroger (K-192)

Address:
Ward Parkway
W. 86th Terrace,

Type of location:

Shopping center

Operated by:

Kroger Co., Kansas City Div., 1501
Burlington, N. Kansas City, Mo.

Overall area:

30,000 sq. ft.

Selling area;

17,250 sq. ft.

Parking capacity:

4000 cars (shopping center)

Architect:

Fullerton & McGamis, Kansas City

Display cases

(lin. ft): 550 ft.

Meat (including poultry, deli):

136 ft.

Produce (including dry racks,

stands): 176 ft.

Dairy: 53 ft.

Frozen Foods: 84 ft.

Ice Cream: 36 ft.

Service Bakery: 25 ft.

Service Deli: 26 ft.

Cold Beer (reach-in): 14 ft.

Number of checkouts:

8 (plus one express)

Store Manager:
Bob Reusser

LARGE GLASS WINDOWS and mosaic tile buli<heads and en-

tranceway feature the exterior of the Kroger unit, set adjacent

to a Montgomery Word department store. Two-car-wide roof

overhang provides weather-proofed parcel pickup which also

has PA communication with store's front office. Roof itself is

concrete and now serves as parking area. Later it may be used

tor another retailer, perhaps a cocktail lounge or restaurant.

Since roof is flat, water run-off is provided through two hollow

columns in the selling floor. 50-ton air conditioning system's

roof-mounted units are concealed by brick walls to enhance

exterior appearance. Since store has no vestibule, blow units

above the door area cut unpleasant blasts of outside air.
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The importance of their use in the chain's most-

watched, most-visited super market is that, in a

national sense, "they have arrived" with their ac-

ceptance by the conservative Kroger company. Not

all the features can be expected to be incorporated in

all new stores; some arc yet unproven and some are

unsuitable for all but large stores. But K-I92 is, never-

theless, a testing ground in the company's 20-state

operation.

On at least two accounts Kroger has done some

pioneering in the new unit. It's the chain's first—and

one of the few in the country—designed for pallet de-

livery and storage. A produce ripening room dupli-

cates humidity and temperature controls seldom found

outside produce terminals or warehouses.

For the company's Kansas City Division, the store

serves as a prestige unit besides being a store with

experimental features and, of course, a profit producer

in its own right. The point of "prestige" is significant

in Kansas City, considered one of the hottest com-

petitive cities in which Kroger operates.

It is one of the major cities where the nation's three

top chains collide head on—A & P with 31 stores.

Safeway with 50, Kroger with 22. In addition, there

arc aggressive local chains such as Milgram Food
Stores; co-ops including Justrite and Thriftway; and

Fleming's U. S. Stores, IGA units, Nash-Finch's Jack

'N Jill.^

As a showplace. then, the new store bolsters Kroger
influence in the minds of Kansas City shoppers and

gives the division an extra talking point in obtaining

leases in upcoming shopping centers and other loca-

tions.

The store is located in the Ward Parkway Shopping
Center at 86th Street in the South Side of the city

where Kroger has relatively few outlets. At present

the shopping center is composed of a Montgomery
Ward department store, a bank, and the Kroger unit.

Over 70 more retail stores are planned for the levcled-

off area, to form a great regional shopping district.

HEAVY CONCENTRATION of impulse-high departments ond

store office ore located at beginning of traffic flow. After re-

turning soft drink bottles at office, customer meets special

promotion area, service bakery section and, continuing down
aisle, gourmet foods, candy, dairy, snacks, cold beer and service

deli. Meats are in conventional rear location, but faced by a

parallel island of refrigerated coses containing frozen poultry,

meats and deli on one side, frozen fruits, vegetables and

specialties on the other. Produce department, last major de-

partment in traffic flow, has its own special display area.

Backroom features include: small area for grocery storage due

to palletized operation, separate conference room, deli kitchen.
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MAJOR EQUIPMENT items involved in pallet operation are

pictured here with the four-man night stocking crew for middle-

of-the-week setups. Along the sides are gathered moveable

"pig pens" for cut cases left over from previous day's stocking;

heavy equipment includes a hydraulic lift (with health and

beauty aids in metal container), electric jack and a fork lift.

Other than facing and occasional fill-in, no grocery stocking is

done during the day.

PROUD YOUNG MEN captain Kroger's

"finest." At left is store manager Bob

Reusser, 33, who holds a Master's Degree

in Marketing after attending Michigan

State under a Kroger scholarship. Center

is Walt Mueller, o graduate of Kansas

University, and as a six-year Kroger vet-

eran is a district manager at 34; co-man-

ager Chuck O'Brien, 25, holds a B.S. in

economics and started out a part-timer.

"CUBIAGE," a term used primarily in

warehousing to describe use of height,

may become a retail term, too, as pal-

letizing becomes more accepted. At

Kroger's new unit relatively little area

is needed for grocery storage because

fork lift permits high-stocking of stored

merchondise. Dana Lovelond, who su-

pervises the night stocking crew, here

makes a fast inventory from one of two

sets of 8 ft. high steel racks.
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WHILE FORK LIFT Is unloading the trailer and another clerk

brings out new merchandise on the electric or hydraulic lifts,

aisle men wheel out "pig pens" containing cut cases. The

"pens" are steel framed 40 by 30 by 50 in. high bins with

bolted wooden slots placed on top of four-wheeled bases. One
of the most useful assets of polletizing is that the system lends

itself to tray stocking, widely used in this store. A total of 290

shelf feet is devoted to trayed merchandise, particularly evident

in conned vegetobles, canned fruits, beans, soups, canned milk

and found in canned fish, ketchup (in spot display in shelving),

mincemeat, large sizes of shortening, salt and dog food. Two
"split-level" departments hove also been inaugurated in the

store—hand soaps under health and beauty aids, laundry soap

section under housewares.

V -».« 1\
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KROGER'S FIRST service appetizing (or delicatessen) department

is backed up by this kitchen equipment, as it may serve other

Kroger units with deli items. On right-hand side of photo is a

sink, food grinder, 2-burner gas stove, cooker, French fryer,

food dicer and on ice box. On left is a working table and a

garbage disposal. Joe Welch (in photo), night man, is one of

two full-timer, four part-timer stofF now operating the section

which is considered on important trafRc-builder. As shopping

center develops and business picks up to capacity, 1 1 or more

clerks will form the staff. The department has its own key ot

store's front-end registers. Merchandise prepared includes 18

different salads and spreads, olives, hot home-made soup, baked

beans, lunch meats and cheeses. Kitchen ultimately may serve

other Kroger units with deli items.

MACHINE ROOM illustrates the tremen-

dous refrigeration requirements of a

super market and is o good example of

excellent use of "air space," being

located above the store's conference

and rest rooms. The 18 by 32 ft. room

is reached by a wall-attached metal

ladder. Fans draw out the heat, and a

sprinkler system plus a hand fire ex-

tinguisher reduce fire hazards.
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PRODUCE BACKROOM is patterned after meat production line

with weighing-labeling machine at the terminus of a conveyor

line and a nearby holding cooler (at left). This arrangement,

first In the company, also Is first to be exposed to customer

view. Tan paneling adds to backroom appearance. Equipment

Includes on Ice-making machine to enhance greens on refrig-

erated stands and provide cooling for spot displays air condi-

tioning unit, banana wrapping table (not shown), etc.

BOTTLE RETURN is quick and easy with a coin dispenser and

special bottle carts. Customer is instructed to put bottles in

shopping cart upon entering, wheel bottles over to store office

where cash is paid via coin dispenser ("iust like at the movies,"

soy appreciative customers) and place the bottles into the bottle

cart before beginning shopping tour with original shopping cart.

Folding shelves in the three bottle carriers used keep them from

becoming over-jammed; when filled they ore wheeled to back.

"TROPIC-AIR" ripening room, 8 by 8 by 9 ft. high room faced

with wood-simulated paneling and Thermopane gloss window,

has its own humidity and temperature controls. This unique

feature is more than just a merchandising gimmick. According

to Kermit Copeland, Kroger's produce merchandiser in the

Kansas City DIv., the room serves a perfectly valid operational

use in supplying customers with always-ripe fruits such as pine-

apples, nectarines, melons, mangoes, papayas, pears, avocados

and tomatoes. During a pear promotion, the store was able to

move out more units than practically the entire division because

it could guarantee ripeness. This guarantee, according to head

produce clerk Jim Allen, also reduces product damage resulting

from customer handling. In addition, room's ripening ability

means less ripening on the stand is needed, improving soles

per display foot and cutting down damage from shopper's

hands. Ripening can also be retarded by changing controls.

This technique helps correct ordering errors or unforeseen de-

mand by speeding up or retarding ripeness of sole Items. As

a feature customers look for, the ripening room is given partial

credit for the department's high per cent of store sales.
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BIG, BEAUTIFUL, MODERN, and efficient Model Mart presents customers with an imposing array of goods ond services. Rear wall

is blue OS ore checkstands and courtesy bootfi. Side walls are a harmonious buff color, tile floor is tan. Lighting is provided by
exposed 8 ft high-intensity fluorescent tubes along laminated arches.

Is this America's
iViost Ingenious Markef?

"Showplace"—"Super Market of Tomorrow"

—

"Dream Store"—these are just a few of the tags given

the new Model Town and Country Mart in Dolton,

111. And with good reason. Here's a store that has

everything—live monkeys and flamingoes, snack bar,

liquor store, "Polynesian" produce department, a dairy

"barn," low-profile checkouts, "cow-hide" meat cases,

cosmetics bar, pharmacy, on-premises bakery, and

host of other innovations.

But what makes Model Mart even more startling is

that costs are extremely close to the averages for new
stores reported last year by Super Market Institute

members: $11.74 per square foot for the building

compared with an average of $ 1 1 .07, and an overall

investment figure (not including inventory) of $21.63

compared with $21.03.

How come? "We substituted ideas for money,"
says Ted Weigly, president of Model Food Center,

Inc. The biggest single saving resulted from the lam-
inated wooden arches that soar across the 38,000 sq. ft.

expanse of the market. They support a roof of four-

inch thick cedar. There are no false ceilings, no in-

sulation, no plaster, no ductwork. In the courtesy

booth and snack bar inexpensive plastic sheets give

the appearance of expensive mosaic tile. The heat

from the efficiently grouped refrigerator compressors,

instead of being wasted, is returned to the selling area

in the winter. Produce cases have adjustable shelves,

and can be stocked from the back. The building is

both heated and cooled by four heat pumps on the

roof in the rear.

Model Mart was opened in August 1959, and is

expected to hit $5 million volume yearly. Located

in a semi-industrial suburb south of Chicago, it is

the third store of a young-in-age, young-in-spirit fam-

ily operation (Weigly is 34). Vice-president John

Nemeth; his wife, Helene (Weigly's sister); and Jim

Marshall, general manager, all contributed ideas to

the store design. Eight revisions were required before

it met their exacting requirements for efficiency as well

as beauty.

We invite you to "tour" Model Town & Country

Mart on these pages. We believe you'll find it reward-

ing as well as interesting.
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APPROACH to Model Market is marked by colorful lighted

pylon with moveable plastic letters at bottom for advertising

messages. In-and-out directional signals are lighted, parking

stoils are extra wide. Parking area extends 128 ft. in front of

store and has capacity of 220 cars, with room for 120 more

around sides of building. Lighting is by mercury lamps, color

corrected, two per pole. Brick and Georgian marble facade

curves gracefully up and out from center of store, ending in

two canopies that shield parcel pick-up station from weather.

At right entrance in natural setting behind glass are live mon-

keys, at left entrance are live flamingoes, doves. Purchased from

a TV animal supplier, they are cored for by one boy who feeds

and cleans them twice a day. Model capitalized on them by

conducting naming contests.

SIMULATED cow-hide facing on "Model's Ranch" is just one of

the many fine touches in this 96 ft. meat department. Back-

ground is Japanese ash with humorous murals of cowboy life

in a three dimensional treatment. Wagon wheel on post at

center adds to the motif. Two large windows permit customers

to observe cutting room operations (but not the floor, which

can be unsightly at times). Wall above meat department is

light blue, and is separated from the meat department by white

striated paneled valance. Downlighting is provided by in-

candescents in polished brass housings. Fish department (right)

is all blue with colored gloss globes suspended in nets from

ceiling. A portion of the "underwater" mural con be seen at

right, above the 12 ft. department. Lobster and trout tanks

are located at right; preparation area is behind them.
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VITAL STATISTICS
Name of store:

Model Town & Country
Address:

300 W. Sibley Blvd., Dolfon, III.

Date Opened:
August 1959

Type of Location:

Edge of town
Operated by:

Model Food Center, Inc.

Address:
Dolton, III.

Overall Area:
37,500 sq. ft.

Selling Area:

20,000 sq. ft.

Parking Capacity:

220 (paved)
Interior Design:

Richard Humbert
Cost of Property and Improvements:

$100,900
Building:

$446,000
Leasehold-type Improvements:

$275,000
Equipment, Fixtures:

$275,000
Inventory:

$180,000
Total Cost:

$1,001,900
Display Cases (linear feet):

Meat (includes deli, poultry, fish):

116 ft.

Produce (includes dry racks): 152 ft.

Dairy: 56 ft.

Frozen Foods: 84 ft.

Ice Cream: 36 ft.

Grocery (floor ft.): 946 ft.

Service Bakery: 30 ft.

Gourmet Foods: 30 ft.

Pharmacy: 126 ft.

Liquor Dept.: 242 ft.

RED DAIRY BARN, a real "stopper" at right rear of the store,

is one of the most clever touches but is also one of the most

efficient. The 12 ft., 4-decker cose is extremely easy to shop,

with no doors to open, no bending or reaching by customers.

Stocking is done from the 22 by 14 ft. cooler behind the case.

Barn is made of inexpensive grooved plywood, is "complete"

with shingled roof, window, weather vane, and rainspout (out

of picture, at right). It even sports three circus posters.

COMPLETE PHARMACY at front left of store has its own en-

trance, dropped black ceiling, special lighting to ploy up high

margin merchandise and give identification. Register in cosmetic

department rings up only prescriptions and cosmetics, with all

other purchases going through regular checkouts, but rung up

on a special key. Margins are maintained at 30 to 40%
throughout the department, with occasional advertised specials

to stimulate sales. Small decorative devices hung from ceiling

are inexpensive but extremely colorful against the black of the

ceiling. Customers, who drop off prescriptions at the beginning

of their shopping tour, ore paged over the loudspeakers when

the prescriptions ore filled, if they desire. There is free delivery

of prescriptions available.
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"WITH $40,000 and a lot of space In-

vested," says bakery manager Harold

Smith, "we don't price baked goods just

to break even." Margin is 30-40°o.

Bakery operation is a "hand" one, but

employs two benches, reversible sheeter

for rolling dough and other labor-saving

devices. For instance, a machine presses

dough Into pie tins in a matter of sec-

onds. Quality is a constant target—

donut grease is used only for donuts and

is filtered every other day. No canned

fruits ore used, only fresh-frozen. A good
piece of business comes from cakes on

order. As girls in Hansel & Gretel house

(left in photo) decorate them with fancy

icings, o crowd of shoppers often col-

lects, with many impulse purchases re-

sulting. Even here efficiency is stressed—

window frames are false. They are lifted

off for easy cleaning of the single pone

of glass behind them.

"YOU EXPECT a great deal of comment
about gourmet foods," soys Jim Marshall,

general manager, "but when you find

these high margin items moving at such

a brisk pace, it is really heartwarming."

Upwards of 250 items are arrayed on

four shelves in the 30-ft. department. At

the for end can be seen the seven-shelf

"spice cabinet." Separation from the

adjacent restaurant is provided by black

poles with blocks spelling out "Epicurean

Foods." Below the blocks ore smoll

"shadow boxes" which make an attrac-

tive setting for individual jars or bottles

of the more colorful fancy foods. "The

department contained Italian and Jewish

delicacies, but they did so well we put

them into their own sections in the gro-

cery department," soys Marshall.

WORK AREAS in Model Mart are located around the perimeter of the 20,000 sq. ft.

selling area for maximum efficiency, and feature the latest in work-flow plans. Highly

profitable departments ring the grocery area, too, with liquor end bakery up front,

snack bar and deli at right. Pharmacy and produce occupy left wall. Only a handful

of ends on main gondolas are devoted to permanent displays; the remainder ore given

over to special display. Employes' lounge and offices ore located on mezzanine floor

above rear of store.
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LIQUOR STORE in front Is 1760 sq. ft. (including storage); carries o complete line of

liquors, wines, cose beer, as well as limited line of glassware, party foods, and sodas

and mixes. Reoch-in cooler, a 10 footer, stocks all sizes of domestic and foreign

beers. Department has its own U-shaped checkout where pilferage-size bottles of

liquor and wines ore stocked, plus cigarettes, candy, bar supplies. Canvas baskets

near entrance are used in lieu of shopping carts. Decor is based on wine cellar

theme, features heavy wooden beams, deer's and boar's heads, coats of arms, and
projecting wine barrels at the rear of the department, shown here. Remarkably

realistic grape arbor winds its way across the wines which are displayed flat. Lighting

underneath varied-color wines is particularly attractive. Jumbled bins below help keep

low-price impression intact.

LOW-PROFILE checkouts sacrifice volume usually obtained from magazines, candy,

nuts, cigarettes, but have several advantages. According to Model executives: they

are neater, make the store more inviting; they permit the checker complete visibility

in the whole front end of the store where much small high-margin merchandise tempts

shoplifters; because there are no last-minute purchases they speed up service at the

checkout. Registers are angled 15° for easy punching with the cash drawer built into

the checkstand, remote from the register, permitting the maximum face-to-face ex-

posure at the crucial moment the customer is separated from her money. Individual

sales of cigarettes and candy ore mode from vending machines, at the courtesy booth

and the liquor department checkout.

POLYNESIAN SETTING with bamboo overhang cane-matting walls, decorative plants

and carvings moke a handsome produce department. Refrigerated case shelves add
about 'a to capacity. Mode of wire shelf rocks, they are mounted in vertical brackets

for flexibility. Extra lighting is hidden by "roof." Case at rear, where women ore

shown in photo, has a pass-through beneath shelf which is used for filling in displays.

Preparation area has its own door, is arranged according to Purdue University

recommendations for efficient product flow.

SEMI-LIVE SKIDS play a big part in efficient operations. Groceries delivered Tuesdays,

Thursdays and Saturdays are rolled on portable conveyors to mid-point of selling floor

at rear of store. Cases, (except paper goods, flour, certain others) ore slit open right

on the trailer by the first man, prices are marked on the cases by a second man, items

ore price-marked by o third. Merchandise is placed on semi-live skids and rolled into

the proper aisle where it is loaded on shelves. Individual boys work in specific aisles.

Surplus is kept on same skid and returned to the backroom where it is stored in

relation to aisle layout and the next night the skid is taken to its aisle and the

pre-marked items are placed on shelves. Entire special end displays—50 cases at a
crack—ore marked and erected in the backroom at off-hours and need only be wheeled

onto the floor. All special displays are changed Wednesday nights. All shelf space

is allocated on the basis of soles performance records. At present only two items,

soups and canned milk, are tray stocked but more are planned. Is the store efficient?

"We're shooting for 50 turns or more overall this coming year," soys Jim Marshall.
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30-SEAT SNACK BAR serves full meals as well as snacks.

"Mosaic walls" are inexpensive plastic sheets. Combined with

special lighting fixtures and rich, dark color scheme, they

create an appealing eating area. Snock bar has its own chef

and helpers but draws from deli department during busy

periods, because it is then that business is slack in the deli de-

partment. Management was surprised when #10 cans of soups,

vegetables, etc., which were bought for the snack bar, sold

quite well from the regular grocery shelving. Store is visible

through vertical poles at right.

"WHY WASTE SPACE?" soys Jim Marshall. "The space taken

by the nests of shopping carts is put to use by platforms. You're

looking at a Christmas tree at the moment, but it could be a

super special display, a fashion model, a groovey trio—or almost

anything. We've put that wasted space to good use."

SPOTLESSLY CLEAN rest area in the front of the store features

a Kiddie Haven and rest-rooms. Haven is enclosed by pink

wrought iron fence and is furnished with TV, fire engine ride,

gum machines and miniature furniture. Rest-rooms are tiled

throughout for cleanliness—blue for men's room, pink for the

ladies'. Area is mode restful with fountain, comfortable furniture,

plants, decorative plaques and clock. Dropped ceiling helps

separate area from service bakery at left. Plants are artificial.
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The Southland's

The South's largest store devoted exclusively to food

—Oakwood Market in Green Acres Shopping Center,

Kingsport, Tenn.—opened December,! 959 with 46,464
sq. ft. of well-planned floor area. Located in the middle

of a fast-growing industrial pocket, the Tri-City area

of Kingsport, Bristol and Johnson City, the store was
tailor-planned by its co-owners, Wallace M. Boyd and
J. K. Tiller, to meet the shopping needs of its cus-

tomers. They scrapped conventional ideas in super

market layout and operation and replaced them with

their own brand of imaginative thinking.

"We made a survey among customers in our other

market in town to discover what the shopper wanted in

a modern food market. We found they desired wide,

uncluttered aisles, fast checkout service, fully stocked

shelves at all times, a clean store, etc. In planning our

new store, we not only took these factors into consid-

eration, but we added some distinctive touches that

make this market a store of the sixties!"

Listed below in capsule form are some of the out-

standing highlights that have made the Oakwood Mar-
ket a "dream shopping palace" where the customer

finds buying convenience, attractive surroundings and

store excitement.

A three-pronged store communication system,

which fully utilizes modern tape and telephonic

techniques, permitting customers and employes to

communicate with key personnel throughout the

store.

A related-item stocking plan which is geared to the

way women would like to shop. Store has avoided

a conventional store stocking plan which permits

only one shelf location per item.
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A store work and stock area layout, which follows

the theory that the shortest distance between two

points for a stock man is a straight line. The net

effect is a 2% saving on labor costs in the daily

operation of the market, achieving at the same

time an efficient operational set-up.

A selling area with a diagonal gondola arrange-

ment, which results in a more intensive use of tloor

space, avoidance of light shadows across shelf

merchandise, easier viewing of end-gondola dis-

plays, and the realization of an arresting layout

plan for the selling area.

A lighting system which introduces a new type of

notched tUioresccnt lamp that provides softer,

brighter illumination and reduces initial installa-

tion costs by 25 cents a square foot.

Store spaciousness which avoids a crowded, con-

gested atmosphere by providing a 29-ft. wide en-

trance aisle running the width of the market, 8-ft.

wide grocery department aisles, a 14-ft. wide meat

department aisle running the length of the store

and a 13-ft. wide produce aisle.

A 90-minute, Monday through Friday radio show

which originates in the morning from the store.

The show gives customer an exciting opportunity

to witness a music, news and interview program

being broadcasted while she does her shopping.

A credit card program, that eliminates all risk for

the store owners. This credit card program, now
under study by several food chains, is responsible

for increasing store sales $55,000 a month.

A 2,100 sq. ft. drive-in market, located near the

main store and operated by the owners as a fill-in

market when the main Oakwood store is closed

after seven. (Main store has only one late night

opening.)

• An installation of 21 heat pumps and 21 com-
pressors on the building's roof, resulting in a saving

of 1200 sq. ft. of store lloor space, a 40% saving

in material costs and a solution to the compressor

heat dissipation problem.

Three-Pratified Store Commiinicalion Sysletn

Oakwood's three-pronged communication system

permits employes and customers to quickly converse

with key personnel in the market through the use of

tape and telephonic equipment. The nerve center of

the system is a switchboard operator; located on the

mezzanine (office floor). In addition to handling all

incoming and outgoing calls for the market and a gift

redemption center, she handles a secondary board,

controlling the store's elaborate intercom system.

The first prong in the store's communication system

is aimed at the customer. In the selling area, 1

8

electronic directories have been installed so that a cus-

tomer need only press a button to discover the loca-

tion of any listed product in the guide. A taped

message tells the customer on which gondola the prod-

uct can be found. Various voices are used in order to

avoid a monotonous sound pattern. When an item

location is changed, the tape for that item is auto-

matically erased by recording another message at the

master control box located in the rear of the market.

If the item which the customer needs is not listed,

she need only use the speaker which is situated next to

each electronic directory. By depressing the speaker

button she is immediately placed in contact with the

switchboard operator who will answer the customer's

inquiry. If the customer wishes to talk to the store

manager or a department head, the operator can effect

the switch-over. The intercom system on the selling

floor is also used by store employes.

The second prong in the store's communication sys-

tem is aimed at the grocery department in order to

expedite ordering and stocking items, which have be-

come depleted on the shelf. When the stock manager
roams the grocery aisles to discover which items need

restocking, he speaks into a telephone head set, plac-

ing him in immediate contact with personnel in the

store stock area or with the store's wholesaler in an-

other part of the city. While he calls out the items

needed on the selling floor, the stock men are already

pricing and readying requested merchandise.

If required, the switchboard operator can connect

the stock manager with other firms in the city while he

moves up and down the grocery department aisles. The
main advantages of this system are that it cuts down on

shelf stocking time and keeps out-of-stock situations

down to a minimum.
The third prong in the store's communication system

is a network of two-way intercoms between each of the

1 2 checkers and the store manager at the courtesy

booth. Each checker can talk with the store manager

without leaving her booth, thus increasing checkout

efficiency. If the store manager is away from the cour-

tesy booth area, he can be paged over the store's loud-
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A HANDSOME PYLON, constructed of steel with a leaf-acorn motif, towers maiestically

over the 46,464 sq. ft. Oakwood Market in Green Acres Shopping Center. The
ottroctive store facade was constructed with natural red brick. Colored porcelain

paneling is used both at top and bottom of store front which has a 10-ft. wide canopy
running the length of the pharmacy and the enfrance-exit area. A 572 sq. ft. carport

for parcel pickups has been provided directly in front of the exit doors.

SPACIOUSNESS best describes the Oakwood Interior where grocery aiHes are 8— ft.

wide and meat department aisle, shown on the right, is 14-ft. wide. The extra-wide
aisles are considered a customer attraction by giving the shopper more "elbow room."
Note each end display has its own spot lighting fixture in the ceiling. Spots ore the

goose-neck type so that the angle of illumination con be adjusted to suit the display.

VITAL STATISTICS

Name of Store:

Oakwood Market

Address:
Green Acres Shopping Center, 1157
Eastman Road, Kingsport, Tenn.

Date Operied:

December 7, 1959

Type of Location:

Shopping center

Owned and Operated By:

Wallace M. Boyd and J. K. Tiller

Overall Area:

46,464 sq. ft.

Selling Area:

32,446 sq. ft.

Work and Stock Areas:

14,018 sq. ft.

Parking Capacity:

650 cars

Architect:

William H. Wallace, Kingsport,

Tenn.

Investment Involved:

Land-$1 50,000 (11 '/2 acres)

Building—$500,000
Equipment—$300,000
Opening Inventory (Cost)—$100,000

Display (Linear Feet):

Grocery: 1402 ft.

Non-Foods: 221 ft.

Meat (Including poultry and fish):

170 ft.

Produce (Refrigerated and dry):

115 ft.

Dairy: 62 ft.

Frozen Foods (Including ice cream):
144 ft.

Service Bakery: 40 ft.

Self-Service Bakery: 72 ft.

Checkouts:
12 Mechanical

Full-Time Employes: 55
Part-Time Employes: 25
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THE LAYOUT for this 46,464 sq. ft. market is unusual in that

all 14 gondolas are diagonal to the front area. Advantages

of this gondola arrangement are (1) all end displays in a row

can be seen by the customer from the meat or produce aisles,

(2) with lighting fixtures perpendicular to the store front and

gondolas running diagonally to the store front, light shadows

across shelf merchandise ore eliminated and '3) selling area

space is fully utilized for display yet still retains a spacious

atmosphere. Average aisle width for the entrance is 29 ft.,

meat aisle is 14 ft. wide, produce aisle is 13 ft. wide and gon-

dola aisles are 8 ft. wide. Notice how this functional plan

permits a straight-line movement of merchandise for each major

department from the receiving platform through the storage and

work areas onto the selling floor, thus avoiding lost motion from

departmental criss-crossing.

speaker system or the checker can use the light flasher

over her hooth to attract his attention.

Related-hem Stork Plan For Customers

The store's unique related-itcm stocking plan helps

to suggest menu ideas to shoppers, increases grocery

product sales by suggesting the purchase of several re-

lated items, and otTers a logical stock location plan that

tits the shopping requirements of area residents.

For example, housewives in the area still do a great

deal of home baking. Catering to this interest, the

store owners have made it convenient for a housewife

to find all her baking needs such as spices, puddings,

cake decorations, cooking oil, shortening, lard, sugar,

Hour, canned and powdered milk on one 87-ft. long

gondola. This same principle is repeated again on an
87-ft. long beverage gondola where malted milk

powder, cocoa, tea, coffee and bottled soft drinks are

grouped together for customer convenience.

In addition to grouping blocks of related items to-

gether, the owners have also followed through by

spotting certain items in various grocery sections. An
example of this practice is evaporated milk, which is

stocked in the baby needs and foods section and in the

baking supply section. Similarly, mayonnaise is stocked

with jars of pickles in the canned meat and fish section

and then repeated again in the salad dressing, sauces,

olives and pickles section.

Straight Line Concept in Store Work
And Stock Area

The platform receiving area, work rooms and stor-

age locations have been so well planned that they

represent a model operation in fast efficient material

handling. The underlying layout philosophy for each

department's receiving, preparation and display areas

is that the shortest distance between receiving dock
and display area is a straight line. By following this

layout formula, there is a minimum of wasted motion
on the part of employes and a complete elimination of

department cross-cutting by employes from different

areas, thus insuring an unbroken stock flow pattern.

To make this layout plan work, an elevated receiving

platform was built in the rear, running the full length

of the store. As indicated in the store layout plan, a

truck receiving area was designated for each key de-

partment, with a separate stock entrance leading di-

rectly into the preparation area for that department.

Rear receiving doors are provided for the 200-person
capacity cafeteria, for the 1,248 sq. ft. bakery depart-

ment preparation area, for the bacon, sausage and
breakfast meat department section (store has 640
sq. ft. cooler for breakfast meats), and for fresh meat
deliveries (store has a 960 sq. ft. fabricated fresh meat
cooler).

A separate 8-ft. wide roll-up door is used for in-

coming dairy, produce and grocery products. An open
area of 936 sq. ft. is provided from which dairy prod-

ucts are delivered into a 720 sq. ft. pre-fabricated dairy

and cheese cooler. Grocery department shipments are

stored in a 4802 sq. ft. stock area while produce ship-

ments are brought into a 1 776 sq. ft. produce prepa-

ration-cooler section. In all cases, stock or work
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preparation areas for each department are located

directly behind their respective door display areas.

An ingenious method has been devised for receiving

frozen food shipments so that they are never exposed
to normal temperatures for more than a few seconds.

This is the only food department where trucks deliver

merchandise to the front of the market. An opening
three feet above ground level was built through the

wall leading directly into a 432 sq. ft. pre-fabricated

frozen food freezer. Conveyor rollers feed frozen food
cases from the truck directly into the freezer. The
stock man for the frozen food department has only

16 ft. to go from the freezer door to reach the first

frozen food display case.

SelUnf! Area With a .S/io/>/>in^ Palace Atmosphere

Housed in a conventional beam and column con-
structed building, the selling area has an unconven-
tional layout. Fourteen gondolas, varying in length

from 16 lin. ft. to 87 lin. ft., are arranged diagonally,

creating an unorthodox pattern throughout the store.

Advantages in this arrangement are ( 1 ) all end-gon-
dola displays in a row can be fully viewed from the

meat or produce aisles; (2) with overhead fluorescent

fixtures running perpendicular to the store front and
gondolas running diagonally to the store front, light

shadows across shelf merchandise are virtually elimi-

nated—thus assuring greater merchandise visibility

without stepping up lighting costs and ( 3 ) floor area is

more fully used for display yet still retaining a spacious
atmosphere in the market. Customers, too, are never
made aware of the support posts in the market since

gondolas have been built around them.

The layout plan for the perishable food departments
also makes a radical departure from the norm. The
first major department visited by the customer is the

meat department after she has passed the courtesy
booth, drug, tobacco-film service counter, and service

bake shop. With the store specifically designed with
the shopper in mind, the first position location of the

meat department is a logical one since the average
housewife builds her shopping list around the main
meat or poultry dish.

The meat department at Oakwood is a meat packing
house in itself, capable of holding 8 trailer-loads of

meat at one time in its meat coolers, freezers, and dis-

play cases. The meat preparation area is completely
hidden from the sales area by an olive green cinder-

block wall. However, if a customer wishes a special

meat cut, she can walk behind the green-colored dis-

play cases and through a door, leading into a tiled

counter area where she can give her special meat order

to one of the meat cutters. At this point, the customer
has a full view of the meat cutting operation.

One of the outstanding features of this highly-mech-

anized meat department operation is the pass-through

coolers, which are built into the cinder-block wall

—

one side opening from the cutting room and the other

side opening in front of the meat display cases. When
a tray of meat has been weighed, packaged and price-

marked, it is placed into one of six pass-through cool-

ers. The meat display men need only open the cooler

door from the selling area side in order to stock the

THE NERVE CENTER of the internal and external store com-

munication system is the switchboard operator, located on the

mezzanine floor overlooking the selling area.

EIGHTEEN ELECTRONIC DIRECTORIES are scattered throughout

the market to help customers locate items. If item is not listed,

an intercom system next to directory places the customer in touch

with switchboard operator who provides the information.
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ORDERING STOCK is made easy at Oakwood for a clerk

through a headphone set that places him in contact with the

grocery stock room or with the store's wholesaler.

CHECKERS at Oakwood can communicate with the store man-

ager via an intercom system, increasing checkout efficiency. As

a decorative touch, each checkout stand is painted o different

color, with the checkers wearing uniforms to match their booths.

display cases. The six coolers have a total storage

capacity of 900 cu. ft.

After shopping the 170 ft. long self-service meat
cases, the shopper can either walk into the grocery

aisle area or continue along the wall perimeter to the

air-screen dairy department and then into the produce

department, located across the right side of the market.

To increase stocking efficiency of the 60 ft. long refrig-

erated produce cases, the owners provided an aisle area

directly behind the green-colored cases so that produce
clerks could stock from the rear similar to the market's

meat stocking plan. In this way, the produce sales area

is never obstructed with crates and boxes that might

interfere with customer shopping. The dry produce

gondolas, light green in color, are arranged diagonally,

but this pattern is changed often to create interest.

In addition to dry racks, there are bin-type displays

on casters that are used to hold bagged items such as

apples, oranges, and potatoes. When a bin is empty, a

replacement bin, filled with fresh produce, is wheeled

out onto the sales floor, thus preventing even a momen-
tary out-of-stock situation from developing. To attract

customer attention to produce specials, there are two

circular displays, being slowly rotated by electrical

motors. Slight hand pressure is sufficient to stop the

display's movement when the customer desires to pick

up an item.

Introduces /Veiti Fluorescent Lighting

The Oakwood Market is one of the first food stores

in the country to use a new high-powered fluorescent

lamp, which, when illuminated, appears to be made up

of a series of four-inch notches or grooves. A lighting

specialist, commenting on the installation, stated.

"Compared with alternative systems, such as those

using equipment with slimline lamps, with the same
quantity and quality of lighting, it is estimated that

savings of 25 cents a sq. ft., initial expense, were made
at the Oakwood Market."

Two-lamp fixtures in continuous series, using the

new fluorescent tubing were used over the general sales

area in the market for an average illumination of 130

foot-candles. Each row of lamps, louvered for soft,

difl'used lighting, is spaced 8-ft. apart. Over the prod-

uce and meat departments, the light level is dropped

to 1 00 foot-candles to reduce the discoloration factor.

Hidden by a dropped valance board in both depart-

ments, the fluorescent lamps are used in a one tube

fixture, in combination with 150-watt blue-white

lamps. The incandescent blue-lamps are used to

heighten true color values of displayed items.

The brightest areas in the store are the end-gondola

displays, which average 500 foot-candles of illumina-

tion. Special 200-watt medium flood lamps are posi-

tioned directly above end displays to achieve these high

light values. To supply electrical current needed to

light this mammoth shopping area, a 1500 kilo-watt

circuit was installed.

Roof Installation Results in

Several Major Advantages

A roof top installation of 2 1 compressors and 2

1

heat pumps may seem to be an unusual location, but
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THE CO-OWNERS of Oakwood Market,

J. K. Tiller and Wallace Boyd, (top)

hove planned the location of their fill-in

market and their Stamp Redemption

Store with the customer's convenience in

mind. Their drive-in market is about a

half block away from the main store, and

the Oakwood Stamp Redemption Store

is a block away.

for the owners of Oakwood it has paid off handsomely.

First, by placing these units atop the building, 1200
square feet of floor space were saved; second, a 40%
saving in materials resulted from the roof installation.

The entire cost of the installation, including labor and
the use of copper tubing, was SI 8.000.

Third, the compressor heat dissipation problem was
easily resolved with the units located outdoors where

there is adequate air circulation. To protect com-
pressors from rain, snow and dirt, weather-proof

cabinets were used, doing away with the need for con-

structing sheds over the compressors. A fourth advan-

tage is that all heat and air-conditioning ducts are

concealed from customers in the selling area.

To carry the electrical load for 19 five-horsepower

compressors, 2 three-horsepower compressors and 21

heat pumps (each a 71/2 ton unit), a 1500 kilo-watt

circuit is used. Another 1500 kilo-watt circuit is used

for lighting. In case one circuit fails, the remaining

circuit can be split to carry a partial lighting load, in

addition to meeting current needs for compressors and

heat pumps.

C*4 hCATS

THE GENERAL illumination level at Oakwood
is 130 foot candles, with end display lighting

at the 500 foot candle mark. However, light-

ing drops down to the 100 foot candle level

over meat and produce. In addition, special

blue-white mcondescent lamps are used over

these two perishable food departments to

heighten the color values of red meat and

green leafy vegetables.

SKOBY'S LUNCH counter and cafeteria

occupies 4,592 square feet. The 20-ft. en-

trance path into the counter area from

the store can be closed off with an

accordion-folding door, when the market

is closed. Skoby's, open past market's

hours, hos another entrance facing the

parking area.



STORE'S PRODUCE department can be stocked from the rear,

thus permitting customers full freedom of movement in the sales

area, even during peak stocking times. Green coses, trimmed

in black and gold, compliment the yellow-valance board which

forms a partial wall.

MEAT DEPARTMENT has 170 linear ft. of green-colored cases,

including 24 ft. of dual temperature coses, which can be used

for regular fresh meat displays or for frozen meats. The

cinder-block wall has been painted olive green to harmonize

with department's green cases.

i» Bake Shop

h

THE BAKE SHOP, operated on a concession basis with 12°o of

department sales charged as rental by the owners, is one of the

first store departments visited by the shopper. Bakery work and

sales area occupy 1,664 sq. ft. of space. The bottom of the

cose area as well as the side walls of the bake shop ore com-

posed of grey, green, yellow and red mosaic tiles, producing

a colorful confetti pattern.

THIS BATTERY POWERED machine is used to scrub and wax

the store's terazzo floor. Machine, which costs the market $90

a month fo rent, uses the vacuum-suction principle to remove

water from floor. Full time store janitor is employed to keep

market clean.
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Park Edge Market—
A Wonderland of Lighting

Color, lighting, flooring and wall materials have been adroitly

coordinated in a new interior styling concept, which will in-

trigue operators with its cleverness and unorthodox theory.

r

THE 38 ft. high arched roof of the 36,000 sq. ft. Park Edge Market, located in a suburb of Buffalo, N.Y., extends beyond the

building's facade to form a high overhead canopy, with 36 spotlights recessed in the soffit. The central store front area is gloss

paneled, with sections of clear gloss alternated with white patterned laminated gloss. Buff textured brick areas flank the central gloss

section. The modular letters used for store's name have oval backdrops of green, coral, gray and brown.



If Alice in Wonderland were to visit the new

36,000 sq. ft. Park Edge Market, located in a suburb

of Buffalo, N.Y., she might well exclaim about the

store's lighting scheme. "It becomes 'curiouser and

curiouser.'
'"

For the first impression a visitor has of this store

interior, designed by Creative Designs International,

is that of a pleasantly illuminated store, apparently

minus the conventional fluorescent lamps which have

become a part of the standard super market's decor.

But closer examination of the lighting and color com-

binations used in the market's perimeter, gondola sec-

tions and ceiling reveals a wonderland of variety.

A quick review of the key departments indicates the

store's myriad lighting and color combinations. The

service bakery department has cylinder-shaped in-

candescent fixtures over glass cases while the back-

room work area, which is partly hidden by three red

quarry tiled partitions, is illuminated with concealed

fluorescent lamps. The three main divisions of the

meat department—fresh meats, delicatessen-smoked

meats and poultry—each have different lighting and

color arrangements. Cylinder-shaped aluminum fix-

tures, with incandescent lamps, are used over the self-

service cases, in combination with shielded overhead

fluorescent lamps. This dual lighting arrangement is

combined with a blue wall and black cases.

Lighting directly over the poultry cases consists of

semi-recessed incandescent spotlights, with a canopy,

painted black to match the color of the self-service

cases and reflecting fluorescent light downward on

paneled concrete fiberboards imported from Belgium.

The fiberboard panels are painted olive, light blue and

dark blue to bring out the pink color of poultry. The

wall portion between the upper white canopy and the

lower black canopy is paneled with butzen glass im-

ported from Germany. This type of glass, featuring

a glass-bottom circular pattern, is translucent permit-

ting fluorescent lighting from the meat preparation

area to shine through. The 56 ft. long white delicates-

sen cases opposite the bank of fresh meat cases are

illuminated with fluorescent lamps concealed in the

cases' canopy.

The 72 ft. four-tier dairy case is predominantly

illuminated by case-lined fluorescent lamps. Large

circular recessed spots have been installed over the

black dairy cases to provide softness and lighting con-

trast. This lighting is played on handsome grained oak,

used to panel the wall area between the dropped

ceiling and the top of dairy cases.

The produce perimeter area, 110 ft. in length, re-

peats the large circular recessed incandescent fixtures

found in the dairy department. Shielded fluorescent

lamps are mounted next to the oak paneled walls of

the produce department. To break the monotony of

a long stretch of oak paneled wall, C.D.L interspersed

textured white panels made of pressed hardwood.

Each alternate front gondola also has a distinctive

lighting arrangement. For example, the ice cream

cases in the frozen food department are directly

illuminated by incandescent lamps covered with im-

ported Venetian multi-colored glass fixtures. Floating

panels of white fluorescent light surround the upper

perimeter of the beauty aids and jams-and-jellies gon-

dolas. Twinkling brass cylinder-shaped fixtures, hous-

ing incandescent lamps, surround the entire upper

perimeter of the 36 ft. candy gondola. The self-service

bakery gondola features alternating backboard panels

of white and orange plexiglass, illuminated from the

rear. White and orange colored plexiglass is used

to suggest the warmth of an old fashion bakery hearth.

Why has C.D.I, designed a kaleidoscope of colors,

lighting and textures for key departments and gondolas

at Park Edge? The philosophy behind C.D.L's design

is that lighting and color can be used as a shopping

index in lieu of identifying signs and murals. This
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AT NIGHT, Park Edge shines like a brilliant jewel. Motorists

passing the store, located near the convergence of three major

highways— Eggert Road, Niagara Falls Blvd. and Sheridan Drive

—cannot help but be drawn by the market's light. Store's eight

laminated wood arches have been illuminated with fluorescent

lamps concealed along cross tie-rods.

THIS modernistic wing-span canopy is used at both ends of the

building. The column support and wing-span roof were formed

in place with reinforced concrete. Notice that gloss paneling is

continued above canopy, heightening the bird-in-flight design.

HERE is a dramatic view of the overall interior of Park Edge.

Although the market appears to be solely illuminated with in-

candescent fixtures, a major share of the overall store lighting

is provided by fluorescent lamps. Checkouts in the foreground,

OS well OS perimeter wall coses, ore block.

VITAL STATISTICS
Name of Store:

Park Edge
Address:

Sheridan Drive at Eggert Road,
Town of Tonawanda, N.Y. (Suburb
of Buffalo, N.Y.)

Date Opened:
October 5, 1960

Type of Location:

Single highway store at the con-

vergence of three major highways
—Niagara Falls Boulevard, Eggert

Road and Sheridan Drive. Future

plans include the addition of other

stores to form a shopping center.

Income Level of Average Customer:
$5,000 a year
Area is basically middle and upper-
middle income. Homes range from
$10,000 to $30,000.

Owned and Operated By:

Benatovich Brothers

(1) Harry Benatovich

(2) Samuel Benatovich

(3) Louis Benatovich

(4) Hyman Benatovich
Headquarters:

942 McKinley Parkway, Buffalo,

N.Y.

Building Dimensions;
Market is an irregular pentagon.
Parking lot and building are situ-

ated on 9V2 acre plot.

Selling Area;

23,360 sq. ft.

Stock & Work Areas:

12,640 sq. ft.

Total Store Area:
36,000 sq. ft.

Parking Capacity:

900 cars

Store Architect & Engineer:

Milton Milstein & Associates, Buf-

falo, NY.
Store Interior Design:

Creative Designs International, One
Riverdale Ave., N.Y. 63, N.Y.

Store Layout;

T. A. Buscaglia Equipment Co., Buf-

falo, N.Y.

Investment Involved:

Land: $400,000
Building: 450,000
Equipment: 200,000
Inventory Value: 200,000

Total $1,250,000
Display (Linear Feet):

Grocery (Includes non-foods which
are integrated with grocery prod-

ucts): 860 ft.

Meat (Includes poultry and fish):

197 ft.

Produce (Refrigerated): 84 ft.

(Dry displays): 210 ft.

Dairy: 72 ft.

Frozen Foods (Including ice cream):

186 ft.

Baked Foods: Service Dept. 42 ft.

Self-Service Dept. 72 ft.

Self-Service Delicatessen: 56 ft.

Checkouts:
14 mechanical checkouts

Full-Time Employes: 35
Part-Time Employes: 35



MEAT department is "L" shaped with

197 linear ft. of cases. The black self-

service cases on the right feoture fresh

meat while the white self-service cases

on the left are used for delicatessen and

smoked meats. Section in the far rear

has 52 ft. of poultry cases. Meat depart-

ment aisle is 17 ft. wide.
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PARK EDGE'S produce department com-

bines a bank of service cases for vege-

tables and three service-operated booths

for fruit. Oak paneling is used primarily

for the wall area directly above the

vegetable cases while the curtain wall is

painted white with rectangular color

patches of blue, green and mustard.

Produce department flooring has three

color sections— ton, green and yellow.

THE frozen food department, with 186

linear ft. of coses, has a wide 9 ft. aisle,

which allows ample shopping space

for customers. Three sections of the frozen

food department hove shielded fluores-

cent canopies while the ice cream cases

ore illuminated with incandescent lamps.

design group feels that, after a customer has com-

pleted her first shopping tour of the market, she will

be able to recognize departments and gondolas by

their distinctive lighting and color arrangements. In

effect, light and color will pick out the department

for the customer.

Signs Reduced to a Minimum

The result of this concept is that there are a mini-

mum of signs, graphics, and murals at Park Edge.

The perimeter walls have no signs or murals save one

—a ciant 12 ft. high and 44 ft. long dairy-meat de-

partment mural across the rear wall. The only signs

in the market are small gondola plaques made of

walnut wood with white letters. To identify gondola

aisles, cubes, numbered on four sides, are susf)ended

on guide wires from the ceiling.

Different colored vinyl asbestos tiles are used in

various departments to help further identify different

store areas for the customer. Marbleized tan tile is

predominantly used in the checkout, grocery depart-

ment and meat department, while green vinyl tiles are

used for the frozen food aisle and for the 9 ft. wide

cross center aisle. Yellow tiles are used for the dairy

section while a combination of tan, green and yellow

tile sections are used for the produce department.

Psychological subtleties have been introduced into the

flooring pattern to suggest traffic directions to cus-

tomers, through the use of white tile lines.

For instance, one line runs the entire front width

of the store, separating customers waiting to have their

orders checked from those who are still shopping the

front gondolas and end displays. Surprisingly, cus-

tomers while shopping will not cross the white line

into the checkout zone. A similar line is used in the

rear of the market, dividing customers who are

shopping the rear wall cases from those who are

shopping the gondolas and end-gondola displays.

Lighting Theories Applied to Park Edge

There are specific lighting theories which C.D.I, has

applied in its lighting program for Park Edge. One
lighting concept which has been extensively employed

at Park Edge is the repeated combination of fluorescent

and incandescent lamps over perimeter and interior

sales areas. The impression which the store's lighting

conveys is that of a market illuminated primarily by

incandescent lamps. This effect is notably achieved by

the concealment of all fluorescent tubes in the mar-

ket's sales area and the extensive use of auxiliary

incandescent lamps for perimeter and ceiling lighting.

Actually, the market's prime source of lighting is

from lluorescent lamps. As Ed Feldman of C.D.I.

explained. "We rely upon fluorescent lamps for bright,

even illumination yet we also want the softness and
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THE self-service meat cases have per-

imeter lighting which is different from

that used in any other section of the

market. Aluminum incandescent fixtures

are suspended directly below recessed

fluorescent fixtures. All perimeter light-

ing averages 100 foot-candles. Blue wall

behind the meat cose is highlighted with

cove concealed fluorescent lamps.

LIGHTING arrangement for the 84 ft.

refrigerated wall produce coses is both

attractive and functional. Twenty-six

circular recessed incandescent fixtures

dot the soffit of the curtain wall while

partially recessed fluorescent lamps line

the corner. Handsome oak paneling gives

a warm, natural texture to the produce

wall. Panels are white pressed hardwood.

LIGHTING over the poultry cases com-

bines both incandescent and fluorescent

lamps, although it appears coses are

being directly illuminated with semi-

recessed block incandescent fixtures.

More immediate fluorescent lighting is

provided from the black canopy between

the butzen glass panels and the colored

concrete fiberboards.

Kaleidoscope of Perimeter Store Lighting
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THE service bakery department combines

blue and green cylinder-shaped incandes-

cent fixtures over cases, with concealed

fluorescent lighting in the rear work

area, which is partially concealed by

red quarry tile partitions.

THE perimeter lighting in the dairy de-

partment mokes a marked departure

from fixtures used In other store depart-

ments. Circular recessed incandescent

fixtures compliment the concealed fluo-

rescent lamps lining the dairy shelves.

Flowers conceal the handsome oak wood

paneling above cases.

illumination contrasts provided by incandescent lamps.

In each section of the market, we give the impression

that only incandescent lamps are being used although

the major share of lighting is being supplied by

fluorescent lamps."

Examples of this lighting technique can be found in

the overhead lighting used across the store's high

arched ceiling. A customer looking up at the ceiling

sees only recessed incandescent spots in the ceiling

and a myriad of stem-suspended white cylinder-shaped

fixtures. Yet, the prime source of ceiling light is

from fluorescent lamps, concealed atop cross tie-rods.

In addition to providing an indirect source of overall

light, fluorescent lamps help to highlight the market's

beautiful arched ceiling. This lighting effect is particu-

larly dramatic at night. Motorists passing the front of

the market from three converging highways in the area

can literally look through the store's expansive glass

front and see the entire interior, including the eight

laminated arches spanning the width of the market.

The store sparkles like a diamond in the dark.

Another example of combining incandescent with

fluorescent can be found in the perimeter lighting of

the produce department. Although the illusion is

created that the light source is from the 32 recessed

incandescent spots along the soffit of the curtain wall,

prime lighting for the refrigerated produce display

comes from the concealed fluorescent lamps, directly

behind the incandescent spots.

Another lighting concept which C.D.I, applied to

Park Edge is that a market can be brightly illuminated

without increasing foot-candle power to the 1 50 or 200

level. Nowhere in the market is the foot-candle level

higher than 100, yet the store is adequately illumi-

nated.

A reverse foot-candle pattern to that used in the

average new market is found at Park Edge. The foot-

candle power over the center grocery gondolas is 50

while the foot-candle power over the perimeter is 100.

As a result, the customer is first attracted to the high
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THE feeling of o bakery hearth is re-

captured with alternating panels of

orange and white plexiglass used on

both sides of this baked foods gondola.

THE 36 ft. long ice cream coses ore colorfully illuminated by

ten multicolored incandescent glass fixtures, supported by

walnut arms. The striped glass fixtures were made on the island

of Murono, Venice, Italy.

Lighting Lends Glamor to Gondolas

margin perishable food departments along the per-

imeter because, by contrast, this area is more brightly

illuminated. Brightness, in effect, has been achieved

here by contrast without overwhelming the customer

with light.

One of the key factors which has contributed to the

well illuminated central gondola area at Park Edge is

the store's extensive glass frontage, which towers to a

38 ft. height. The additional light, beaming into the

store, contributes to the store's interior brightness.

The color scheme of the market also helps to create

a bright, airy atmosphere. The walls and ceiling have

been painted an off-white to heighten the light mood
of the store. However, to give a warm, intimate

quality to the market, large rectangular patches of

blue, green, brown and orange decorate the sides of

the market. The large rear wall is painted blue to

reduce the bigness-effect of the selling area.

Several Stores Within One Concept

Although Park Edge was planned well before the

Raymond Loewy Report was released, many of the

report's findings were planned into this clear-span

store. One of the Loewy recommendations concerned

itself with creating separate alcoves or corners for

perishable food departments—giving more impact to

the departments which customers are primarily inter-

ested in—namely meat ind produce. This effect could

be achieved by surrounding the customer with displays

of meat or produce.

At Park Edge as Hyman Benatovich, one of the

four brothers who own and operate the store, ex-

plained, "We tried to create seven different stores

under one roof. You will notice that our meat depart-

ment is "L" shaped. In this way we avoided the 100-

yard-dash of refrigerated meat cases characteristic of

many food stores. When a customer shops our meat

department, she is completely surrounded by meat and

related products. After shopping the 84 ft. fresh meat

cases along the perimeter wall, she can cross the wide

17 ft. aisle to the 56 ft. self-service delicatessen-

smoked meat cases or can turn the corner and find

52 ft. of self-service poultry cases. The same separate

store effect has been attained in the baked foods,

produce and frozen foods departments."

Two separate entrances are used at Park Edge, one

leading customers into the semi-self-service produce

department. When a customer enters the store on the

bakery side, a fragrance of pies baking in ovens greets

the nostrils. The pie ovens, which are built into the

wall, are located behind the glass service cases of

the 42 ft. long Lippes Bakery, the market's only

concession.

When a customer enters the store at the opposite

end of the market, she discovers 84 ft. of refrigerated

produce cases along the wall. This stretch of re-

frigerated cases is broken in the middle by a baffle
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THE fluorescent fixtures over the iams

and jellies gondola have been cantile-

vered, giving the illusion of floating

panels of light.

FORTY twinkling brass incandescent lamps

around the 36 ft. candy gondola help to

create a festive buying atmosphere. Each

fixture is held by a walnut mount.

door leading into the produce preparation area. Three

28 ft. long island booths, operated on a service basis,

account for 210 linear feet of dry fruit displays. Like

the Penn Fruit organization, the Benatovich brothers

have established their reputation in the food retailing

business on their outstanding produce departments.

This is one of the important reasons why 294 linear

feet were allocated to produce. Because of the Park

Edge produce reputation, the Benatovich brothers

operate the produce concession at Sattler"s, one of

Buffalo's leading department stores.

In effect, the Benatovich brothers have located high

margin perishable food departments—bakery and pro-

duce—at the market's entrance-ways. In addition to

being sound from an operational standpoint, these

locations have proven effective from a customer's view-

point; for surveys have shown that the customer thinks

of a modern food store, not in terms of groceries, but

in terms of foods with high appetite appeal such as

bakery products, fresh fruits and vegetables.

Park Edge, however, differs sharply in several re-

spects from some of the newer markets. For example,

the market's gondolas, with top shelves 72" high, are

taller than the average store gondola. Because of the

38 ft. high arched ceiling, the taller gondolas do not

appear to be high. Although the store's gondola

shelves are 72" high, the center support posts continue

to a height of 84". Small stylistic walnut plaques, with

white lettering, are extended from the center support

beam. This is the only area in the market where signs

are employed.

Another departure at Park Edge concerns non-

foods. Although the store carries more than a token

amount of non-food merchandise, it has been in-

tegrated into the regular grocery section of the market,

rather than segregated into a home center set-up. The

market stocks an extensive line of glassware, health

and beauty aids, cleaning supplies, paper products,

records and soft goods. Here briefly are some addi-

tional features at Park Edge:

• Outstanding building shell, featuring a 38 ft. high

arched ceiling and clear-span interior. The struc-

ture, which has an irregular pentagon shape, has

8 laminated arches across the ceiling, with steel

column supports on the sides to carry the vertical

support load and cross tie-rods absorbing the build-

ing's horizontal thrust.

• An impressive modernistic mural, 12 ft. high and

44 ft. long, located across the rear wall, overlook-

ing the dairy and meat departments. The mural,

composed of eight sections, is made of foam plastic,

plaster of Paris and plastic boards. Key mural

colors are maroon, orange, yellow and black.

• A unique 1 1 ft. window cutout in the meat de-

partment that permits customers to view beef car-

casses hanging in the cooler. Feature helps to create

an old-time butcher shop atmosphere and assures

customers of quality aged meat.
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Penn Fruit
ing Center

With Clear-Span Super

Chain's Northeast Shopping Center store in

Philadelphia features a distinctive layout, out-

standing lighting scheme and a sectionalized

non-foods department.
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CROSS-VIEW of the front area shows some of the store's 12

turquoise checkouts. (Two of the 12 are express checkouts.)

The layout for this market was modeled after a prototype,

built in Baltimore, December 1958. Since then, the chain has

built seven similar markets, including this one.

If an architectural form can be identified with any

particular chain or group of stores, Penn Fruit has

come to be associated with the clear-span store and its

high arched ceiling. One of the latest versions of its

clear-span market can be found at Philadelphia's

Northeast Shopping Center, where the 70-store

regional chain has constructed a 19,670 sq. ft. market.

The major advantages which clear-span construc-

tion offers are: ( 1 ) permits greater freedom of layout

since there are no column supports to be considered,

(2) with a high ceiling interior, taller gondolas can be

used without giving the appearance of being high, and

(3) gives the customer the impression that the market

is large and spacious.

Despite these advantages, certain problems were

encountered as a result of clear-span construction.

notably in controlling the market's light. For example,

the large expanse of glass in front of the market re-

quired the installation of a push-button operated

louver system to block out sunlight. The louver unit

cost $7,500.

Interior lighting was also another problem area.

Because of the vast ceiling expanse, more fixtures were

required to illuminate the market adequately than

would have been required to light the same market

with a Hat roof. With a major illumination problem

to overcome, the chain's engineering department de-

vised an effective store lighting plan which utilizes

both incandescent and fluorescent lamps. The basic

lighting plan includes four-lamp fluorescent tixtures.

mounted in a "V" formation on cross tie-rods, to

illuminate the center grocery section, with incandescent

lamps installed around the perimeter areas. The "V"
mounting permitted greater light diffusion. To avoid

light shadows across the grocery gondolas, fluorescent

lamps were positioned horizontally to the vertical line

of the gondolas. Illumination in this section of the

market averages 90 to 100 foot-candles.
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THIS clear-span Penn Fruit Co. market in Northeast Shopping Center, Philadelphia,

has 19,670 sq. ft. Column supports for the front canopy are painted in various

colors, including coral, powder blue and turquoise. The Penn Fruit sign and arch

are red while louvers are painted powder blue. Tan bricks are used at the base of

the facode's right side while mosaic tiles are used at the entrance-way. The 35 ft.

cone-shaped decoration In the foreground was originally used for Christmas but was

so popular with shoppers that it became a permanent shopping center fixture. Made

of artificial shrub-like material, it is Illuminated at night with multi-colored lamps.

HERE is a dramatic view of the turquoise-

painted steel girders which support the

store's arched roof. To block out sunlight,

a $7,500 louver system was installed in

front of the upper gloss area. Photo also

shows the entrance-way canopy which ex-

fends partially outdoors.

STORE'S compact courtesy booth is lo-

cated on the right side of the market—

at the end of the customer's shopping

tour. Some of the services provided at

the courtesy booth include: the avail-

ability of money orders; customers can

pay gas, electric and telephone bills;

cash checks and make payments on the

store's lay-away plan, which permits cus-

tomers to buy major Items such as picnic

tables and Christmas toys on a time basis.

Customers can also return their empty

bottles here as well as make calls at the

telephones pictured on the left.

WIDE AISLES are characteristic of this

market. Photo also indicates the spacious

mood created by the high arched ceiling.

Fluorescent fixtures are mounted horizon-

tally to the vertical line-up of grocery

gondolas. This technique eliminates cross

shadows on gondola shelving.
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VITAL STATISTICS
Name of Store:

Pent! Fruit #5
Address:

Roosevelt Blvd. & Welsh Road,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Date Opened:
October 21, 1959

Type of Location:

Part of Northeast Shopping Center.
Located in suburban area.

Owned By:

Penn Fruit Company, Inc., 2700
Grant Avenue, Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania

Income of Average Customer:
Middle income, $5,000 to $7,000

Building Dimensions:
11 2 ft. by 1 60 ft.

Overall Building Area:
19,670 sq. ft. (Includes a 1,750 sq.

ft. mezzanine)
Selling Area:

13,660 sq. ft.

Work & Stock Areas:

6,010 sq. ft.

Parking Capacity:

2,100 cars

Store Architect:

George W. Neff, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania
Store Engineer:

Jeff Fosbrook, Store Engineering
Department, Penn Fruit Company,
Inc., 2700 Grant Avenue, Philadel-

phia, Pennsylvania
Color Consultant:

Wanda Norstrom, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania
Investment Involved:

Equipment: $150,000
Building: $300,000
Land: $75,000

Display (Linear Feet):

Grocery; 700
Meat (Including Delicatessen): 139
Produce: 134
Dairy: 48
Frozen Foods (Including Ice Cream):

96
Bakery: 50
Service Seafood: 23
Non-Foods: 150
Florist-Ceramic Dept.: 20

Checkouts: 12
Full-Time Employes: 27
Part-Time Employes: 20

To bring perimeter lighting of the produce, baked

foods, dairy and meat departments up to the 75 foot-

candle range, two tiers of incandescent lamps, sus-

pended by 4 ft. stems from the ceiling, were installed

on both sides of the market, with one tier of lamps

arching across the store's rear. Auxiliary incandescent

lighting is used directly above the meat cases, with

recessed incandescent spots installed at the entrance

area, gift section and courtesy booth.

Here in capsule form are some of the other high-

lights which place this super market in the "outstand-

ing store" category:

• Distinctive layout, with meat, poultry, service sea-

food and delicatessen departments located at the

end of the shopper's trip. Other unusual layout fea-

tures include: (1 ) courtesy booth positioned at the

end of shopper's tour, (2) United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture layout for produce work area

and (3) frozen food department located in the

front-center area of the market.

• A small compact non-foods department, compris-

ing four gondolas, is right angled to the line-up of
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PENN FRUIT'S reputation in the food retailing field was founded

on its outstanding line of produce. Today, in its latest store,

Penn Fruit still puts its best foot forward by giving first depart-

ment position to produce.
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the grocen.- department gondolas. Non-foods de-

partment is limited to drugs, cosmetics, stationery,

toys and hosiery since store is located in a shopping

center with a large E. J. Korvette discount-depart-

ment store.

• Outstanding store decor, designed by Wanda
Norstrom of Philadelphia. The entire market is

decorated in three basic color groupings—turquoise,

purple and light blue; yellow and chartreuse; and

coral. White and black are used for color contrast

and accent. In combination with a well-planned

decor, Penn Fruit has used distinctive gondola

identification signs in the food and non-food areas.

• Numerous customer services including a bulletin

board in front where a customer can advertise

any item she may have for sale or seek a prospective

buyer for items ranging from kitchen furniture to a

house; a recipe board in the back of the market

where a customer can find manufacturer-supplied

literature on contests and recipes; and unusual de-

partments such as a gift bar, plant section and

service fish department.

ROLLER conveyors are used to transport packaged meat from

the weighing-packaging stations to the meat cooler for storage

or directly to the display cases. Store uses bell system for

customers desiring special meat cuts.

ONE of the market's attractive departments is baked foods,

which skirts the side and rear walls to form a right angle.

Notice that canopy and shelving do not break at the point

where walls meet but follow around in a continuous flow. Dis-

play shelves are illuminated by fluorescent lamps to enhance the

appearance of cokes and pies. Wall color is coral.

FOUR non-food gondolas have been segregated from the mar-

ket's main food buying sections. The non-food gondolas, which

are horizontal to the vertical line-up of the grocery gondolas, are

about T/2 ft. lower than the grocery shelving. Non-food gon-

dolas are beige, with signs also beige with white lettering.

THE LATEST produce equipment is used at Penn Fruit to keep

fruits and vegetables in prime condition. The produce clerk in

photo uses a spray attachment to water lettuce heads. When
finished, clerk can easily store hose in underside of case.

Pictorial Guide to 20 New Super Markets
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Penn Fruit #5, with overall building area of 19,670 sq. ft., has one main entrance-
exit, located on the left side of the store front. To break up a long stretch of
gondolas, a cross aisle was included in the layout. Four 19 ft. gondolas, right angled
to the grocery gondolas, hove been segregated at the end of the shopper's tour.
This follows the Penn Fruit policy of not breaking the shopper's food buying thoughts
by displaying non-foods with foods.

THE small giftwart Ctfnfer,"Tocated at the

market's entrance, is illuminated by
partially recessed incandescent lamps

and concealed fluorescent lamps. Striped

canopy is green and white. Purple and
blue pegboards, contrasted against white

brick, are used as backdrops for added
wall interest. Yellow support spears, not

seen in photo, are positioned at sides.
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BECAUSE of the high arched ceiling, lighting presented special problems at Penn Fruit. Photo (a) shows 4-tube fluorescent fixtures

mounted in "V" formation on tie-rods spanning the width of the market. Incandescent fixtures are used along the store's perimeter.

Photo (b) reveals the cluster-designed incandescent fixtures used In the front. Each fixture in the four-cluster design is painted one

of the following colors: purple, chartreuse, powder blue or coral. Photo (c) shows the some fixture design as in photo (b)

but mounted against the meat department wall in single formation. Purple, chartreuse, powder blue ond coral are repeated here.

4

CUSTOMER SERVICES are important in every market. They spell the difference between a store which generates a favorable imoge

and one that creates on unfavorable one. Photo (a) shows a "product offers and recipes" board, located in the back of store. Another

popular customer service, shown in photo (b), is Penn Fruit's Trading Post where a customer con write a personal od and post it

free-of-chorge on this bulletin board. Photo (c) reveals a customer taking a paper towel from holder to dry her hands. Although

a small service in itself, the thoughtfulness of the idea helps to win customer's patronage.
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Hits the Target

at Plumb's

Ranch Market

Plumb's new Ranch Market in Grand

Rapids. Mich., successfully uses a Western

theme in both its interior decor as well as

exterior construction. Color, design, materials

and architectural forms create a Western

atmosphere that will help shoot this market

well over the two million volume mark in

its first year of operation.
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The romance of the Golden West may have disap-

peared long ago from the cattle range, but Plumb, a

Michigan chain of 10 food stores, is doing its best to

spur a Western mood in its new Grand Rapids' Ranch

Market. With a selling area of 15,526 sq. ft., this mar-

ket is one of the most perfectly design-coordinated

stores in America. From its low-slung ranch architec-

ture and natural redwood canopy skirting the 175 ft.

width of the building to its Westerni/.cd interior, this

store completely charms the customer with its exciting

shopping atmosphere.

E. H. Daniels, the store's architect and interior

designer, when asked why a Western theme was

adopted for the market, replied, "The Western theme

is in line with the Plumb concept of projecting in its

stores a feeling of modern ranch life, creating an

atmosphere of 'freedom for living and working.' The

store is both functional and progressive and is the

result of intensive research into facilities for shopping

conveniences."

Norris D. Plumb, owner of the chain, further ampli-

fied this answer by stating, "Ranching has a strong

association with food and really is not an unusual

motif for a market. The fact that we are the only ones

using this motif in our sales area gives us a distinct

identification or store image. The Kalamazoo Ave.

ranch market represents our second effort in this direc-

tion. The two successes we've had with the Ranch

Market have inspired us to build more of these stores."

Located in a middle and upper income residential

area, the Plumb Ranch Market on Kalamazoo Ave.

attracts a passerby's attention with its low-slung ranch

structure, sharply contrasted against a 55 ft. high

X 44 ft. wide pylon. The construction materials used

in the building's facade and over 200 ft. long canopy

suggest the rugged outdoor way of life. The 12-ft.

wide canopy is entirely made of natural redwood while

the store front is made of Colorado flagstone.

The interior of the market reaffirms the Western

theme established by the store's structure. The wall

murals, the gondola identification signs, store foyer,

service delicatessen department, meat service section.

Wells Fargo lettering throughout the store, the brass-

beamed liizhting fixtures over the checkout area and

the use of^old miner lamps for checkout flasher lights

—all help to transport the shopper into a pleasant

shopping world—one that is distinctive from any other

food market in Western Michigan.

The interior store colors and materials also foster

the Western theme, with tan, dark brown, black,

yellow, gray, gold and olive green predominating

throughout the market. Store flooring is a marbleized

tan pattern; checkouts, cash registers and automatic

chansemakers are chocolate brown; dairy case is

golden yellow; other store refrigeration equipment is

dark tan; grocery gondolas are light tan trimmed in

black; natural stained redwood paneling is used in the

service bakery and produce departments as well as for

all gondola identification signs; the produce wall is

painted olive green; and the Cook House, a service

delicatessen department, features gray walls with coun-

ter sides made of Tennessee ledge stone. The abundant
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A RUSTIC, redwood canopy, supported by white-pointed posts,

skirts the entire front of the market and extends out across the

parking lot to the sidewalk. Lettered in attractive white Wells

Fargo type, sign under the canopy near the sidewalk reads,

"Plumb Ranch Market." Canopy also extends out in front to

the pylon forming o two-lone carport.

THE CHECKOUT area of the market emphasizes the Western

motif. Incandescent illumination from the bross fixtures, partially

recessed in redwood beams, casts a soft, warm light. Note that

old miner lamps ore used for the checkout's flasher system.

Painted in rugged colors found on the Western range, checkouts

are brown and cream colored.

use of earth colors such as brown, yellow and olive

green add to the Western outdoor theme. In addition

to the outstanding exterior and interior coordination of

the Western theme, this Plumb Ranch Market includes

the following highpoints;

• A unique bundle carryout system, using 1 16 ft. of

gravity rollers. Main advantages of the system is

that it reduces the manpower normally required to

accomplish the same results via conventional carry-

out methods and, in general, speeds the overall

operation.

• A highly efficient stock conveyor system, which
employs two conveyor belts to deliver grocery mer-
chandise to a 4,200 sq. ft. mezzanine floor located

over the market's rear area. Mezzanine stock floor

effected a major construction saving.

• Some distinctive layout features, including an in-

teresting gourmet alcove for delicatessen and
bakery foods, an open-view layout for the meat
preparation area, location of frozen foods opposite

the produce department and an interesting central

location for store foyer, shopping baskets and man-
ager's office.

• A 1,386 sq. ft. alcove, off the main shoppinc aisle,

in which a service delicatessen department adjoins a

service bakery department. On-premise kitchen fur-

nishes a wide selection of appetizing foods for a

second Plumb Ranch Market, in addition to the

Kalamazoo Ave. store.

• Plumb's famous Gallon Shop, where large No. 10

cans of popular items are displayed. Feature has

strong appeal for groups such as churches, schools,

and small restaurants, preparing meals for large

numbers of people.
• A handsome cupboard made of dark stained ply-

wood where new grocery products are displayed to

acquaint customers with the latest in food items.

• Unusual angular display arrangement for frozen

foods, permitting a fuller view of the package. Rear
wall cutout permits frozen foods to be transported

directly from delivery truck into frozen food freezer.

• Special services including customer suggestion

boxes, shelf extenders to highlight sale items at their

normal shelf locations and a bell which, when rung
by customer, never stops ringing until a clerk ap-

pears at the Bottle Return Department to turn it off.

This latter idea insures customer of prompt atten-

tion when returning empty bottles.
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PLUMB'S 24,127 sq. ft. market follows

one of the key Raymond Loewy Report

recommendations by locating service de-

partments with appetite appeal in the

front of the market. As the layout re-

veals, the service delicatessen and baked

food departments are given first and sec-

ond locations respectively. These depart-

ments have been further highlighted by

their alcove arrangement, which sets

them apart from the store's main traffic

arteries. The 4,200 sq. ft. mezzanine

floor, located above the meat work and

preparation area, is used primarily for

storage of grocery products.
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Bundle Carryout System

The Plumb Ranch Market employs an unusual

bundle carryout system to expedite this customer serv-

ice. The conveyors, with 11 6 ft. of gravity rollers, take

bagged groceries from the 8 checkout lanes in specially

numbered baskets past the front glass wall; so they

may be delivered directly to customer autos.

During peak shopping periods, 8 clerks load bundles

into baskets and then onto inside rollers while 2 or 3

outside boys load the bundles into customers' cars.

Norris Plumb estimates that this carryout plan requires

three less clerks than would be normally needed in a

conventional carryout system.

Other major advantages of this carryout system are:

(1 ) since shopping baskets never leave the store, there

is less wear and tear on carts, resultinc in less mainte-

nance and replacements, (2) fewer shopping baskets

are required in the store since baskets are not left out

in parking lots, waiting for a carryout boy to return

them. As soon as the customer's order is checked and

bagged, the shopping basket can be turned over im-

mediately to a new in-coming customer.

Grocery Stock Room

As a building economy and space saver on a limited

3'/2 acre tract of land, a rear mezzanine floor for

grocery department storage was built over the store's

meat and produce preparation areas. To expedite the

movement of incoming stock from the first floor level

to the mezzanine, a conveyor belt leading from the

receiving door to the mezzanine landing was installed.

Over 160 ft. of conveyor rollers are used to move
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SHOWN left is the 96 ft. long self-

service meat department, which accents

the Western theme. Plywood murals dot

the entire length of the meat department.

Another feature of the meat department,

not pictured, is a window-size cutout in

the meat cooler that gives customers a

view of hanging beef carcasses. Photo

above shows an automatic troy wrapping

machine, which increases efficiency.

merchandise around the perimeter of the 4,200 sq. ft.

mezzanine. To return merchandise to the first floor

area for price marking, a second conveyor belt feeds

stock down to a point just six feet away from the

doorway leading out to the selling area.

For the first few months of operation, gondolas were

stocked by a two-man night crew, four nights a week.

At present, the market is stocked during the regular

store opening hours, with the exception of Friday

when a night crew restocks shelves for Saturday.

Some Unusual Layout Features

The layout plan for the Plumb Ranch Market is a

paradox; for it follows a conventional layout plan for

the most part, yet has some off-beat touches which

make it distinctive. For example, the incoming and

outgoing doors are located together at the center point

of the store's front. Both doors open into a small

wall-enclosed foyer, decorated with a striking Western

theme. Directly behind the foyer wall are shopping

baskets which overflow around the store manager's

office, a glass-enclosed 96 sq. ft. room, located 6 ft.

inside the store from the foyer. With traffic flow start-

ing on the left side of the market, the first area visited

by the shopper is a 1,386 sq. ft. alcove in which the

service delicatessen and service bakery department are

located. To the side of the service delicatessen depart-

ment is a 624 sq. ft. kitchen where all delicatessen items

are prepared. This kitchen also supplies delicatessen

foods for a second Plumb Ranch Market located in

Grand Rapids. The reverse is true of the service

bakery department, which adjoins the service delicates-

sen department. The second Plumb Ranch Market in

Grand Rapids has an on-premise bakery which sup-

plies the bakery department at the Kalamazoo Ave.

store with freshly baked items daily.

Plumb management has located these perishable

food departments in front because of the high cus-

tomer exposure they gain here. Sales for the most part

in each department are made on impulse, hence benefit

directly from the extra exposure. A second reason for

this prime location is that the pleasant food scents

from appetizing and bakery products help induce extra

sales in both departments as well as fill the market air

with a pleasing food aroma.

Another unusual layout feature in this market is the

44 ft. long island case for frozen foods, which is

situated directly across from the produce department.

The reasons for this location are several and include

( 1 ) limited wall area dictates an island location,

(2) an effort at relating the many heat-and-serve

frozen foods with delicatessen and bakery foods since

customers who purchase convenience frozen food

items are also prime customers for appetizing and

bakery products and (3) the produce clerks are also

responsible for stocking the frozen food cases during

slow periods.

THIS BUNDLE CARRYOUT SYSTEM is one of Plumb's outstanding store features. Using 116 ft. of gravity rollers, the conveyor

system saves on manpower and quickens the carryout procedure. Lower left photo shows clerk placing basket containing customer's

bundles on the roller ramp alongside the window. Number on the basket corresponds to the numbered lag given to customer.

Center picture shows basket making a full circle around the front glass wall and then traveling down along the outside wall.

Carryout boy, stationed outside the market, delivers bundles to customer's car.
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ADJOINING THE SERVICE delicatessen department Is a 25 ft.

long service bakery department. The reverse pattern of the

delicatessen system is used for baked foods. The second Plumb

Ranch Market in Grand Rapids has an on-premises store bakery

which supplies this Kalamazoo Avepue store with baked foods.

Decor for the bakery follows the Western theme with display

cases colored tan and cream, flooring composed of vinyl tan

tiles, Wells Fargo lettering for department identification sign

and redwood paneling for the upper wall.

IpEijioiiiGnsi,^ ...
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ONE OF THE eye-and-nose attention-getting departments is the

Cook House, with its extensive line of appetizing foods, pre-

pared in the 624 sq. ft. on-premises kitchen located to the right.

Kitchen supplies delicatessen foods for not only this market but

for a second Plumb Ranch Market in Grand Rapids. Seven

infra-red lamps are decoratively positioned over barbecued

meats, and old proverbs such as, "Spread the Table and the

Quarrel Will End," are posted on the wall.

m r
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Vital Statistics

Name of Store:

Plumb Ranch Market
Address:

1460 Kalamazoo Ave., S.E., Grand
Rapids, Mich.

Date Opened:
March 15, 1960

Type of Location:

Neighborhood location on a 3'

2

acre tract

Owned By:

Plumb Super Markets, Inc., 1663
West Sherman Blvd., Muskegon,
Mich.

Selling Area:

15,526 sq. ft.

Stock and Work Area:
(Including 4,200 sq. ft. rear mez-
zanine floor) 8,601 sq. ft.

Overall Area:
24,127 sq. ft.

Parking Capacity:

221 cars

Store Architect and Decorator:

E. H. Daniels, Daniels Associates,

Ann Arbor, Mich.

Investment Involved:

Building and Land: $400,000
Equipment: $180,000
Inventory Value: $ 85,000

Display (Linear Feet):

Grocery: 732 ft.

Meat (Including poultry and fish):

96 ft.

Produce (Refrigerated and dry):

125 ft.

Dairy: 53 ft.

Frozen Foods (Including ice cream):
120 ft.

Service Bakery Department (Includ-

ing self-service baked foods gon-
dola): 36 ft.

Service Delicatessen: 35 ft.

Checkouts:

8 (Mechanical type)

Full-Time Employes: 22
Part-Time Employes: 15

THE IMMACULATE 624 sq. ft. delicatessen kitchen Is well

equipped to supply appetizing foods for the two Plumb Ranch

Markets in Grand Rapids. This delicatessen department is the

first one installed in a Plumb market. Success of installation has

spurred chain to add deli departments in its other stores.
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PLUMB'S customers can order their special cuts of meat at this service booth, which

Is decorated with toy six-shooters and spurs. A white plastic-top counter mokes a

rich contrast against the redwood planking. As an added touch, thickly cabled rope

is wound around the booth's posts.

THIS handsomely designed cupboard features items newly introduced to the market

or items being sold at a special manufacturer deal price. The feature has proved

popular with customers, who ore especially Interested in new products.
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THE 12-FT.-LONG Gallon Shop Is a popu-

lar store feature with local church groups

and clubs who are interested in purchas-

ing institution-size canned and bottled

grocery items. Although the illuminated

sign identifies the section as "The Gallon

Shop," cons on display are No. 10 size.

M' - ' 1 I

THESE individual potato display bins hold

1500 lbs. of merchandise each. Resting

on six sets of casters, each bin con be

wheeled to the rear for re-stocking. Bin

measurements ore 42 inches high and 48

Inches wide, with each one costing $85.
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MOST STRIKING FEATURE of the exterior Is the pattern of large white diamonds against a background of terra cotta red which

makes up the rock roof. Sometimes called a tropical rock roof, it tops a frame and masonry type of structure. Colors will never

fade, since natural colored rock from Arizona is used. The entire structure, including the roof, is floodlighted af night.

I 'I r

TOWERING PYLON of modernistic design

places the Ralphs name 60 ft. above the

store parking lot where it is visible to

traffic converging from four directions.

Spheres covered with mirrors and prisms

reflect during the day and spotlights at

night to give a special eye-catching bril-

liance below the Ralphs' insignia sign.

Revolving above the sign is the blue

Ralphs' initial outlined in neon. The danc-

ing sparkle of light from the mirrored

spheres (large spheres cost $500 each

and small spheres $100 each) and the

rotating initial give an animation to the

pylon which mokes it eye-arresting.

Ralphs Market
is 'Pilot Store'

Every new Ralphs unit is a "pilot store" for architectural and

merchandising experiments. Their latest store highlights in-

novations in light engineering, decor, non-foods merchandising

and shelf stocking.

The oldest and one of the most successful food re-

tailing chains in Southern Cahfornia is a family-owned

organization with a penchant for progress. Ralphs, as

anyone in that part of the country will tell you, was

among the first in self-service, in mass purchasing, in

frozen food retailing, and lately, in non-foods selling

techniques. With 40 stores now in operation they en-

joy the enviable reputation of being second in volume

of sales and sales per store in their area. Much of this

is due to their outstanding stores. Says a Ralphs

146
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BRIGHT AND CHEERFUL, the selling floor of Ralphs Granada Hills encompasses 23,300 of the 34,200 sq. ft. total. Walls are painted

a pale apple green with accents of soft pink and creamy white. Ceiling is lemon yellow; floor is a light brown. Roof is supported by
clear span steel construction. On the far wall can be seen a coral-colored directory with white lettering, white styrofoam insignia and
date. Walls, floors and work surfaces in all departments employ a maximum of easy-to-clean materials such as composition panelling,

terrazzo, enamels. Aisles are a minimum of 6 ft., and the concourse in front of the checkstands is 12 ft. If volume warrants if,

three more checkstands can be added.

official: "We try to make each new unit a pilot store

in which a good many architectural and merchandising

experiments are undertaken—rather than getting a

good pattern and cutting the new stores to fit that

pattern."

Reflecting this philosophy is their handsome new

Granada Hills unit, located in the Santa Fe area of

Los Angeles. A shade over 34,000 sq. ft. overall, it is

as efficient and productive as 87 years of experience

in food retailing can make it. Yet it houses features

new to the chain and even to food retailing itself.

Among the many attractive, customer-pleasing and

work-saving features are these:

• A striking roof of white rocks set in diamond

shapes against a red rock background

•Non-foods display techniques that produce 14% of

store sales in higher margin general merchandise

• A meat preparation layout, rivaling that of any

store in the country

• Light engineering techniques that make Ralphs a

shovvplace of merchandise by day or by night

• A new high for the chain in ease of maintenance

with the latest in wall coverings and floorings

• A new low in space required for in-store warehous-

ing—5000 sq. ft. instead of the customary 15,000 to

18.000 sq. ft. for Ralphs" stores of similar size

ALL-GLASS front with its showcase advantages was accomplished

without the usual accompaniment of glare by designing the

building with a 9-foot overhang extending over a walkway,

giving the effect of a shaded sidewalk cafe just outside the

windows. (This impression will be enhanced by installation of

patio tables later in the season.) Best use of this design re-

quired that the building face north. The front window is 16 ft.

high and extends 182 ft. including the offset glass area at the

entrance, left. Ten large floodlights in burnished bowl-shaped

reflectors hove a decorative effect by day and illuminate the

diamond-patterned roof by night.

Pictorial Guide to 20 Nf.w Super Markets
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VITAL STATISTICS

Name of Store:

Ralphs #40
Address:

17020 Chatsworth St. at Balboa

Blvd., Granada Hills, Calif.

Date Opened:
November 12, 1959

Type of location:

Corner location at juncture of two
main thorofares. Upper-medium in-

come bracket.

Operated by:

Ralphs Grocery Company
Address;

3410 West Third St., Los Angeles 5,

Calif.

Overall area:

34,200 sq. ft.

Selling area:

23,300 sq. ft.

Parking capacity: 266
Architect:

Kenneth Lind Associates, Los

Angeles
Decorator:

Ed Boecher, Store Decorator, Ralphs

Grocery Company
Investment involved:

Land-$160,000
Building-$375,000
Finishing & Fixtures-$210,000
Opening inventory (cost)—$1 50,000

Display:

Grocery (running feet): 1665 ft.

Non-Foods: 325 ft.

Meat (including poultry & fish):

96 ft.

Deli: 72 ft.

Produce (wet): 82 ft.

Produce (dry): 36 ft.

Dairy: 38 ft.

Frozen Foods (including ice cream):

216 ft.

Bakery: 72 ft.

Spot refrigerated cases: 3

Checkouts: 8

Full-time employes: 60
Part-time employes: 30

MEAT HANDLING techniques are refined to a high degree at

Ralphs' Granada Hills as the plan and pictures reveal. Switch-

ing devices similar to those in the cooler make it possible to

deliver a quarter to any spot on any cutting table without more

lifting than is necessary to clear the hook. Roller conveyors

help to minimize lifting at every stage in processing. Automatic

wrapping machine and automatic scale speed operations.

THE 72 RUNNING FEET of delicatessen cases are back-to-back

on the same two gondolas with bakery goods. The four-shelf

cose is considered a fme merchandising tool at Ralphs because

the top shelf has a subtle advantage despite its narrow width.

Narrowness of the shelf actually helps in displaying slower

moving but higher margin items because only small quantities

are needed to moke the display look complete. The delicatessen

is supplied with important items from Ralphs' own central kitchen

which has been expanding rapidly since it was instituted a year

ago. No preservatives are added to the central kitchen or

bakery products. Although this makes for shorter shelf life, it

gives better taste, and with the furor now centering around

additives, mokes a good selling point.

s»--l*0'' B
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LOOK OF QUALITY radiating from the new Roth's store first emanates from the tall changeable copy and rotating pylon sign. Like

other store features, sign is "low-key," with a black background rather than bright color, and clearly presents the independent's

custom-designed symbol. 120 by 140 ft. building, set back in a slight shallow from road, gains needed height and a distinctive,

exciting look by nine 30-ft. high posts which act as torch bearers— the "torches" being 2 by 4 ft. fluorescent illuminated, frosted-gloss

panels. Lighted ct night, the panels provide some extra light to the 120-car parking lot as well as being a decorative feature.

Building itself is a low-profile structure of double 50 ft. span steel columns and buff face brick. Such materials as field granite and

ceramic tile were avoided to reduce costs and to maintain building simplicity. Fireproof steel-and-brick construction is said to have

saved Roths considerably in insurance.

Takes Giant Step

150
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VITAL STATISTICS

Name of Store;

Roth's

Address:

3535 165th St., Hammond, Ind.

Date Opened:
April 25, 1960

Operated by:

Jim, Leonard and Jay Roth

Type of Location:

Residential

Overall area:

19,460 sq. ft. (including 2,660 sq. ft.

storage mezzanine)
Selling area:

12,000 sq. ft.

Parking capacity:

120 cars

Architect:

Seymour Goldstein, Chicago
Display cases (lin. ft.):

390 ft.

Meat (incl. deli, poultry, fish): 110 ft.

Produce: 102 ft.

Dairy: 58 ft.

Frozen Foods: 88 ft.

Ice Cream: 24 ft.

Bakery: 8 ft.

Number of checkouts; 6
Full-time employes: 30
Part-time employes: 26
Weekly volume:

approximately $50,000 per week
Cost of building (incl. preparation,

parking lot and leasehold):

$225,000

CLOSE-UP of entrance-way shows attrac-

tiveness of this vital spot. Framed by

brick, the recessed area is like a small

open hallway. Trimming is stainless steel,

and lighting consists of fluorescents be-

hind egg-crating. Note extensive use of

glass—over doors and as a wall, which

features store symbol in gold leaf. Both

"in" and "out" doors are automatic.

Success of penny machines has astonished

owners— bringing in over $100 a week.

Pictorial Guide to 20 New Super Markets

The stork the Roths have built in Hammond, Ind., is

no glamour-palace, but it has a quiet elegance and

distinctiveness that makes it a source of pride to the

middle-income area that surrounds it. To the owners

it represents something more: a growth opportunity

shared by a father and his two young sons.

For 25 years, Jim Roth has operated a busy, 5000

sq. ft. food store, recently remodeled, in nearby Gary,

Ind. His two sons, Leonard, 25. and Jay, 22, grew up

in the business and began taking a real interest in super

market operations. Realizing the need for growth, the

Roths set upon a self-educational campaign which in-

cluded joining the Super Market Institute, close read-

ing of trade magazines and visiting other stores

throughout the country.

Development of plans for a new unit was helped

considerably by the refrigerated equipment manufac-

turer and Certified Growers of Illinois, Inc., Roth's

grocery supplier. Certified did more than ofTer the

services of its set-up men and store engineers; the

co-op undertook the financing of the building, taking

the first mortgage—an investment of around $200,000.

"Without this help," says Jim Roth, "we couldn't have

made it."

Investing a considerable portion of their own fi-

nancial resources in inventory, fixtures and property,

the Roths were in no position to make a mistake.

The site was carefully selected in Hessville, a grow-

ing suburb of Hammond. Surrounding the store are

hundreds of homes, many of them new, and many
more on the way. There was one disadvantage to the

site. The property was a "good buy," but it is located

on a poorly traveled road, one which will only reach

high-traftic proportions in a few years following its

connection to a still a'building expressway.

"The property," notes Jay Roth, "was a good value

only in so far as we would be able to make it draw.

We knew that more homes were springing up around

the store site and that the expressway would be a help.

Our problem was to be sure that the store we built

would make people travel to us (and frequently past

other stores) during the interim period."

The problem clearly delineated, the Roths studied

the neighborhood and found it was mostly middle-class

with few luxury homes and more than a few houses in

the $12,000 class. Furthermore, most of the residents

had no knowledge of the Roth store six miles away in

Gary. "We were breaking into a new area." says

Leonard. "We realized our store had to be different to

win special attention; it couldn't be like the others."

The Roths" architect, Seymour Goldstein, noted that

there wasn't the capital to build a palatial super mar-

ket, "but we didn't want a too commercial-looking

building, either. Our plans were to design a clean-

lined, handsome structure, one that would, in its way,

fit into and 'up-lift' the neighborhood. Everyone likes

a feeling of quality even if he's in the $I2.000-home

class."
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MEAT'S FIRST maior department in Roth's traffic flow, although store office, locatecJ near doors, may be

the first stop. Open area leading to meats is frequently used for special displays. Of particular interest

in product group location is the plocement of a "baby department" across from meats. The chief reason

is that it helps eliminate a bottleneck at the meat cases, which are shopped slowly, since the baby

merchandise appeals to fewer customers. The neighborhood hos a high "count" in babies, and the store

caters to these customers by grouping infant and children's non-foods and foods in one lineup. Coffee,

tea and fortifiers ore located near the Courtesy Counter in what would otherwise be a "dead" corner. A

19 by 140 ft. mezzanine contoins grocery stocking areas, rest-rooms, and on office.
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UNUSUAL—and inexpensive—decorative

effect is given to store's dairy depart-

ment, which consists of two parts: a 364

sq. ft. cooler-display on the rear wall

for milk, eggs and specialties, and 32 ft.

of multi-deckers for cheese, butter and

other dairy items. Walls behind both

dairy sections ore faced with the only

wood in the store. These planks are red-

stained and form part of the warm, rustic

effect aimed at giving special emphasis

to dairy products. Three other elements

add to the born effect: (Da false beam

framework which extends from the multi-

deckers; (2) a series of ranch-style light-

ing fixtures adjacent to hanging cylin-

drical fixtures; and (3) false window

frames, with photos of outdoor scenes.

It
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SHELVING in Roth's is metal adjustable

in beige color, with special shelving for

display of magazines and records. Like

store's grocery shelving, the magazine's

fixture has pegboord back. In most of

the grocery shelves, the pegboord is not

used, but was installed to provide future

flexibility. "We never know," soys Jay

Roth, "when we will want to rearrange

our shelves or insert slots; we need the

pegboord for that flexibility." This type

of odvonced planning is characteristic of

the market. Success from this thinking

appeors evident. From a structure which

cost $225,000 for building and lease

hold, the Roths ore doing a volume well

above initial expectations, and steady

improvement is expected.

OUTSTANDING department located just

behind the multi-colored picket fence is

the store's outside-serviced bakery section.

This department has shown an impressive

volume, and is considered a store draw

as well as being profitable in its own
right. Design is considered an important

factor in this success. Large window areas

moke the bakery receiving-packaging

areas visible both to customers inside the

store and out. Servicing bakery mokes

frequent deliveries of a large line of

quality merchandise which is then wrap-

ped, labeled, boxed and or sliced by

store people. This gives the appetizing

appearance of an on-premises operation.

Equipment in this backroom includes

labeling machines and a special freezer.

f>^

PRODUCE deportment, located along rear wall, is a prepack operation. Selling floor features include: color-tinted lamps in the display

case canopy to enhance product appearance; a telephone mounted on a metal fixture attached to canopy for front-man and

customer contact with backroom; green plastic dividers for neat product separation; hanging cylindrical lighting fixtures. Produce

refrigerated cases are foced by three moss-display bins across the 8 ft. aisle. Bins hove stainless steel display surfaces and drains.

Produce preparation areas are well designed and make use of conveyors in flow system. Beside cooler is a special trim section

with roller conveyor mounted at near-right angles to hold cartons in upright position. Trimmer also has water spray with flexible

metal neck. Cooler has an extra door on the side so that deliveries con be conveyed inside directly from the truck.

Pictorial Guide to 20 New Super Markets
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INTERIOR of store has a quiet dignity resulting from combination of "low-key" decoration and use of special materials. Chief color

themes are neutral wood finishes on plastic paneling, white and blue for contrast. The neutral plastic paneling is most evident as o

facing for store office, although a blue porcelain finish is on paneling on meat coolers and meat department walls. A fine grade of

textured acoustical panels odds elegance to the ceiling and soffits, while the floor is a light, color-speckled beige. Theory of neutral

tones is that they are less likely to distract from the merchandise. Soffits are well extended from all walls to give the 12,000 sq. ft.

selling area on intimacy designed to make the shopping tour seem simpler.

Continues Leonard, "Our theory was—and is—that

an attractive building is a good merchandising tool,

that it helps customers enjoy shopping with us. Other

factors, of course, are important. On prices of mer-

chandise, we felt confident, due to the power of our

own co-op. The one other major factor which would

help set us apart was service."

Longer hours of operation were decided upon, and

the Roths made sure their stafT was sufficiently large

to give plenty of help at the checkstands and for carry-

out. "In short," says Jay, "our plan was to build a

store which would attract people and to provide such

prices and service that people would be 'spoiled' by

our attention."

Success of this program seems evident. From a

structure which cost approximately $225,000 for

building and leasehold, the Roths are doing a volume

well above initial expectations, and steady improve-

ment is anticipated.

In at least one other aspect the Roths made a de-

cision which sets them apart from most non-voluntary

independents operating only a few stores. Acting on

the advice of their architect, the men invested several

hundred dollars for the services of a specialist in in-

dustrial designing for an individual "trademark."

"Larger companies, chains and voluntaries have long

realized the importance of a well-designed corporate

symbol," notes Jim. "We felt it could help us, too."

The symbol is simple, but clearly states the name

in neat lettering, the type of business with crossed fork

and spoon, and projects the feeling of quality with a

crown symbol. The theme is featured on the store's

free-standing pylon, on department markers, packages,

letterheads, and, of course, in advertising. "Perhaps

the best thought on projecting quality," adds Jim,

"was simply the decision to name the store after our-

selves, not with a fancy or gimmicky title. Our name is

our guarantee."

With the new store winning attention of financial

people interested in investing in new shopping centers,

the Roths find they've already grown out of the com-

munity area. "We've proved we can draw on our own.

As a result we have received solid proposals from peo-

ple who would never have even talked to us before,"

declared Jim. "We hope to take them up on it soon."
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MEAT BACKROOM at Roth's is well equipped and has two

unusual features. First of all, the meat manager has his own

ofFtce. "Meat's one of our special stocks in trade," says Jim

Roth, "and we feel the meat manager should have his own

place to talk with employes, salesmen and to keep records."

Room measures 5 by 6 ft., has shelves, two chairs, small heater.

Another feature is o new film-shrinking machine, one of the first

in the area. Store does a big business in high-profit lunch

meats and decided to go into an own-label program with the

shrink machine to help in packaging. It processes about 2400

packages of lunch meat a week and about 100 pieces of ham.

Other meat equipment includes meat wrapping machine and

automatic slicer-stacker.

V KUiiVi'l

ROTH'S TEAM is headed by father Jim

Roth, two sons, Leonard 'at left) and

Jay. Leonard, 25, handles the store's

advertising, personnel and training and

public relations. Joy, only 22, is special-

izing in store engineering and construc-

tion and helped develop plans for the

new store. Jim has the operating re-

sponsibility of the store.
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THE FRONT of this 34,598 sq. ft. market is constructed with reel brick oncJ turquoise onodized aluminum sheeting for the upper

portion of the facade. This combination of materials is repeated on three sides of the structure. Large 5 ft. x 20 ft. marquees

are used on each side of the store front, with a major portion of the front devoted to the market's unusual bundle pick-up station.

Building features conventional beam and column construction.

ini3ture Shopping Center

Under One Roof
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INTERIOR view of the Salem Lane Food Town reveals a diagonal gondola arrangement, which helps to provide additional display

space. By locating the store's 12 checkouts to the far left and positioning shopping baskets on the for right, customers automatically

start their shopping tour on the right side, regardless of the door through which they enter. Store has a white, soundproof suspended

ceiling. Air-conditioning and heating ducts are completely concealed from view.

One of Ohio's population hubs, the Dayton metro-

politan area, has a most unusual market in Salem Lane

Food Town. A 34,598 sq. ft. market doing S85.000

a week sales volume, the Salem Lane is owned and

operated by Wilbur E. Stump. In planning the layout

and features of this outstanding store, he traveled ex-

tensively, visiting other markets on the West Coast and

in the South; so he could incorporate the latest build-

ing and selling ideas into his new market, capitalized

at over S800.000.

His many trips to other unusual markets have paid

off for him: for he has designed a store which features

a different architectural approach and layout. The

major departure which he made from the average

store structure is the substitution of a wall for the

traditional glass front. "My store engineers tried to

consince me to abandon this idea, but they all agree

with me now that tlic interior layout made possible

with the fourth wall was well worth it. For example.

we were able to create a miniature shopping center in

the front just beyond the checkouts. Without the use

of the fourth wall, this store feature would have been

impossible.

".After the customer has passed through the check-

out area, she can shop any of the arcade stores which

are lined up directly in front of her. Our shops include

a phonograph-record store, a service bake shop, a re-

freshment bar. a greeting card-gift center, a jewelry

watch-repair shop, a complete pharmacy-drug store

and dry cleaning store."

Some of the other highlights which make the Salem

Lane Food Town a unique market are:

• Distinctive interior construction and layout. A
1.778 sq. ft. mezzanine, located above the market's

PlCTORI.M. GUIDF TO 20 NeW SuPER MARKETS
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VITAL STATISTICS

Name of Store:

Salem Lane Food Town
Address:

3470 Salem Avenue, Dayton, Ohio
Weekly Volume:

$85,000
Date Opened:
November 1959

Type of Location:

Single highway store in a suburban

area
Owned and Operated By:

Wilbur E. Stump
Building Dimensions:

160 ft. by 127 ft. Building and land

on 3 acre site

Overall Building Area:

34,598 sq. ft. (Includes Mezzanine
floor 1,778 sq. ft., half cellar area

12,000 sq. ft. and Pharmacy-Drug
Store wing 500 sq. ft.)

Selling Area:

17,772 sq. ft.

Work & Stock Areas:

16,826 sq. ft.

Parking Capacity:

275 cars

Store Architect & Engineer:

Hillsmith Engineering Co., Dayton,

Ohio
Decorator:

William Breidenbach, Industrial De-

signer, Dayton, Ohio
Investment Involved:

Land-$1 40,000
Equipment (Including office equip-

ment and furniture)—$161,000
Inventory Value-$1 35,000
Building-$438,000

Display (Linear Feet):

Grocery (Including non-foods):

850 ft.

Meat (Including poultry, fish and
deli): 88 ft.

Produce (Refrigerated and dry):

60 ft.

Dairy: 54 ft.

Frozen Foods (Including ice cream):

120 ft.

Self-Service Bakery: 43 ft.

Special Arcade Shops:

Record Shop: 420 sq. ft.

Bake Shop: 225 sq. ft.

Refreshment Bar: 315 sq. ft.

Gift & Card Shop: 180 sq. ft.

Jewelry & Watch Repair Shop:

308 sq. ft.

Pharmacy & Drug Store: 875 sq. ft.

Checkouts: 12
Full-Time Employes: 45
Part-Time Employes: 46

arcade of shops, provides space for offices, employe

lounge, public rest-rooms and foyer. The entire first

lloor is used as a sales area with the exception of a

1,940 sq. ft. meat cutting and preparation section

in the rear of the market. The store's 12,000 sq. ft.

cellar is used as a stock room and produce storage

and preparation area.

An elaborate hydraulic lift and conveyor system,

with 684 ft. of rollers and belts, costing $26,000.

Network of conveyors are used for three key pur-

poses: (1) a bundle carryout system which takes

the customer's order down into the cellar area,

through a tunnel and then up alongside the side of

the building where carryout boys load the order

into the shopper's car; (2) a gravity roller system

whereby plastic cartons filled with empty bottles are

automatically delivered to the basement's beverage

storage section; and (3) two-incoming belt con-

veyors for merchandise being delivered from the

store's rear platform to the basement.

A handsome collection of wall murals depicting

early landscapes and scenes in Dayton's history.

Store owner had borrowed old lithographic prints

from the local library and had them enlarged for

wall display.

A meat department with a "ye olde butcher shop"

operation, featuring 20-ft. of service cases. Balance

of meat department consists of 56 ft. of self-service

cases.

SALEM LANE'S conveyor system has over 684 ft. in Its network

of rollers and belts. One conveyor ramp (gray filled area) is

used to transport customer orders from the first floor to the

basement and then up alongside the building's exterior. A

second ramp Is used to send empty bottles to the storage area

in the basement. The balance of the conveyor system is used

for grocery products, with the exception of one conveyor belt

which is used to deliver fruits and vegetables directly Into the

produce sales area. (Cross-hatched areas In conveyor system

indicate belts.)
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A night-stocking program dictated by the market's

high N'olumc operation (estimated yearly \'olumc

should spill over the tour million mark). Seven

full-time employes stock the store from 10 p.m. to

9 a.m. every day. ( Market is opened seven days a

week from ') a.m. to 10 p.m.)

A special in-store phone set-up whereby customers

can dial for store information, manager, meat de-

partment, basement office or basement stock room.

Si.xteen phones are placed strategically throughout

the store for this purpose. Card sign alongside the

dial phone asks, "Can't Find It?" and then lists the

various store numbers for personnel whom the cus-

tomer might wish to contact. By dialing "Ol," store

employes can talk over the store's public address

system. Music, with store commercial messages

every ten minutes, are broadcast over the market's

public address system.

Unconventional Store Building and Layout

Housed in a three-level structure—mezzanine floor,

main lloor selling area and basement—Salem Lane

F-ood Town was planned with the idea of intensively

utilizing every square foot of land. Built on a three-

acre site, the three-tier construction was necessary if

the store was to provide adequate customer parking

facilities and still give shoppers a large 17,772 sq. ft.

food selling area, as well as miniature shopping center.

BOOR
nEtPtns
OfF ICE

StOfiE

MANAGERS
OFFICE

CUSTOMER
lOUUCE
AREA

VENS

RijOM

EMtPlOVES
lOUNGE
AMD

LOCKERS

ONE OF THE outstanding features of Salem Lane Food Town is the arcade of shops, located in front of the store's 12 checkouts. This

feature was made possible by the conversion of the conventional glass front into a fourth wall. The diagonal gondola arrangement

is another distinctive feature that permits fuller utilization of market's selling area. Regardless of what entrance-way through which

a customer enters, she automatically starts her shopping tour on the right side of the market since all shopping baskets are located

here. Note the layout showing mezzanine offices.

Pictorial Giiidf to 20 Nrw Super Markets
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MEAT DEPARTMENT, with open-view layout, blends 20 ft. of

service coses with 56 ft. of self-service coses. Dropped ceiling

obove the meot coses is ottractively decorated with one section

paneled in walnut wood and the adjoining section painted white.

oioioi
THE FROZEN FOOD department is located in a center aisle

toward the rear. Store owner feels that gourmet foods, located

on the shelves directly above the frozen food cabinets, benefit

from the frozen foods troflFic.

OUTSTANDING customer conveniences at Salem Lone include

the 16 phones strategically located throughout the market. If o

customer is in doubt about where to find a specific item or

wishes to communicate with the manager, etc., she merely has

to dial the indicated number on the card. Store employes can

also talk over the public address system from any of these

phones by dialing "Ol."

The limited land situation dictated the conversion of

the traditional store front window into a fourth wall,

permitting the construction of the shop arcade. Other

advantages gained from this were: (1) reduced air-

conditioning operation costs by one-third since there

was no sunlight to increase the market's temperature

and (2) store always appears brightly illuminated be-

cause the conventional contrast of artificial store light

with daylight has been avoided.

The side of the market facing the main thoroughfare

has two large marquees, each 5 ft. by 20 ft., listing

store specials of the day. The marquees have proven

to be excellent substitutions for the usual window-front

signs. With the front side of the building used pri-

marily as a pick-up station for the store's novel carry-

out system, there is only one entrance-way into the

market from this side. Toward the rear of the market,

a second entrance-way has been provided for cus-

tomers parking their cars on the far side of the parking

lot. The dry cleaning and drug stores also have en-

trances facing the store rear through which customers

can enter the market.

The store layout has many unorthodox features

such as a diagonal arrangement of 1 8 gondolas varying

in length from 6 ft. to 48 ft., thus providing extra

grocery display area, A 10-ft. wide center aisle, on

a diagonal, runs across the market, providing addi-

tional end-gondola displays. Mr. Stump feels that a

center aisle is necessary in a large market because a

long stretch of uninterrupted shelving appears mo-

notonous to the average customer. No gondola at

Salem Lane is over 48 ft. long.

Although there are four entrances to the market,

each customer starts her shopping tour on the right

side of the market, visiting the produce department

first and then the meat department. Directing cus-

tomers to the right side of the market was accom-

plished by locating the I 2 checkouts on the far left and

by positioning all shopping carts on the far right; so

that regardless of where the customer enters the store

she must go to the right side to pick up her shopping

basket. Mr. Stump believes that you can direct a cus-

tomer to start at a certain point but beyond that a

customer will create her own shopping pattern.

The arcade stores are generally shopped after the

customer has completed her food buying tour. On the

basis of volume, the shops are rated in the following

order: (1) Pharmacy. Drug and Cosmetics; (2)

Records and Phonographs; (3) Bakery; (4) Cards

and Gifts: (5) Watch and Jewelry Repair and (6)

Refreshment Bar. Service-type operations for the

most part, the arcade shops are operated on a con-

cessionaire basis with 10% of volume paid as rent.

The leased departments will earn S26.000 extra in-

come this year for the market.

Salem Lane's Elaborate Conveyor System

Because of the market's three-level operation, a

Outstanding New Super Markets



WILBUR E. STUMP surveys the interior of his market from his

mezzanine office, located directly above the shopping arcade.

Well planned and smartly furnished, the office is completely

paneled in dork walnut wood.

W^^^

more complex conveyor system than would be nor-

mally required in a store was installed at Salem Lane.

Costing $26,000, the system is divided into three

segments: (1 ) a hydraulic lift, roller and belt system

for transporting customers' orders from the checkout

area to the outside bundle pick-up station; (2) a

gravity-principle system whereby bottles are sent on

rollers to the bottle storage area in the basement; and

(3) a network of conveyor belts and rollers feeding

incoming store merchandise from the rear platform to

the basement.

Unusual in concept, the bundle carryout system at

Salem Lane starts at one of the three hydraulic lifts,

each spaced 14 ft. apart. Customer packages are

placed into wire baskets and brought over to one of

the hydraulic lifts where the basket is lowered to a

tunnel underneath the first floor. A numbered plastic

tag, corresponding to the number on the basket, is

given to the customer so that she can identify her

packages at the pick-up station alongside the market.

The underground rollers for the bundle carryout are

over 100 ft. long, with the average basket trip from

hydraulic lift to pick-up station taking about two

minutes. At the pick-up station, an enclosure made

of wood and glass, carryout boys deliver bundles to

customers in their cars. On Fridays and Saturdays,

four carryout boys are needed here to handle customer

traffic.

The bottle return system is another distinctive fea-

ture at this market. When customers return their

empty bottles to the courtesy booth, located in the

middle of the shop arcade, the bottles are collected in

green plastic tubs and transported into the cellar via a

circular ramp of rollers inclined at a downward angle

to propel the plastic tubs to their destination point in

the basement.

REPRODUCTIONS of old lithographic prints, depicting the early

days when Dayton, Ohio, was first being settled, are used

throughout the market. The print shown left is located directly

above the air screen dairy cose.

ONE of the convenient operational features of this checkout is

o wheel-like suppoii for soft food items such as bread, berries,

meal, etc. Eacf, checkout has an automatic change-maker to

speed up the operation.
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AN AUXILIARY conveyor belt transports produce and soda

beverages during the day from the basement to the produce

soles area Night stocking crew uses this conveyor also for

grocery merchandise.

PICTURED above is one of the two conveyor belts used in the

rear of the market to transport merchandise from platform to

the basement. Market has 684 ft. of belts and rollers in its

elaborate network.

Here are several close-up views of the individual shops
which comprise the shopping arcade at Salem Lane Food Town.

BY DOING AWAY with the conventional gloss front, Mr. Stump shops. Offices, employe lounge, rest-rooms and customer foyer

was able to build an arcade of shops directly in front of the are housed In this area of the market. Two stairways have been

checkout area. Notice the mezzanine floor above the row of built on opposite sides of the Courtesy Counter.

i=» H JLr^ L/i
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Salem Lane's Bundle Carryout System

(A) PACKER hands customer a plastic card with number cor-

responding to permanent number on wire basket, (B) PACKER
then places the wire basket on one of the three hydraulic lifts

which lowers it to a roller ramp below the first floor. (C) WIRE
BASKET travels 100 ft. below the first floor area and then is

brought up by a conveyor belt alongside the front of the market.

(D) CUSTOMER hands pick-up station attendant plastic card

which identifies her order and attendant then places bundles

info customer's cor. (E) HERE is a view of the pick-up station

where customers drive up with their cars.

Pictorial Guide to 20 New Super Markets
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NewGodfrey Company's
Prototype Market Featu
Raymond Loewy
Color Design

GROUND VIEW illustrates the store's modern architecture. The Raymond Loewy
organization of Chicago color designed the exterior as well as the market's interior.

Analogous color harmony is used for the store's exterior, with aqua and turquoise

selected as key colors. Building's upper oreas are cross-hatched with white bands.
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THIS DRAMATIC aerial view shows the

new 22,440 sq. ft. Sentry Market, which

the Godfrey Company is planning to

develop as its prototype for future stores

in the metropolitan Milwaukee area. The

Sentry Market on Perkins Place is located

in a middle class neighborhood, with

homes valued from $15,000 to $25,000.
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AN EYE-CATCHING PYLON, in maroon and yellow, towers 42 ft. above the 146-car

parking area. A second pylon is located on the opposite side of the market. Pylon's

shape and store trade mark—a sentry on duty—ore repeated in the store's gondola

identification signs. Note arrow pointing into the store's parking lot. All arrow signs

point inward toward the market.

UNUSUAL LIGHTING and extensive use

of gloss create an open, airy atmosphere

in the checkout area. Recessed fluores-

cent lamps, shielded with acrylic plastic

for greater diffusion, are used through-

out the dropped perimeter ceiling. No-

tice the modern lighting pattern next to

the gloss wall where panels of acrylic

plastic are alternated with non-trans-

lucent plastic panels.

THE 108 LINEAR FT. of dry and refriger-

ated produce coses present a pleasing

view to the shopper with over 100 differ-

ent items on display at all times. Aisle,

which is 10 ft. wide, leads to a "baffle"

door, on unusual interior feature. Pro-

duce department lighting is a mixture

of incandescent and fluorescent lamps.

A battery of spotlights, lowered on stems

from the ceiling, provide 100 foot-candles

of power. Notice in the far right of the

photo that two-tube fluorescent fixtures

ore recessed in the hollow created be-

tween the dropped ceiling and the

produce wall.



Thi Godfrey Company, a large food wholesale or-

ganization now expanding rapidly into the retailing

end of the business, is out to carve a 20 per cent slice

of Milwaukee's food business. Operating 16 markets

today under the Sentry banner in the greater metro-

politan area of Milwaukee, the Godfrey Company is

now engaged in a five-year program of growth de-

velopment.

To accomplish this Herculean feat. James Godfrey,

president of both the Godfrey Company and its sub-

sidiary. Sentry Markets. Inc.. plans to open six new

markets a year. He is pinning his hopes for growth

in the Milwaukee area on a modern. 22,440 sq. ft.

low-slung prototype market. This Sentry market was

opened in November, 1959. with others scheduled to

follow in rapid succession.

"In designing our prototype market, we kept one

point in mind—that we wanted to build a modern,

attractive market for our shoppers." stated Mr. God-

frey. "We want to up-grade our stores so that they

rellect current shopping attitudes of Milwaukee

citizens in the middle income bracket. Too many of

the markets in our area, particularly the large chains,

lack personality: and. although many are located in

middle and upper middle class neighborhoods, they

appear to be designed for a lower-income group. Our

new markets will overcome the store personality lag."

To inject personality and life into his prototype, he

commissioned Raymond Loewy Associates of Chicago

to color design the market's exterior and interior. The

Loewy organization designed a store in which pastel

shades of aqua and yellow are contrasted against highly

saturated colors such as turquoise and flamingo orange.

The wall areas have been accented by alternating

smooth painted surfaces with textured surfaces of

simulated walnut paneling, ceramic tiles and white

plastic sheeting. In the front, glass has been used

extensively with white wall and ceiling surfaces and

unusual lighting to create an airy, spacious atmosphere.

The store's eight mechanical checkouts are turquoise,

with cash registers and automatic changemakers re-

flecting a rainbow of colors. Each cash register and

automatic changemaker is colored yellow, aqua.

flamingo or tan. The extensive use of pastel colors

in the rear of the market continues this motif.

The market's flooring is composed of tan and dark

brown marbleized vinyl tiles, with dark brown used in

the produce, florist and checkout areas. Tan floor tile

was used in the grocery section, the area with the great-

est illumination, to decrease light reflection.

Customer Comment On Colors

What do customers think about the market's decor?

Store manager Ray Bailey has received these com-

ments from customers: "1 feel happy when I shop here.

The store is so cheerful;" "This market always looks

fresh and clean to me. Maybe it's the bright colors

that do it; " and "Even .' it's rainins or snowinu out. it

seems to be light and gay inside the store." Many of

the housewives ask about the colors in the market.

They are interested in knowing where they can buy

the same color shades for home decorating.

The Loewy organization, which also color designed

the exterior, has used analogous color harmony to

fashion a store which gleams like a jewel at night, but

which has a tendency to blend into the background of

the sky on a gray-overcast day. Loewy has used

aqua and turquoise—two shades of green—and

has cross-laced the upper box area of the building with

white bands. The receiving doors on the building's

sides ha\e been painted yellow, flamingo orange and

turquoise—colors which are used in the store's in-

terior. In addition to an interesting color-coordinated

interior-exterior, the Sentry Market boasts such other

outstanding features as:

• A practical yet unique lighting system based on

the premise that bright illumination, per se, is not

the best lighting. Although foot-candle power in

the center area is 1 10 and the perimeter areas aver-

age about cSO foot-candles, the customer feels that

the market is well lighted.

• The store layout, with some interesting innova-

tions, has store traffic divided, with one entrance

starting the customer on the service bakery and

delicatessen side of the market and the other major

entrance directing customers along the florist and

produce side of the market.

• A grocery stock location plan in which impulse

and demand items are scientihcally mixed. For

example, the candy section is located opposite

cereals.

• An alternating pattern of 60 ft. long gondolas

with 64 ft. long gondolas. Main advantage of this

arrangement is that it permits customers, while turn-

ing down an aisle, to see two end gondola displays

at one time.

• A 140 ft. by 150 ft. structure representing an

outstanding example of modern architecture. Match-

ing the modern exterior, the selling area features a

dropped ceiling around the interior perimeter, creat-

ing an intimate shopping atmosphere.

• A saw tooth canopy, of corrugated yellow

aluminum, that uses support posts for drainage

columns, bringing water from the canopy's roof into

an underground drainage system.

• A grocery stockroom-sales area passageway that

utilizes an old theatrical scenery trick to achieve a

novel, yet highly practical entrance which does away

with a door yet provides concealment.

• A store-wide intercommunication system, com-

prising six phones, connecting the manager's office,

produce de|iartment. stockroom, meat department,

service bakery and delicatessen departments, plus a

dial number on the phone which permits store em-

ployes to page store personnel over the stores loud-

speaker system.
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Measuring 140 ft. by 150 ft., this low Sentry building has conventional beam and

column construction. From a distance, the store's silho'iette resembles a small

rectangular box on top of a larger rectangular box. Three separate canopies sur-

round the front and sides of the market. A 1 0-ft. wide canopy extends out circularly

from the building's two side entrances while a 42 ft. long canopy, 10 ft. deep, is

centered over the market's middle parcel pick-up door.

THE SELF-SERVICE meat department,

101 ft. long, is attractively lighted and

color-designed. The center area, paneled

with white plastic sheets, is contrasted

against the adjacent flamingo orange

walls. Wall on far right is paneled with

simulated walnut wood. Meat lighting

combines recessed incandescent lamps

with fluorescent.

A PARTIAL open-view layout has been

introduced, providing customers with a

look at the produce work area. Main

advantages of this set-up ore: il) in-

creases employe efficiency and (2)

customers find the store has greater

warmth when they can see the people

who operote the department.

ONE OF SENTRY'S outstanding depart-

ments is delicatessen, with 33 linear feet.

Case on right is a special hot case which

is used to keep items like baked beans,

fish cakes, etc., warm. Photo on left

shows the 20 ft. long kitchen, adioining

the delicatessen sales area. Aisle Is 5

ft. wide, providing adequate space.

Pictorial Guide to 20 New Super Markets
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THE STORE'S INTERIOR, with aqua, yellow, flamingo orange and turquoise as major colors, has a bright, cheerful otmosphere.

Checkout booths ore turquoise, with cash registers oncJ automate changemakers in o rainbow of colors.

• Several service departments which include a 19 ft.

long service bakery department, a 33 ft. long service

delicatessen department, a 528 sq. ft. service florist

department and a special self-service section in the

grocery department for large-size No. 10 cans of

popular items used by club and church groups.

• Open view layouts for the meat preparation area,

meat cooler and produce preparation areas. The

more than average exposure of work areas in Sentry

gives the customer a greater sense of contact with

store employes.

• Sentry produce employes have some of the latest

produce equipment; including a crushed ice ma-

chine, capable of producing 3,340 pounds of ice a

day, and an oval-shaped bath sink capable of hold-

ing 10 cases of celery. Made of aluminum, the ice

bath sink is ideal for storing items that tend to wilt

quickly such as celery, beets, cauliflower, water

cress, endive, escarolc and romaine lettuce.

• An information board in the checkout area where

customers can pick up free food manufacturer

recipe booklets, contest forms, data. etc.

• An off-beat experiment in the psychological use

of signs. For example, all arrows in the market's

146 car parking lot point inward. No "out" arrows

are used. The center parcel-pick-up door has the

"in only" and "out only" signs purposely reversed,

so that customers cominc into the market will not

use the center door. Center door is opened and

closed by control buttons located in two checkout

counters near the door. Checkers in these two

booths are trained to eye customer traflic in order

to have door opened for outgoing customers.

Ingenious Lighting System at Sentn

With many stores increasing foot-candle power, it

is a refreshing change to discover a market such as

Sentry that is not over-lighted. Foot-candle power

over the general grocery section is 1 1 while perimeter

lighting averages 80 foot-candles. Spotlighted areas

along the produce, service delicatessen and bakery de-

partments are 100 foot-candles. The overall lighting

effect, in combination with the store's color scheme,

is that of an adequately illuminated market, minus the

glare factor.

The dropped ceiling around the market's perimeter,

covering checkout area, produce department, meat de-

partment, service delicatessen and bakery departments,

has resulted in an interesting store lighting system. A
4 ft. wide area directly in front of the glass front has

a subtle lighting pattern of its own. One foot wide

panels of translucent acrylic plastic here are alternated

with one foot wide panels of a shiny non-translucent

plastic. The fluorescent illuminated acrylic strips

present a subtle light contrast next to the non-illumi-

nated plastic strips.
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ALTHOUGH .,ie market hos a 24 ft. long

self-service baked foods department, the

service baked foods department, 19 ft.

long, accounts for 5% of total store

sales. Principal light source for depart-

ment comes from a battery of incan-

descent spotlights, on 3 ft. stems.

'a) One of the services provided at

Sentry is free coffee for customers. A
sample tray of various cokes is also

provided. This latter idea helps to in-

troduce customers to various types of

cakes sold in the service baked foods

department, as well as increase customer

goodwill toward the store.

(b) A phone intercom system, employ-

ing six phones in key store departments,

helps to eliminate employe waste motion.

Bakery saleswoman can also talk over

the store's loudspeaker system by dialing

phone's "page" number.

(c) During busy shopping periods, this

number-card dispensing machine has

proven to be effective. Number system

assures customers being handled on a

first-come-flrst-served basis.

i 1
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A SERVICE florist department is a new experiment for the

Sentry chain. The Perkins Place store is the first one to have

a full-fledged department '528 sq. ft.), where customers can

hove corsages and bouquets mode to order. Floral purchases

are handled on a separate cash register within the department.

ONE OF THE unique features in the grocery department is the

No. 10, large can size section, where an assortment of popular

items such as sweet corn, pork and beans, pickled beets, olives,

mayonnaise, etc. ore displayed. Club and church groups prefer

to buy the No. 10 con when preparing dinners for large groups.
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VITAL STATISTICS

Name of store:

Sentry Market
Address:

7550 West Perkins Place, Mil-

waukee, Wisconsin

Weekly Volume:
$30,000

Dote Opened:
November 11, 1959

Type of Location:

Single highway store

Owned By:

Sentry Markets, Inc.; subsidiary of

The Godfrey Co., Inc.; 4160 North
Port Washington Road; Milwaukee,
Wisconsin

Parking Lot & Store Area:

101,200 sq.ft.

Store Dimensions:

140 ft. X 150 ft.

Total Store Area (Including 1,440 sq.

ft. mezzanine):

22,440 sq. ft.

Selling Area:

13,420 sq.ft.

Stock and Work Area:
9,020 sq.ft.

Parking Capacity:

146 cars

Store Engineer:

A. W. Poertner and Dwayne Wil-

liams, Godfrey Company, Mil-

waukee, Wisconsin
Store Architect:

Boswell Associates, Moreland Plaza

Building, 831 West Moreland Boule-

vard, Waukesha, Wisconsin

Store Decorator (Color exterior and
interior):

Raymond Loewy Associates,
Chicago, Illinois

Investment Involved.

Building: $300,000
Equipment: $150,000
Inventory Value: $ 75,000

$525^00
(Land value is not included since

property is rented on a 15-year
lease basis.)

Display (Linear Feet):

Grocery: 929 ft.

Meat (including frozen poultry):

101 ft.

Produce (refrigerated and dry):

108 ft.

Dairy: 40 ft.

Frozen Foods (including ice cream):

88 ft.

Service Bakery Department: 19 ft.

Service Delicatessen Department:
33 ft.

Florist: 528 sq. ft.

Self-Service Baked Foods Depart-
ment: 27 ft.

Checkouts:
8 (Mechanical type)

Full-Time Employes:
26

Part-Time Employes:
18

Average Customer Purchase:

$5.19

Perimeter lighting directly under the dropped ceil-

ing is partially recessed. White acrylic plastic is used

as a shield to diffuse light from lluorescent lamps.

Part of the perimeter lighting also includes incandes-

cent lighting, taking the form of small round or square

recessed spots in the florist and meat departments.

Spotlights, lowered 3 ft. from the ceiling, line the

produce department in a double row and are used in

single line formation in the service bakery and delica-

tessen departments.

An unusual lighting touch is employed at the junc-

tion of the dropped perimeter ceiling and the walls

of the building in the produce, meat, service delica-

tessen and bakery departments. The building's archi-

tects, Boswell Associates, did not extend the dropped

perimeter ceiling to the wall, leaving a one foot gap

between the point where the dropped perimeter ceiling

rises to the building's normal ceiling height and the

outer walls of the market. In this narrow, hollowed

area, which extends 241 ft. around the market, flu-

orescent lamps are installed in continuous formation.

The efTect is a diffused illumination along the walls.

The ceiling area over the grocery department offers

a dramatic contrast in height alongside the dropped

perimeter ceiling. To reduce the diffusion of light,

2-tube fluorescent fixtures were lowered 1 Vi ft. from

the ceiling. Illumination in the grocery department is

the highest in the market at a 110 foot-candles.

Godfrey's Philosophy on Store Traffic Patterns

One of Mr. Godfrey's firm beliefs is that you cannot

predetermine customer traffic flow through a market

by layout design. Each customer determines her own
individual shopping pattern through a store, regard-

less of how a store layout expert may try to force

her to follow a pre-established pattern. This led the

Godfrey organization in 1958 to completely revamp its

grocery stock arrangement so that wherever a shopper

went she was confronted with a mix of impulse and

demand items. For example, candy, generally pur-

chased on impulse, is located directly opposite cereals,

a customer demand item. With the demand-impulse

mix formula, it no longer matters where the shopper

goes in the store and in what order she visits the

various store sections because she would be eventually

exposed to the market's full line of products. As a

result of the Godfrey Company's adoption of this

formula in all its stores, including Sentry Market on

Perkins Place, grocery department gross profits were

increased 1 9r

.

The Godfrey philosophy on store stocking and

traffic patterns was instrumental in shaping the layout

of Sentry stores. In the Perkins Place market, there

are two main entrances, one on each side of the build-

ing. With the mix-formula of stockin'i. it became

academic as to what side of the store the customer

began her shopping tour; for she eventually shopped

the entire store.
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AN UNUSUAL FEATURE of the eight turquoise-colored checkouts

used at Sentry is a knee-level, tilted mirror, which provides

checker with a view of shopping basket's lower tier. By looking

into the mirror, the checker avoids bending over counter.

u

THE GODFREY COMPANY believes strongly in using the latest

equipment in its produce department. This oval-shaped alumi-

num both sink is used for overnight storage of vegetables

which hove a tendency to wilt quickly such as celery, cauli-

flower, beets, parsley, water cress, endive, etc. Capable of

holding 10 coses of celery at one time, the bath sink requires

150 pounds of crushed ice to pock vegetables. Fifty pounds
of ice are required to store a vegetable in an ice-slush bath

as shown in the photo.

,P
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A PRACTICAL DISPLAY for health and beauty aids is this tilted-

upword pegboord, which provides a maximum of exposure in a

minimum of space. The "exclamation mark" shaped gondola

sign, made of translucent plastic, is illuminated.

AN INFORMATION board, containing manufacturer supplied

recipes, contest information forms, etc., is positioned in the front

of the market near the center exit door. Feature has proved

popular with store's shoppers.

,^

THE PRODUCE department requires 1,127 pounds of ice each

day for displays and storage. Department's crushed ice ma-

chine, capable of producing 3,340 pounds of ice daily, has its

compressor located atop machine's cabinet.

A CANOPY mode of corrugated yellow aluminum extends from

the store's center exit. Canopy has 3 series of peaked roofs,

with drainage gutters lining the lower areas. A novel feature

is the dual purpose posts. In addition to serving as supports

for canopy, the posts, which are hollow, are used to drain

water from the roof.
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Triangular-Shsped Super
Draws Traffic for Star

Resourceful Boston-area chain builds first

triangular-shaped unit, finds it has merchandising

advantages, no operational drawbacks.



When a supermarket t'uni like Star Market Co. adds

a new store to its family, the "baby" has quite a mark

to shoot for. Star's reputation for volume per unit

rates as high—perhaps higher—than any other chain

in the country.

Last year the company's 1 1 units averaged an an-

nual gross of $4,208,306, and with an average selling

area of 13,959 sq. ft., the stores achieved a particularly

outstanding figure of $5.80 per sq. ft. (selling area)

per week.

In 1957 the chain acquired United Public Markets,

Inc., a Rhode Island firm. This operation with seven

outlets also rates high, with an average of $2,095,162

annual volume per store. Star expects to have 15 new

stores by 1963.

Opened in February, the company's newest unit is

well on its way to measuring up to its older brothers,

and at least part of its initial good start is credited to

the store's unusual design. Dictated in part by the site

situation, but chiefly the result of the company's ad-

venturous spirit, the new store features a triangular

shape and a ceiling supported by a single center-

column arrangement.

The new store is located in Woburn, Mass., on an

isolated plot on which Star is building another shop-

ping center.

During the early planning stages, several factors

combined to complicate the placement of the super

market building: property restrictions, converging city

and county lines, special site clearing problems. After

several preliminary drawings, the Boston architectural

firm selected to design the store—Campbell and Al-

drich—found itself "almost inescapably" drawing a

building in the shape of a triangle.

Recalls architect Carmen DiStefano, "From many
points of view it seemed to be the only shape that

would do. Unlike a rectangular building, it presented

only one wall edge to the main thorofare, had a favor-

able juxtaposition to the center, avoided several plot

difficulties. Most of all, it presented a more attractive

view from the street and provided more accessible and

visible front-of-store parking."

Other advantages were seen: a meat department

that could run in a continuous line along the long

wall at the base of the triangle, fewer corners on the

selling floor, and a distinctly spectacular design sure

to create customer interest.

Continues DiStefano: "By including an unusual

one-column-type roof support system which fitted in

admirably with the triangle, we felt the overall plans

were very satisfactory. The question was, "What

would Star's reaction be!'
"

Vice president and merchandising manager Harry

Sandler recalls seeing the plans for the first time with

President Stephen P. Mugar and Vice President and

General Manager John M. Mugar. "We were some-

what surprised. But we had asked for something novel

VITAL STATISTICS
Name of Store:

Star Market (No. 14)

Address:

400 Cambridge St., Woburn, Mass.
Dote Opened:

Feb. 17, 1960
Type of location:

Shopping center (to be constructed)

Operated by:

Star Market Co., 297 Walnut St.,

Newtonville, Mass.
Overall area:

28,530 sq. ft.

Selling area:

16,759 sq. ft.

Parking capacity:

863 cars

Architect:

Campbell and Aldrich, Boston,

Mass.
Display Cases (lin. ft.): 508 ft.

Meat (including poultry, deli):

120 ft.

Service Deli (including fish, cooked
foods): 40 ft.

Produce (Including dry racks,

stands): 186 ft.

Dairy (including reach-in): 38 ft.

Frozen Foods: 88 ft.

Ice Cream: 24 ft.

Flower Dept.: 12 ft.

Grocery shelving:

1032 lin. ft.

Number of checkouts:

10 (Including one express)

Store Manager:
Floyd Gray

and after going over the details, we could see the de-

sign had much merit. Wc mulled it over and decided

we did like it."

But in more ways than one the plans represented a

great departure from former Star stores. Inside, the

new unit's departments and fixture arrangements had

to be custom designed to conform to an entirely new

shape shell. Floor plans which had been pretty well

standardized had to be overhauled. The meat depart-

ment, a central figure in the company's emphasis on

perishables, would have to lose its first-in-traffic po-

sition. Grocery gondolas had to have varying lengths.

Produce stands were to be staggered in lengths. Check-

outs presented some possible stumbling blocks.

Faced with this picture. Star's Engineering Depart-

ment also expressed an understandable surprise. But

like top management, it recovered quickly, realized

the interesting potential of the triangle, and set about

to make it work.
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HANDSOME, UNUSUAL interior has stimulated customer interest

in Star Market's new unit in Woburn, Mass., with the most

outstanding feature being the ceiling. This is virtually a clear-

span structural system, based on six 70 ft., laminated hard pine

beams supported on a center grouping of six wood posts and

side columns. The exposed beams, sculptured into bows for

appearance and strength, are supplemented by fir planks and

decking which form a series of equilateral triangle bays. This

ceiling-roof construction is cited as offering several advantages,

including: faster erection of roof (permitting earlier start on

inside work), lower ceiling height than most completely-clear-

span timber construction (reducing building oir space for lower

cooling and heating costs); elimination of bar joists, metal deck

and suspended ceiling; elimination of acoustical tile (sounds

broken up by wood framing). Selling floor is in the shape of a

triangle, although this is not immediately opparent to customers

since the point of the triangle is squared off to provide space

for checkouts. Colors in store ore quiet-toned to compliment

the dominating wood theme of the ceiling. Chiefly used are light

blue (including soft pastel blue for refrigerated cases), whites

and mustard yellow. Shelving is metal, adjustable and backed

by enamel panels or pegboard; most shelving is a beige color,

but certain sections vary in color to give contrast—blue for

glassware and baked goods, for instance, and yellow shelving

for baking needs, cookies and candy. Flooring is an attractive

and useful combination of vinyl asbestos tile and black terrazzo

which covers high traffic areas around the checkouts and

courtesy counter.

m' -^ i^-

FOURTEEN FT. HIGH and 136 in. in cir-

cumference around lower portion, is the

unusual center roof support. It resembles

a tree, with six main boughs and many

smaller branches. Actually, the "trunk"

is composed of six columns to which are

fastened the six main ceiling beams. The

space between the columns is faced off

to give the appearance of a solid trunk

and to conceal the many elements in the

hallow space— roof drain, sprinkler sys-

tem piping, core for wiring, etc.
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15-YEAR VETERAN with Star is store man-

ager Floyd Gray. Holder of a Chief

Engineer's license in the Merchant

Marine, Gray started off in Star's Mainte-

nance Department, moved over to En-

gineering end then for three years did

operational research in the company's

Work Simplification Section. With this

technical background. Gray then went

into Star's training program as a clerk

and worked up to store manager in the

chain's Norwood store before being

named to his present post.

TRIANGULAR SHAPE is more obvious by looking at the floor

plan than being inside the store itself since the arrangement

of departments is not especially unconventional. Store office

leads ofT, followed by non-foods, featuring health and beauty

aids in an alcove with magazines and phonograph records on

either side of a facing 16 ft. island. Nearby ore wood tables

for display of miscellaneous plastic, household soft goods and

in-and-out general merchandise specials. Across from these is a

gondola featuring on one side packaged soft goods, baby Items

and domestics, glassware, housewares and toys on the other

side. Service fish and appetizing departments follow on the

perimeter, leading to the rear meat department. Produce tables,

as grocery gondolas, ore staggered in lengths to conform to

the triangular shape. Note center of the floor where six main

roof beams rest on a six-column grouping. The center gondola

is divided here to make room for the columns, and as broken

lines on plan indicate, the beams are also resting on posts in

side walls. Checkouts, loo, were specially positioned to fit the

triangular shape. This has posed no problems, according to

management, and in fact seems to permit longer lines during

heavy traffic periods. For full capacity periods the gondola ends

are removable to give a bigger inside lobby. Actually the flow

through the stands is fast since Star puts a lot of help on during

busy times. This is indicated by the small outside lobby. While

most of store is fitted inside the triangle, some of the back-

room is located in on add-on standard structure. Among new

^for Star) equipment, is chain's first doorless dairy reach-in.
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LOW PROFILED building with clean modern lines appears only

slightly triangular in this view from the main thoroughfare.

Shape of building was chiefly determined by the site and to

get the most favorable front-of-slore parking. Another factor

was to face the unit in relation to an upcoming Star shopping

center which will be located across from the store. Unusual

design also serves as a merchandising feature in advertising

and mokes the store particularly memorable to customers. Al-

though eliminating one wall, the triangular shape is not a less

expensive design than a standard rectangular shape. Roof,

supported by heavy laminated wood beams on the inside and
covered with tar and gravel, generally consists of a series of

hills and valleys rather than being flat. This conforms to shape

of beams and framing structure, presents a more attractive ap-

pearance and serves to lead rain water into side drains. A
certain roof drain runs through the main column inside the

store. Walls are veneer brick in a triangular-like harlequin

pattern of light and dork browns. Outside beams are painted

block. Rear of building, housing some backroom service equip-

ment, is of standard bar joist and cinder block construction.

Moving closer to front of store, we note two wooden canopies

(to shelter parcel pickup areas) supported by columns and by

cables. Bright banners on side flag poles give color and mo-

tion as wind moves them. Banners also serve to point up con-

crete islands separating parcel pickup lane. Final closeup view

shows recessed lighting, hanging lighting fixtures, and a very

important decorative feature—a 24 by 18 ft. high mosaic tile

mural which greets incoming customers. It has a star motif and
is in blues and grays. Final touches ore being applied here.

Canopies Set Off Perimeter Sections

CANOPY overhanging about 18 in. ex-

tends around two sides of store, adding

on attractive touch as well as individual-

izing the various perimeter departments.

It is faced off with a ^a in. birch board to

continue with the wood theme set by ceil-

ing beams, and has built-in incandescent

spots. Store office, which has a photo

machine for check cashing identification,

is set off by bright yellow plastic panels.

Bock walls, as in other wall portions

of store, is covered with a plastic ma-

terial applied like wallpaper. Meat de-

partment has neat signs attached to its

canopy to identify major sections. Design

on upper back wall continues in mustard

yellow and white the harlequin theme

on exterior walls, while wall below

canopy is faced with plastic material in

light and dork blue stripes.
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LIGHTING for general illumination comes from three two-tube

fluorescent lamp combinations placed in a star-shaped pattern

in various triangular boys formed by roof framing members.

The lighting plan was difficult but worked out well, especially

since the wiring was well fitted and tucked for good appear-

ance. Sprinkler system pipes ore painted a neutral tone and
also were designed to form a pattern. Bullet-type gooseneck

150-watt incondescents are spotted throughout the ceiling to

supplement the fluorescents. Every end display plus soft goods,

bakery and other grocery departments benefit from the spots.

INTERIOR MURAL, 24 by 15 ft. high, is a companion piece

to the exterior decoration. Composed of 60,000 different pieces

of tile designed and applied by James Markarian, mural is an

"abstract" with a theme of nature's bounty symbolized by fruit

trees. Store manager notes that while he generally prefers art

he can "understand," he fmds the mural has a sustained in-

terest as new details are observed. Customers also commented
on this and most added that it gave them something interesting

and restful to look at while waiting to check out. Platform in

front of mural houses door operators and also bears sign post

giving details about the mural design and artist. Mechanical

checkstand features include: stainless steel bar for promotional

signs and lighted signal for stand identification; built-in seat for

checker and bag shelves.

PRODUCE TABLES, supported on black iron legs, are angled

from wall cases, and each has its own built-in floor drain

for icing. This feature, which has a relatively high initial cost,

is considered by Star to be well worth the expense by eliminat-

ing the time (and frequently the spillover) resulting from clerk's

emptying of buckets. Tables are faced with a yellow grained

plastic and like the cases across the aisle have 6 ft. long drawers

for extra display. As shown by clerk (right) the drawers, de-

signed by Star, slide out on rollers, are stainless steel lined.

The drawer-shelves can support weights up to 400 lbs., and

when all on the wall coses are pulled out, form a continuous

line for expanded display of adiacent produce items or for

small displays of specialties.
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Steinberg's '^

Canada's Orchid
off a Super Market
Exciting interior and exterior decor places this

over $4,000,000 sales-a-year Montreal market

in a special niche, reserved for outstanding food shopping palaces.

Editor's Note: Although this book jeaiwes prinuirily super markets hiiili in the United States, the editors

have included Steinberg's Rockland Shopping Centre store because of its advanced store

styling, which, no doubt, will be copied in American and Canadian super markets of the future.

Like the orchid, which stands out because of its

beauty, Steinberg's Roci<land Shopping Centre store

ranks in the forefront of outstanding, new super mar-

kets built in the past year. Its advanced, modern

styling, in both interior and exterior, are hivish but

in good taste. From the three-dimensional abstract

wall mural designs to the materials used throughout

the store, it is evident that no expense was spared in

the building and design of this market. This showcase

Steinberg store, apart from being different in concept

from other Canadian food stores, is distinctive from

any other store in the Steinberg chain.

Unlike many food chains which believe that every

new store must be similar in concept to the last store.

Steinberg's management, directed by President Sam
Steinberg, feels that each store in their chain should be

individually designed to appeal to the neighborhood in

which the market is being built.

"Wc believe a super market must essentially relate

itself to its environment and be an asset to the com-

munity. Furthermore, we believe that a well-designed

super market costs us no more than a poorly designed

one."

In explaining why the chain prides itself on build-

ing each store differently, Mr. Steinberg stated, "We
want every neighborhood that gets one of our stores to

talk about it. We are appealing to the community

pride in each area. If we put in another unit just like

every neighborhood has, then each community has no

talking point of its own. We want them to be sur-

prised each time they see another and very ditTerent

Steinberg's store."

Steinberg's Rockland Shopping Centre store lives

up to this philosophy of being "different." Located

in an upper class neighborhood with many homes
valued in the $50,000 and up price range, this

34,969 sq. ft. super market shines with glamorous

touches. From the 18 Roman arches which form a

canopy in front to the modernistic rock garden that

separates the store from the rest of the shopping

center, the accent in and around the store is on

elegance. The store makes a direct appeal to customers

who are accustomed to shopping in fine stores. The

image evoked is that of a large, attractive food market

where the customer is offered a complete variety of

quality merchandise in friendly surroundings.

On this point. William Sherman. Vice President of

Operations, stated, "The image you create in the

minds of consumers is the important thing in store

planning and design. The customer weighs in his or

her mind all the things they like or dislike about a

super market. If the pluses outweigh the minuses,

you have a new customer.

"People will stand in line for hours waiting to get to

see Radio City Music Hall's show just because they

feel that seeing the show outweighs the inconvenience.

We endeavor to make sure that the advantages of

shopping at Steinberg's outweigh the disadvantages.

We strive to create the most desirable shopping

atmosphere."

With this management viewpoint. Steinberg's works

hard at being known in each neighborhood as "the

store with the personality." The RcK'kland Centre

market reaches its high styling note through an ef-

fective color and lighting design, which was created

by Colin Rae. Steinberg's Director of Construction.

Two major color groupings are used in a coordinated

pattern throughout the store, with yellow, brown and

orange contrasted with aqua. blue, turquoise and

purple. White and black are used frequently as neutral

colors to affect contrasts.

The 206 ft. meat department offers an interesting
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STEINBERG'S 34,969 sq. ft. market in Rockland Shopping Centre, Montreal, is an excellent example of a modernistically designed

exterior. Eighteen Roman arches, made of fiberglass, are connected in a series to form an arresting canopy over the front walk.

White drapes extend across the entire front window to block out afternoon sunlight. The dark area above the canopy is purple

mosaic tile, with brown bricks used around the side of the building.

THIS IS ONE of two entrance-exits into Steinberg's. The second entrance-exit is located on the opposite side of the market. (Notice

door signs are both in English and French.) To shelter customers from inclement weather, additional canopies extend around the side

of the building and to adjoining shopping center stores. Picket-fence type basket in the foreground is used for litter.



AN UNUSUAL STORE front feature is this modernistic wind-

breaker, located in front of the market's main entrance. The

partition is composed of white glazed blocks, cemented io-

gether. Steinberg's store signature has red letters mounted

against white illuminated ovals.

1,

AN ATTRACTIVE rock garden, with a winding path, separates

Steinberg's from other stores in the Rockland Shopping Centre.

Primitive Indian drawings have been carved into the large

stones, which stand apart like abstract monuments. The side

wail of the market has beige and brown bricks.

ROMAN ARCHES help to create a majestic setting in front of

the market. Flower-decked concrete planters olong the side

lend a gracious country-mood to the store front.

VITAL STATISTICS
Name of Store:

Steinberg's

AdcJress:

2201 Rockland Blvd., Montreal,
Quebec, Canada

Weekly Volume:
$80,000-$90,000

Date Opened:
August, 1959

Type of Location:

In Rockland Shopping Centre, a 20
acre site

Type of Customer Served:
Middle income to upper income.
Shopping center borders an upper
class residential area. (Many homes
are valued at $50,000 and up.)

Owned By:

Steinberg's Limited, 5400 Hochelaga
Street, Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Building Dimensions:
187 ft. by 187 ft.

Overall Building Area:
34,969 sq. ft. (Figure does not in-

clude cellar and rear mezzanine
floor.)

Selling Area:

20,174 sq. ft.

Stock & Work Area:
14,795 sq. ft. (Figure does not in-

clude mezzanine and cellar areas.)

Store Layout & Decoration:

Colin Rae, Director of Construction

Division of Steinberg's

Store Architects:

Ian Martin & Victor Prus, 4693
Sherbrooke W., Montreal, Quebec,
Canada

Consulting Architect:

Lathrop Douglass, New York, New
York

Display (Linear Feet):

Grocery (Includes wall and gondola
shelving): 983 ft.

Meat (Includes poultry and fish):

206 ft.

Produce (Refrigerated and dry):

242 ft.

Dairy: 72 ft.

Frozen Foods (Including ice cream):

60 ft.

Baked Foods: 78 ft.

Non-Foods: 294 ft.

Drug & Beauty Aids: 56 ft.

Checkouts:
16 (mechanical type)

Parking Area:

1,000 cars

Outstanding New Super Markets
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example of how these colors have been combined to

create a pleasant shopping atmosphere. A multi-

colored plastic stripe pattern of black, white and

turquoise decorates the meat wall, with the central

area, exposing a work area via a glass partition. The

walls in the meat work area are decorated with Italian

mosaic tiles, arranged in a stripe pattern, featuring

yellow, orange, black and turquoise. The meat cases

are aqua, with handsome cylindrical-shaped incandes-

cent fixtures hanging overhead. Each glass fixture is

decorated in three colors—yellow, black and purple.

Complimenting the market's tasteful color design,

store lighting includes both incandescent and lluo-

resccnt lamps. The grocery, produce and dairy de-

partments are illuminated by four-tube fluorescent

fixtures recessed in long troughs, which run per-

pendicular to the store's gondolas. Main advantages are

that it permits a concentration of light over a specific

area while avoiding overhead glare. The meat, delica-

tessen, seafood and bakery departments are illuminated

primarily by incandescent lamps, housed in strikingly

decorative hxtures. Thir-ty-two recessed incandescent

spots are used over the checkouts. All wall areas are

highlighted by recessed tluorescent lamps. Average

lighting level throughout the store is 100 foot-candles.

Unique Bundle Carryout System

The unusual bundle carryout system employed at

Steinberg's succeeds in avoiding the usual congestion

of customer -cars clogging store front areas for order

pick-ups. This feat was accomplished by having orders

delivered underground, via a network of conveyor belts

and rollers, to a Car Order Depot, 150 ft. away from

the store. The conveyor belt, w'hich transports orders

to the cellar level and then on through an underground

tunnel, is located directly in front of the checkouts.

Before the order is placed on the conveyor, a num-

ber tag and checkout receipt are stapled to the card-

board carton, which is popularly used at the store for

packaging. The customer is given a corresponding

number tag for identification purposes at the Car

Order Depot.

On a busy Thursday and Friday evening, 6 clerks

are needed to unload cartons at the Car Order Depot

from the center conveyor belt to storage bins or wait-

ing cars. During an average Saturday, about 800

orders arc handled by a 5-man crew.

With two entrance-ways on each side of the front,

store traffic at Steinberg's is directed through a turn-

stile at the right. After a 550 sq. ft. alcove counter area,

where customers can check parcels, purchase cigarettes

and tobacco and obtain premiums, the first major de-

partment visi;ed is meat, with 206 linear feet. A
second bank of refrigerated iiieat cases is located

opposite the wall cases. A 37 ft. window area permits

customers to view the meat preparation area.
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AT THE MARKET'S entrance-way, a 550 sq. ft. alcove greets the

customer before she con pass through a turnstile into the "sales

area. Here the customer con check her packages, buy tobacco

products or obtain store premiums. The walls of the alcove ore

aqua, with counter fixtures made of ash wood and black and

yellow plastic tops. Flooring throughout the store is composed

of wide black and white terrazzo stripes.

THIS PHOTO SHOWS a continuation of the meat department

looking toward the market's rear. Five circular wall decorations,

each made of Italian . mosaic tiles, adorn the wall. The three

center murals show a steer's head, lobster and hen.-



LIKE MOST new American super markets, Steinberg's uses an

open-view layout for its meat department. Customers can see

through the 37 ft. glass partition into the colorful meat packag-
ing area where the walls are decorated in a striped pattern

of mosaic tiles. Colors used here are yellow, orange, black,

and turquoise. Natural ash wood is used directly above the

glass partition, which is flanked by plastic stripes of black, white

and turquoise. The cylindrical-shaped incandescent fixtures are

each colored yellow, black and purple.

STEINBERG'S has emphasized the pro-

duce department in its Rockland Shop-

ping Centre store by providing 242 ft.

of dry and refrigerated cases. In addi-

tion, they have provided a handsome
setting for the department, with a natural

beige and brown brick wall that fosters

an outdoor atmosphere.

STEINBERG'S features a 62 ft. service barbecue, delicatessen

and seafood department in the rear of the store. A series of

12 short Roman arches, similar in design to the store's front

canopy, provide on attractive overhead ceiling. Cylindrical

incandescent fixtures, centered at the apex of each archway,

highlight the white and purple canopy colors. Arches are

supported by block-pointed steel beams.

A UNIQUE STORE feature is the Car Order Depot, located

150 ft, away from the market. Pockaged orders are delivered

to this depot from the store via an underground conveyor. Side

glass doors are rolled up and storage bins ore moved onto the

platform when the depot is in operation. Constructed of blue

glazed brick, the building features a modernistic wing-span roof

mode of red laminated wood.

THE 72 FT. LONG DAIRY department is dominated by a large abstract mural, which

features a dramatic black silk background. Circular brass rings, fiberglass circles,

mosaic tile circles and one square tile frame ore overlapped in on eye-stopping bubble

pattern. The colors used in the mural ore gold, orange, white, turquoise and blue.

Close-up view of the mural is seen on the left.
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"Inviting" is the Word for

New Sure Save Market

ALTHOUGH CEILING IS CONCRETE, walls glazed tile, and floor

composition tile, there is absolutely no feeling of coldness to

the new Sure Save. Warm beige color of walls predominates,

complimented by cream floor with random tiles of color—brown

in the grocery department, red in the meat department, blue

in frozen foods, and green in the produce. Ceiling is off-

white. Vaults of the ceiling at left are painted in pastel shades

of yellow, blue, pink and green, adding a touch of color. No
supporting columns mar the appearance of the store or inter-

fere with fixture layout. Lighting level is almost 200 foot-candles

from high intensity fluorescents. Extra lighting is used over

perishables, over wall shelving, and over special displays. Note

at far right the spotlights projecting down on the 13 ft. display

platform which is in the process of being stocked. Composite

photo here makes store appear larger than it really is.

Ifruits It vegetables o. p. .1 : N- dvIicattfMB

•^ cosmetics
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Must a new super market be a giant with features

galore in order to compete successfully today'

"No!" says George Kokalis, president of the rapidly

expanding Sure Save organization of Chicago. Their

1 1th and newest store. 13.500 sq. ft. overall, contains

unusual and arresting features, but it is hardly a giant.

And it is doing quite well right across the street from

a good size super operated by a big chain. The Sure

Save combination of attractive store, attractive prices

and attractive perishables is pulling customers in in-

creasing numbers.

The first thing a shopper notices about the new

Evanston unit is the unique barrel-vault roof. Precast

from concrete right on the site, it is at once handsome

and strong, enabling the market to attain a new look

outside, and an unbroken view inside—no posts mar

the appearance or interfere with fixture placement.

The second feature of the store is the unusual

amount of tile employed. Walls throughout are glazed

tile except in the delicatessen and meat departments

where ceramic tile and plastic-coated panels are used.

The handsome appearance and ease of maintenance of

such an arrangement are obvious, yet by careful selec-

tion of colors—light brown is the predominant color

—

the store is "warm" and "comfortable" to the shopper.

With a general lighting level of 200 foot-candles and

auxiliary lighting for perishables and special displays,

the effect of a bright and cheerful atmosphere is fur-

ther heightened.

Cost for the new building, excluding property, was

under $12 per square foot, a tribute to the Sure Save

dedication to making a dollar do a dollar's work. But

obviously, even less money could have been spent.

"The many fine features of the store cost money,"

says Kokalis, "but it is money well spent. Our cus-

tomers can get good grocery prices anywhere. We
want to give them the extras in store appearance,

shopping convenience and quality perishables they

can't get elsewhere."

He cites many examples: prepacked fresh fish daily,

fresh lobsters, a wider-than-usual selection of frozen

foods and delicatessen items, emphasis on quality

meats and fresh dairy and baked goods, extensive lines

of produce (six varieties of lettuce, almost every

variety of apples in season) and party foods. Free

cofTee and customer ad service, lighted signs to the

parking lot, extra-wide parking lanes and even a free

scale for customers to weigh themselves are other

customer attractions.

Why not take a picture tour of the new Sure Save

on these pages? Then you can see for yourself the

many fine touches of store design that make Sure Save

market such an inviting one.

VITAL STATISTICS
Name of Store:

Sure Save Food Mart
Address:

1221 Chicago Avenue, Evanston, III.

Date Opened:
November 1959

Type of Location:

Commercial-Neighborhood
Operated By:

Sure Save Food Marts, Inc.

Address:

5602 North Ridge, Chicago, III.

Overall Area:
13,500 sq. ft.

Selling Area:
11,000 sq. ft.

Parking Capacity:

50 cars

Architect:

Camburas & Theodore
Building, property improvements:

$158,400
Leasehold improvements, fixtures:

$120,000
Grocery Shelving:

720 total lln. ft.

Display cases (linear feet):

Meat (deli, poultry, fish): 94 ft.

Produce (include dry racks): 68 ft.

Dairy: 48 ft.

Frozen Foods: 80 ft.

Ice Cream: 20 ft.

Spot Case (refrigerated): 20 ft.

Number of Checkouts: 6

FRESH FISH DAILY is another customer pleaser not common in

super markets of this size in the Mid-West. In the rear left

of the store, alongside the deli department, is the 8 ft. case

devoted to prepackaged fresh fish. Lobster tank appeals to

the middle income shoppers who moke up the bulk of Sure

Save's clientele. One man cleans, packages and polices the

fresh fish department.

Pictorial Guide to 20 New Super Markets
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A SUPER MARKET FIRST was scored by Sure Save when they

used precast concrete roof for their Evanston outlet. Spanning

almost 90 ft., the roof was poured on the lot and then raised

into position by hydraulic jacks that rode up the 12 supporting

steel columns. Time required: less than a day. Men required: six.

LITERALLY IN THE SHADOW ot a big chain across the street, ^—

i

the new Sure Save outshines it in appearance and decor. Un- ^TJu"'

usual roof line, brick and glass facade, ceramic tile marquee,

and lighted tower all add up to a bright, new inviting exterior.

MANAGER PHILIP FAZIO says his twelve-station phone setup is

"simply great." "No more running to all corners of the store,

no more hollering back and forth, no more intrusions on the

public address system." Each checker can call him at the

courtesy counter direct, as well as employes in the backroom

and basement. Another handy communications device is the

speaker at the back door.
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MEAT DEPARTMENT extending 48 ft. across back of the store

is attractively set off by brown and white plastic-coated panels

that harmonize with the overall color scheme of the store. To

add sparkle to packages incandescent downllghts of 150 watts

are employed, and to show off meats to best advantage, pink

colored fluorescents run the length of the department along

front edge of overhang. Coses ore fed from doors of blooming

box at right of the department; and a miniature roller con-

veyor runs the length of the cose for easier stocking. Picture

windows let customers watch meat preparation.

EXCELLENT IMPRESSION of Sure Save's approach to store de-

sign can be gotten from this photo taken between frozen food

coses. Starting at top, notice shielded fixtures which enable

high intensity fluorescents to spread their light without harsh

glare. The clerestory windows between the arches of the

vaulted roof add light and spacious feeling. Note the speakers

on the roof. There are four to each vault, for a total of 16

over the selling floor alone, broadcasting subdued, even tones

of music constantly across the store. Clock serves as a center-

piece, being visible from oil points of the store.

PRODUCE PREPACKAGING MACHINE is just one of several

work-saving devices employed by Sure Save. This machine is

used for hardware items, has wheels for portability. In meat

department dual purpose meat scale is iust inside double re-

ceiving door, con weigh roil and package deliveries.

JUST INSIDE the entrance is this group of customer pleosers—

a free od service for customers with a rotating bonk of per-

sonal ads on white cards, a soft drink machine, and a machine

that dispenses a free cup of coffee at the push of a button. All

three machines and the refuse can ore painted light brown.
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DELICATESSEN DEPARTMENT WALLS depart from the beige, glazed tile decor of the rest of the store and ore done
ceramic tile with random spots of bright colors. Extra lighting overhead odds to sparkling appearance. Equipment includes a

and a continuous belt oven for baking meats and pies (pies ore bought frozen by Sure Save, baked on premises).

in white

rotisserie

COURTESY COUNTER is located at left of automatic entrance

doors. First thing shoppers do is place bottle returns in the

basket by the door, get refunds at counter. Then they pick up

carts from the three rows between the counter and the express

checkout. Air outlet above the counter does double duty,

serving also as a suspension for the decorative lamp above the

courtesy counter. Ceiling tile harmonizes with the general

color scheme and is sound absorbing. Wall tile behind the

booth is blue; counter is pink board flecked with gold.

PARKING SPACE for 50 cars is not so generous as Sure Save

would like, but nevertheless extra-wide lanes ore specified as

a customer convenience. For the some reason lighted "In" and

"Out" signs ore used. "In our location on a busy street the

driver has too little time to look for signs she can't easily find.

If she misses the entrance, she might just keep going, somewhere

else," says George Kokalis, president of Sure Save. Once in

the lot, eight 400 watt mercury lamps atop two poles light the

customer's way.
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Frills and Finery

Help M3ke Wein
A Store-Oi-The-Sixties

Extra shopper services, eye-catching Southern Colonial ex-

terior and "Gay 90"s" interior decor provide a luxurious setting

for this outstanding market, located in the exclusive River Oaks

and Tanglewood suburbs of Houston, Texas.

WEINGARTEN'S, a 61-store chain operating in Texas, Tennessee, Louisiana and

Arkansas, has used concrete imaginatively here creating a striking canopy around the

side and front of the market. From a distance, the pre-cost concrete support beams

for the canopy appear to be a colonnade. The upper portion of the building's facade

is also made of concrete. The corrugated effect has been achieved by turning one

channel in and then turning the adioining channel out. The nubby textured lower

portion of the wall is composed of pebbles cemented into 3 ft. x 3 ft. squares.

W^imarf^n^t
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THE FRONT CHECKOUT AREA of the

market is exceptionally large, containing

5,400 sq. ft. A Howard Johnson Snak

Bar, Kiddie Theater, 130 ft. gourmet-

service delicatessen department, and a

service tobacco-candy counter (features a

humidified display cose for cigars to

keep them moist) ore some of the key

sections in this area.

Wh.at will the stores of the 1960"s be like? Chances

are that many of them will provide the services and

features that customers are now enjoying at one of the

newest Weingarten markets—Store No. 46 located in

the middle of an attractive suburban area of Houston.

Constructed, equipped and stocked at a cost of

.SI. 37 1.4 10 with 25.600 sq. ft. of selling space. Wein-

garten's Post Oak store features a myriad of shopper

conveniences such as a "Gay 90's" Howard Johnson

Snak Bar. a non-food Home Center equaling 22% of

the store's selling area. 1 30-ft. gourmet-service delica-

tessen department and a host of other customer serv-

ices, including a store hostess to aid customers.

Here briefly are some of the highlights in this

$60,000-$75,000-a-week market, where the customer

discovers food store glamor, service conveniences that

reach the zenith in shopping comfort, and a variety

of food and non-foods merchandise unheard of today

in many new markets;

• Outstanding store exterior, handsomely designed

in the Southern Colonial tradition. Store's construction

illustrates one of the most imaginative uses of concrete.

• A radical departure in store layout dictated by

the diverse departments housed in this market. The

net effect is an efficient, organized store, utilizing a

dual-checkout system to cover food and non-food areas.

• A lavish store decor that tastefully combines a

"Gay 90's'" theme with modern features and bright.

cheerful colors.

• A Home Center, with .'^..'^20 sq. ft. selling area,

segregated froru the food area. Home Center stocks

children's wear, housewares, women's sportswear,

men's wear, home furnishings, health and beauty aids,

cosmetic service counter, lingerie, toys, toiletries,

stationery, cameras and records.

• A 188-ft. produce department that is a store in

itself. Department features new island type display

table which gives shopper the illusion of a well-stocked

display yet stocks considerably less merchandise than

comparable-size produce tables. Main advantage of

table is it permits market to reduce produce inventory.

• Howard Johnson Snak Bar decorated in a "Gay

90's" motif. Over 1 .340 sq. ft. have been provided in

the front for this refreshment area. Planned to ac-
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TWENTY-TWO PER CENT of the store's selling area is devoted

to non-foods. Items purchased in this section, which is segre-

gated from the food area, can be either checked out within the

non-foods area or at the regular food checkouts. To further

heighten the separoteness of the non-foods area, a different

lighting and color scheme is employed.

LIGHTING in the non-foods area combines both fluorescent and
incandescent lamps. Unlike the lighting in the food area, the

fluorescent fixtures are shielded with white translucent plastic,

providing a softer, warmer type of illumination. The circular

jewelry-cosmetic counter pictured here is operated on a service

basis and is the center of the non-foods area.

commodate 44 people, the Snak Bar provides both

counter and table service.

• Special departments that include a 312 sq. ft.

florist section, a 130 ft. gourmet and service delica-

tessen department, a 35 ft. service bakery, a 16 ft.

service meat section and a 16 ft. service fish de-

partment.

• Numerous customer extras that include a store

hostess; courtesy booth where shoppers can pay utility

bills, obtain car. fishing, hunting licenses and money
orders, plus other regular courtesy booth services:

Kiddie Theater where parents can park their children

before beginning their shopping tour; six suggestion

boxes throughout the market for customers to pass

their comments and requests on to the chain's manage-

ment; and other shopper conveniences.

• Use of headphone sets by grocery stock clerks to

speed up shelf restocking.

Distinctive Architecture A Store Highlight

Unlike the architecture of the chain's other 60 mar-

kets, Weingarten's Post Oak exterior makes a sharp

break with the past. Designed as a modern approach

to Southern Colonial architecture, the store's architects,

together with Orlan \V. Hill of Weingarten's Store

Engineering Department, have achieved some startling

forms and facade textures with pre-cast concrete. The

store's upper facade area has been given an interesting

corrugated pattern, using pre-cast concrete channels.

The corrugated pattern, on the front and side of the

building, was achieved by turning one channel in and

then turning the adjoining channel out. The lower

facade area uses glass with aluminum trim, plus 18

gauge brown porcelain squares. The lower sections of

the front and the exposed side wall of Weingarten's

has been uniquely tiled with 3 ft. x 3 ft. squares made
of white and brown pebbles imbedded in concrete. The

effect is that of a brown nubby fabric with white

accents.

Concrete was also imaginatively employed to form

a dramatic colonnade around the market. The modern

angular columns were made of pre-cast concrete and

then positioned at equal intervals, with a roof placed

atop the cross channel concrete supports to form a

canopy. From a distance, the canopy appears to be a

portico of columns, painted off-white and speckled in

gold.

Well-Planned Market Makes Shopping Easy

Because of the many diverse departments housed

under one roof at Weingarten's. the store's layout

makes several radical departures from the norm. With

5.520 sq. ft. of selling area marked off for non-foods

and 1.344 sq. ft. used for the store's Howard Johnson

Snak Bar, many departures in layout were necessitated.

To prevent shopping confusion, non-foods were segre-

gated from food products. Lighting and color in the

store have been successfully employed to draw a line

between food and non-food sections. Over the food

section, exposed fluorescent lamps are used, providing

stronger illumination than that provided over the non-

foods area. The fluorescent fixtures used in non-foods

have been shielded with a white plastic covering, thus

reducing glare and providing a generally softer quality

of light. In addition to fluorescent lighting, incandes-

cent spotlights and fixtures are used to highlight key
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VITAL STATISTICS

Name of Store:

Weingarten's Store #46
Address:

2503 South Post Oak Road, Hous-

ton, Texas
Weekly Volume Range:

$60,000-$75,000
Dote Opened:

December 2, 1959
Type of Location:

Part of 10-acre Post Oak Shopping

Center
Owned By:

J. Weingarten, Inc., 600 Lockwood
Drive, Houston, Texas

Building Dimensions'

200 ft. X 168 ft.

Selling Area:

25,600 sq. ft.

Stock & Work Area:

8,000 sq. ft.

Total Square Footage:

33,600 sq. ft.

Parking Capacity:

2,500 cars

Store Engineer:

Orlan W. Hill,

Department, J.

Houston, Texas
Store Architect:

Tanglewood Corp
Store Designer:

Irving R. Klein & Associates, Hous-

ton, Texas
Investment Involved:

Land-$300,000
Equipment-$1 46,000
Inventory Value-$1 49,296
Building-$776,114
Total-$1,371,410

Display (Linear Feet):

Grocery: 1,780 ft.

Meat (Including poultry and fish)

116 ft.

Produce (Refrigerated and dry)

188 ft.

Dairy: 88 ft.

Frozen Foods (Including ice cream)

130 ft.

Self-Service Bakery: 35 ft.

Gourmet: 65 ft.

Service Delicatessen: 65 ft.

Restaurant-Lunch Counter: 1,344 sq

ft. (Seats 44 people)

Non-Foods Area: 5,520 sq. ft.

Checkouts:

1 1 (Mechanical type)

Full-Time Employes: 60
Part-Time Employes: 30
Average Customer Purchase: $20.00

Store Engineering

Weingarten, Inc.,

Houston, Texas

(2)

(3)

plants

shop
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Special Departments at Weingarten's
(1) The Camera Shop in the non-foods section is an experi-

mental one for the chain. Upper wall contrasts modern white

incandescent fixtures against smoky-gray wood paneling.

(2) The gourmet-service delicatessen department is located

along the front windows, where all shoppers ore exposed to

the appetizing foods on display. An eye-catching stripe pattern

has been achieved for the service cases by alternating white

strips with walnut strips, both made from a hard plastic

material.

(3) An alcove of green plants welcomes each shopper after

she has passed the store's Courtesy Booth. Decorative wooden
barrels are used to display potted plants in the Garden Shop.

(4) The 16 ft. service fish department is another popular store

feature. The back wall of the department is mode of white

ceramic tiles, with on arresting school-of-fish pattern, partially

visible in the upper left hand corner of the picture.

fc

ONE OF THE handsomest sections of the market is the Howard
Johnson Snok Bar, which, within a modern framework, capital-

izes on the store's "Gay 90's" theme by using white and deep
orange stripes on the walls, white wire-back chairs covered

with bright red cushions and "Snok Bar" lettering in an old

fashion type face.

non-foods displays. Two colors, beige and pink, have

been used in the non-food area to differentiate it from

the food section where green, blue, yellow and gray

are predominant.

Since the non-foods area takes up the entire left

wall of the store, refrigerated cases for frozen foods,

ice cream and delicatessen products are located among
the grocery gondolas. Produce, meat and dairy depart-

ments have been located in the traditional perimeter

areas of side and rear.

The major division of the market into a food area

and a non-foods area has resulted in a dual checkout

system. Shoppers purchasing non-foods can pay for

their purchases at checkstands or service counters

where the non-foods were purchased. The shopping

pattern reveals that shoppers purchasing only non-

foods will check out in the same area. However,

shoppers purchasing both non-foods and food products

generally pay for their non-food purchases at the food

checkouts.

The front area of the market is exceptionally large,

containing 5,400 sq. ft. This 20% of store space con-

tains the Courtesy Booth, Bottle Booth, 1 1 mechanical

checkouts, two storage areas for shopping baskets,

manager's office. Kiddie Theater, Howard Johnson

Snak Bar, gourmet-service delicatessen department,

greeting cards, service tobacco-candy section and

magazine section. Although many departments and

sections have been incorporated into the front area,

shoppers find the average aisle width of 8 ft. sufficient

for free passage of shopping baskets. Weingarten's

management has found that it pays to have a service

counter for tobacco and candy items since it relieves

the checkers of having to take care of these purchases

while checking out customers. In addition to speeding

up the checkout operation, a service counter system

drastically reduces pilferage of these items.

The magazine rack is located directly opposite the

tobacco-candy counter. Browsers can freely examine

the magazines here without blocking store traffic. The
130 ft. gourmet-delicatessen service department has

been located in the front where everyone is ex-

posed to this impulse-purchase department. In addi-

tion, many customers, interested in purchasing only

delicatessen items for a quick meal at home after

work, prefer to have this department close to the

entrance where they can come in quickly and make
their purchases.

"Gay 90's" Decor Gives Store Old-Fashion Charm

Modern decor, combined with a taste of the "Gay
90's,"" creates a pleasant shopping mood for customers

at Weingarten"s. The principal colors in the food area

are green, yellow, gray, and blue. The non-foods

area"s two key colors are beige and pink.

The 16-ft. service meat section"s decoration theme

is that of an oH-fashion butcher shop. Placed against

a red paint>.d pine wall are an antique mirror and
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design pieces of old meat cleavers and knives. Sign

lettered in white old-fashion type—"Special Beef

Cuts"— is sharply contrasted against the pine wood
paneling.

Apothecary scales laden with fruits and vegetables

form the motif of the wall design in the produce de-

partment. In addition, the old time mortar and pestle,

a familiar symbol in all drug stores of years gone by.

have been artfully worked into the mural over the drug

department. A plywood cutout of an old pot-belly

stove, painted in blue, white and gold, is mounted over

the service bakery department. The Howard Johnson

Snak Bar in the front area also lies in with the "Gay
90's" theme by using wire-back chairs and a bright

orange and white barber shop stripe pattern on walls.

Extra Customer Frills And Services Provided

Two points that make Weingarten's a distinctive

market are the extra customer conveniences and serv-

ices to be found here. Individually considered, each

service does not figure importantly; but, when the

services are examined collectively, they create a store

image of friendliness and helpfulness.

For example, the market has a store hostess to greet

customers and help them with any of their shopping

problems. She also handles checkout schedules, plus

relieving the store manager of many front area duties.

Still another example of the services offered at Wein-

garten's can be found at the Courtesy Booth. Cus-

tomers can not only find the routine services here such

as check cashing, money orders, etc. but they can also

obtain auto, fishing and hunting licenses as well as pay

their utility bills and rent floor waxers. The concept

behind offering numerous Courtesy Booth services is

that it helps to attract more customers to the market.

Management feels that these extra Courtesy Booth

services are a convenience for regular shoppers as

well as a magnet drawing new customers to the store.

Six suggestion boxes throughout the market, a Kiddie

Theater, paper hand towels for customers in the

produce and meat departments and many other small

touches help form the customer impression that Wein-

garten's No. 46 is an outstanding store.

ONLY 12 OUT Of IOC U.S. CHOICE HEAVY BEEf'^Tj
qualify to hang behind ihis qiass ^P\

^^-^E

Store Features
(1) One of the most efficient checkstand operations is to be
found at Weingarten's. Notice that the cash register key panel

is tilted upward. Register also provides on area directly below
the keys for additional price information. Clipboard to the

checker's left lists prices for store specials while the cylindrical

turntable to the right lists prices for hord-to-stomp dairy and
produce items.

(2) Assistant Store Manager Gene Hebert uses a heodphone
set to communicate with clerks in the stock room. System helps

to speed up shelf re-stocking.

(3) Sound merchandising thinking lies behind this idea. In

which part of the meat cooler wall has been paneled with

gloss so that customers can view the hanging beef carcasses.

Sign above the glass points out that only the best choice beef

is sold at the market.

STORE HOSTESS Barboro Eichelberger

helps to make shoppers at home as

this photo illustrates. In addition to help-

ing customers with their shopping prob-

lems, she relieves the store manager

Kenneth Mazey of many front duties,

permitting him to work more closely

with department heads.
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CHECKLIST
OF STORE EQUIPMENT

The store equipment field in-

volves a great host of valuable

items. Some serve strictly mer-

chandising purposes. Others are

operational only. Many others

—

like refrigerated display cases

—

serve both functions. Described

another way, equipment helps sell

products and/or aids in economi-

cal and efficient store operation.

Like the merchandise for which

it was primarily created, store

equipment has a constantly chang-

ing character. It would be difficult

to find equipment items which have

not been redesigned and improved

in the past few years. The wise

operator keeps up with these de-

velopments by being alert to an-

nouncements of such changes.

To help organize the purchase of

equipment items, the Editors have

prepared this Checklist of Store

Equipment.

It consists of equipment "prod-

uct groups" listed by the depart-

ments and general areas in which

they are usually found. In many
instances equipment items are re-

peated since they are found in more

than one department; also, an item

may be located in one of various

places in the store. Some supplies

and construction features are in-

dicated to give the Checklist an

added scope.

Exterior

ij Air doors

Awnings

Q Car barriers, space markers

Q Changeable letter sign, pylon

n Children's rides

[H Coin changers (for vending machines,

parking meters)

\^ Entrance doors, automatic operating

devices, rails

n Facing material— brick,

composition, glass, metal, plastic tile,

mosaic tile, wood, etc.

n Plate glass

[^ Parcel pickup conveyor

C Parking lot lighting, stanchions

Parking lot signs, directional reflectors

Pickup station racks

{Zl Receiving doors

n Store sign—electric, metal, neon,

plastic, porcelain-enameled, etc.

n Telephone booth

n Vending machines— grocery, ice,

candy, etc.

Window sign

General interior
(selling & non-selling
areas)

[Z' Air conditioning, heating system
'

,
Anti-pilferage reflectors

G Benches, tables, couch, waste recepta-

cles, etc. (employe lunch area)

n Burglar alarm system

Ceiling—acoustical, tile, metal,

luminous, etc.

Cigarette butt receptacles

[~ Clothes rocks

Zl Coffee urn, table

r] Compressor racks

n Condensing units, compressors

n Defrosting equipment

G Dehumidifier

Demonstration table

Directory—push-button type

G Display uprights (floor to ceiling)

G Drinking fountain

G Emergency lighting system

G Exhaust fans

G Fire alarm system

G Pire extinguishers, fire pails, panic

bolts (for doors)

Flooring

G Foods odor-producing device

(bakery, orange, etc.)

G Incinerator

G Lighting, incl. lamps, ballasts, shields,

louvers, spots, canopy, etc.

G Linen closet

G Lunch area coffee maker, hot plate,

drink vending machines, cup dispensers,

kitchen equipment, hot plate, cups and
saucers, cutlery, etc.

G Metal lockers

G Metal signs, porcelain

G Mirrors

G Neon signs, plastic signs

G Paper baler

G Receiving doors

G Refrigeration warning system

G Shadow boxes

G Shelf baskets, dividers

G Sign machine, aids, inks

G Sprinklers

Stair treads

G Telephones, public, store

G Time locks istore door)

G Vending machines—hot cofTee,

soft drinks, cigarettes, etc.

G Wall facings, incl. acoustical, alumi-

num, composition, cork, fibre, linoleum,

plastic, plywood, enameled tile, wood,

etc.

G Wall directory, letters

G Wallpaper, murals

G Washroom fixtures, incl. sinks, towel

racks, soap dispensers, trash baskets,

mirrors, toilets, cots, chairs, sonitary

napkin vending machine, napkin dis-

posal unit

G Waste baskets

Checklist of Store Equipment
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n Water heater

Water tower, pump, filter

Window display signs, holders

Window shades, curtains, blinds,

sun deflectors

"Front"—checkout area

[j Bogs, incl. insulated

Bottle return carts

Bottle return machine

Carryout carts

Carryout conveyor, baskets

Carton well

Cash chonging machine

Cash registers, tape, trays

Ceiling-suspended merchandiser

Change computers

Change dispensers

Checkout check-writing stand

n Checkout pricing aid

Checkout scales

Checkout signal lights, bell

Checkout stands, incl. roils,

display units, close-off gates

Cigarette, candy vendors

Community bulletin board,

message-advertising device

Customer lounge chairs

Fatigue mots (for checkers), folding

seats, foot warmers

n Floor mats iwet weather)

n Parcel pickup tags

n Railings, turnstile

D Safe

Shopping bogs, holders

Shopping baskets (hand carried)

Shopping carts, baby seats

Store hours sign

Trading stamp dispensers

O TV/movie theatre (for children)

Office & courtesy counter

n Adding machine

n Addressing machine

Q Ash trays

n Bill sorter

D Bill strop holders

Bottle return conveyor

O Calculating machine

n Cash register

n Chairs

D Check protector

Check writer

D Clock

C] Coin troys

Customer clock

D Desks

Desk troys

Duplicating machine
Extra cash register troys

n File cabinets

n First aid kit

Flooring

_ Identification badges
Intercommunication system

D Lighting

C Money bogs

C Money orders

Night deposit bogs
Pencil sharpener

Postage metering machine
Postage stamp machine

O Protective check camera

Q Raincoats and hots

n Suggestion box
Supplies— pencils, popei, staplers, sta-

ples, marking pencils, etc.

D Supply closet

O Tope holder

Tax calculator

Telephones

Time clock, racks, cords

D Tub file

Typewriters

n Work schedule bulletin board

Grocery department

—

selling area
Aisle, section indicators

Beverage refrigerated reach-in

Bin ticket holders

Broom rock

Canopies

Cigarette butt receptacles

Coffee mill, stand

Color strips

Departmental signs

Display baskets, multi-level

Dump baskets, dividers

Dump display stands, racks

Floor mats

Gondola end displays

Gravity-feed shelving

O Headphone set (ordering from

backroom)
Identification units, tags

n Island display stands

Pegboard display stands
"

"

Pegboard, hooks

Price cords, tags, holders, tickets, etc.

Price tog molding

n Price spools (in shelf molding)

Product cords

Refrigerated spot display coses

Revolving display

n Roll-bock plastic dividers

(for 6-packs, etc.)

Shelf extenders, baskets

Shelf-facing pull-forward system

L^ Shelving—gondola, island, wall, corner;

also special fixtures for non-foods: mag-
azines, soft goods, toys, etc.

Shelving brackets, glass, fencing

Sign holders

Grocery dept.—backroom
Air conditioning, heating

n Announcement bulletin board

n Automatic pricers

Battery charger

D Bottle corts

Bottle sorting rack

Cose cutters

n Cigarette butt receptacles

Conveyor sections, stands, power units

n Dolly carts

Door bumper plates

Door control alarms

Electric jock

Elevating end gates

Flooring

n Fork-lift

n Hand carts

Hand trucks

n Hydraulic lifts

O Label price-marking machine

Linen locker

Marking pencils, pens, crayons

Ordering forms

O Pallets

Pinning machine (for soft goods)

Platform carts

n Polly cutters

r" Price marking sets, holsters

[J Price marking table

d Price ticket remover

n Pricing ink, remover

Receiving desk

Stomp pods

Staple guns

Stock trucks

Storage rocks

Suggestion box

D "T" bars

Ticket punch
Work schedule bulletin board

Meat department—
selling area

Lj Barbecue machine, warmer
Cose dividers

Cose thermometers

Conveyors, gravity 'bock of cases)

Floor mats (front of cases)

Ham slicing machine (rotary)

QJ Lighting— lamps, spots, color

Lobster tank

Pressure cooker

Price, slogan holders, togs, etc.

Product cards

Racks (for tilted package display)

Refrigerated display coses-

normal, low, dual temp.

Refrigerated spot display coses

Rubber greens

Service bell, phone

Q] Weighing scale

Wire baskets, shelves (for tie-ins)

Meat dept.—backroom

n Air conditioning

Aprons, cops, coats

I^ Automatic weighing, pricing,

labeling machine

[3 Beef twine

D Blocks

1^ Block brushes
~ Block cans

n Block scrapers

Blooming box

O Bone borrels

Bone dust scrapers

n Boning hooks

Boning knives

H] Brine scale

Cabinets

O Cheese cutter

Chop knives

Chop meat mixing-pans

Chopper, table

Cleavers

G Computing scale

rj Conveyors, gravity, power

n Conveyors, refrigerated trough

Q Cooler, carts, racks

Corned beef barrel

n Cuber
Cutting blocks, tables

Dolly carts

Q Film bogs

O Film holders

n First aid kit

Flooring

Q Freezer reach-in

n Freezer walk-in

Germicidal lamps

Q Grinder, molding attachments

Q Grinders

Ground meat mold

Q Ground meat extruder, mixer, blender

Hand molds

Q Hand trucks

Holding cooler

Hooks— rail, hand, tree, hind quarter,

forequarter, double sheep, etc.

Hot plates, hand irons
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Frozen foods & ice cream
dept.—selling area

Q Case dividers

Case thermometers

Ice creom cases

n Price, feature tags

D Refrigerated display cases

Q Spot refrig. display

Frozen foods & ice cream
department—backroom

D Bundle rags

n Corton openers

Conveyor sections

n Defrosting scrapers

D Dolly carts

Freezer

n Freezer, upright

Freezer parks

n Freezer shelving

D Hand trucks

D Lighting

Marking pencils

Ordering forms

D Pail

D Pricing equipment, ink

D Sponges
Stock carts

O Wet package morking pencil

Bakery—selling area
Cake display case, rocks, troys

Counter brush

Customer number system

D Doilies

Floor mats

O Gloss-front cases

n Humidifiers

n lighting

n Price tickets, sign cards,

holders

n Refrigerated display

coses

Shelving, racks, mobile

display

n String holders, string

Tape dispenser, tape

D Wire baskets (for rolls, etc.)

On-premises bakery

—

work area

n Air conditioning, heating

Aprons, jackets

n Bakers scales

n Bread rocks

n Brushes

Bun divider w/ stand

n Compressors

n Donut cutter

d Donut fryers

Donut machine

n Donut proofing machine

n Dough retarder

n Dough trough, scraper

n Flooring

n Freezer

n Galv. double sink

D Gas fired boiler

Ingredient bins

n Knives—coke, bread, etc.

D Large mixer w/ accessories

D Lighting

n Maple top tables

1} Moulder and sheeter

n Order forms

Pan oven

D Pon trucks

Pastry stove

Portable bun pan trucks

Portable pan rocks

Portable steel bowl rack

Proof box
Scales

Siicer-wrapper-seoler

G Small mixer w/ accessories

Steel work bench frames

n String holders, string

Tables

LJ Thermometers
Timers, clocks

Woll type pot end pan rocks

Wax paper dispenser

n Work bench frames

Snack bar
Bottle, con openers

CH Bun warmer

D Cake, pie display

Cosh register

CofFee maker

n Counter

Cream
n Cutlery

n Deep fat fryer, hood

O Frankfurter grill

Garbage cans

n Glassware

n Griller

C Ice cream cabinet

n Ice cream scoop
Ketchup, mustard

n Knives, cutting

n Ladder, stool

n Lighting

D Menus

D Milk shake machine

D Napkin dispenser

D Oronge juice machine

n Pons, pots

n Paper bogs

n Pastry display cases, covers

n Plates, cups, etc.

n Refrigerator

D Relish, horseradish

Salad mixing bowl

n Salt, pepper shakers

O Sandwich prep, table

Q Silverware

D Signs

D Sink, towels

n Soda fountain

D Stools (counter)

D Stove

D Sugar, cream dispensers

D Supply cabinet

Toaster

n Toothpick jars

D Towel holders

D Vinegar, oil dispensers

D Water pitcher

n Wax paper

Maintenance &
general supplies

n Air purifiers

Cleaning equip., incl. mops, brushes,

pails, sweeping compound, rubber
gloves, brooms, buckets, mop wringers

D Feather dusters

n First aid kit

D Flashlights

n Floor polisher

Floor scrubbing mochine
Fuses, fuse puller

n Insect exterminator

n Ladders

n Laundry bags
Lubricating oil

d Mop wringers

n Motor truck (vehicular)

D Padlocks

Parking lot sweeping machine

a Repair tools (hammer, etc.)

D Soap solution sprayer 'floor cleaning)

Uniforms, jackets

Vocuum cleaner

Appetizing dept. (selling
& service areas)

n Bog holders

Barbecue machines, wormer

D Blocks, tables

Bread slicer, bog rock

Cabinets

Cooking range

n Customer number system

n Deep fryer

Display cases

Food dicer

n Food grinder

n Food warmer

n Frankfurter broiler

n French fryer

n Garbage can

n Garbage disposal

D Griddle

Ham slicing machine (automatic)

D Lox board, knives, forks

D Oven

n Pans, pots, ladles, bowls

n Paper dispensers, cutters

n Pickle barrels, tongs

Pie oven, warmer
Potato peeler, slicer

D Price labeling machine

n Range

n Refrigerator

D Roll, bagel bins

D Scales

D Sink

Slicing machines

D Stapler

D Steam cooker

Wax bakery bogs

n Work counter

Fresh fish dept. (selling
& service areas)
Clam knife

Fish-scole removing device

Fish scissors

Fish scraper

Garbage cans

Grinding machine
Ice machine and bin

D Ice pick, shaver

D Ice tubs

n Lobster tank

n Misc. knives

n Pails

n Rubber greens

D Salt box

D Scales

O Scrub brushes

n Shower

D Steam cooker

n Steel

H] Supplies—customer number system,

gum tape machine, paper cutter,

salad containers, sea salt,

strainer, squeegee, mops, tray paper
holder for fish scales.

n Waste disposal

n Work tables
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Lane Food Town, Dayton does . .

.

$109,000 FIRST 4 DAYS!

4-Shelf McCray Dairy Merchandisers—

"

Buy Level " to Eye Levei .

New Super

is Showplace of

Marketing "Firsts " and

Efficiency

Depend on

McCray Merchandisers

to Stimulate Sales for

Dairy Products

Frozen Food & Ice Cream

Meat, Produce

"Picture Wall" Coolers. Self-Service Meats, Service Meats.

Hydraulic lifts and conveyors deliver pack-

ages from checkout to car.

Shopping center arcade within the building.

McCray merchandisers expand "Buy Level"

to Eye Level.

McCray "Picture Wall" coolers.

This store represents the latest chapter in the

marketing career of Wilber E. Stump, owner of

Salem Lane Food Town. From 52.500 a week in

1953, his business has grown to its present high

%olume, a true American success story! Mr. Stump

commends his McCray distributor. Modern Mar-

ket Fixtures, for "equipment unsurpassed in beau-

ty, merchandise design and capacity."

Break down the sales barriers in your market, too.

Write to us for beautiful full-color literature or

contact your dependable McCray
distributor listed in yellow pages.

McCray
REFRIGERATOR COMPANY, INC.

Kendallville, Indiana, U.S.A.

«» reofj of leadership in Building Dependable

Cammtrtial Kefrigeralars



New

McCRAY
REFRIGERATED SHELVES

Adjust to Market Changes

Increase Facings

Dramatize Merchandise

Complement other McCray
Merchandisers

Bold in idea, harmonious in design and solid in construction,

these McCray Merchandisers can help you keep at the head of

the modern super marketing parade. McCray's open design

with shelves adjustable lo your needs, breaks down ail

barriers between customers and products . . . makes possible

more profit per square foot in either existing or future stores.

Get the full story on these and the many other new McCray
Merchandisers. Check yellow telephone pages for your McCray
distributor, or write for illustrated literature and FREE
color chart, "16 Color Schemes For Modern Stores."

Multiply sales area with five

shelves of Dairy products . . . All

Koldflo refrigerated.



s* mi

McCRAY Kendallville, Indiana, U.S.A.

Licensees in Sydney, Australia . . . London, England

Asperg/Wurtt, Germany . . . Madrid, Spain.

Litho in U.S.A.



Sumner's Beautiful Tampa Showplace
Mntl wflr*^**

iitiiif. It

A Appealing Eye Level Display of Produce

iilflllllllKW"'""""'"

5-Shelf Dairy breaks space barrier—gives extra facings; fiuge capacity

The decor of this beautiful market is Early American

but the merchandising is as up to the minute as the

latest satellite. Good example is in the modern

McCray merchandisers and coolers used throughout.

W. E. Sumner sums it up this way, "We checked

them all; then bought McCray because it has

the beauty, quality and merchandising design we
demand for a modem market like this one."

If you, too, like being at the head of the

merchandising parade, write to us for

full-color literature or contact your McCray
distributor listed in the yellow pages.

69 Years of leadership In Building

Dependable Commercial Refrigerators

McCray
REFRIGERATOR COMPANY, INC.

Kendallville, Indiana, U.S.A.

M^fffl

" Eye Level

McCray

Store Planning Service

from your McCray distributor

and McCray headquarters

can boost sales for your new

stores or when remodeling

existing ones.



Your increased sales and profits in '61 are directly

dependent upon the steps you take today toward better

merchandising in the departments that offer you

the greatest profit potential. Friedrich-designed merchandisers

create more impulse sales because Friedrich places

emphasis on maximum product display for eye-appeal

and maximum protection of perishable products for buy-appeal.

Left— Friedrich Multiple-Shelf Merchandiser

Below—Friedrich Produce Merchandiser
with 70" mirror superstructure

Bottom left— Friedrich Ice Cream Merchandiser
with mirror superstructure

Bottom right— Friedrich Multiple-Shelf Dairy Merchandiser

BUILDING OR
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MEAT MERCHANDISER:

Three adjustable and removable

relrlteratcd shelves allow for completi

display of all types of meats . . . mora

mercbanditint impMt.

PRODUCE MERCHANDISER.

The new vertical merchandiser with

its mass display of appealint and meuth-

watering produce means increased display

. . . treater sales and profit potential.

DAIRY MERCHANDISER:

These four shelves can be combined

in a number of ways to suit your own mer-

chandisint requirements for display versatility

and impact increased sales action.

f

UP GO THE SHELVES ... UP GO YOUR SALES AND PROFITS

Additional shelves add to the visual display in your profit-

able dairy, meat, and produce departments. And, Friedrich

Multiple Shelf Merchandisers add greater merchandising

potential. They are designed for your customers' ease of shop- nedncii R,efngerators inc.
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning for the Food Industry San Antonio. Te*as

ping, and engineered for never failing food protection - and

they come in beautiful colors to attract your customers, too

!

Step-up your sales and profits. Step up to Friedrich.

Friedrich distributors offer complete,
expert refrigeration and store
planning services at the local level

oisniiuioiis \m\ expert refrigeration and store

FLOATINGAIR CURTAIN:

Dairy, delicatesj

visible wall of eyecatchinr,

colorful merchandise, fully protected by an

invisible curtain of FloatingAir.



A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO SHOPPING CART BUYING
FOR STORE ENGINEERS
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STORE ENGINEERS GUIDE TO SHOPPING CARTS CONTINUED

CONSTRUCTION

Shopping carts must be rugged. Techni-

bilt carts are built to "take it " Tlie

strong steel wire mesh is carefully welded

throughout. The tubular steei understruc-

ture is also designed to take all the

punishment it is exposed ti; The patented

baby seat and reai gate give secure

support, and have the strength for thou-

sands and thousands of nestings and un-

nestings.

IMPORTANT: The bedrail bumper of Tech-

nibilt carts is at a height below the mer-

chandise on the lowest shelves, as made

by most leading fixture manufacturers.

A careful check in this respect is recom-

mended. (See illustration.)

DESIGN

Concerned with mechanical features and

prices, many shopping cart buyers con-

sider styling a side issue. Leading store

engineers, however, consider it a definite

advantage that Technibilt carts not only

are rugged, but also live up to the high

standards of contemporary supermarket

architecture and interior design. Techni-

bilt pioneered such features as the tubu-

lar, one-piece, round-corner, swept back

handle, and the streamlined understruc-

ture. Anyone conscious of modern indus-

trial design notices and appreciates the

maturer styling of the Technibilt BALBOA

and AVALON shopping carts.

d

WHEELS
The wheels are the main moving parts —
all important for the store customers, and

from the standpoint of maintenance. The

quality of Technibilt Donut wheels ex-

plains much of the wide acceptance of

Technibilt carts The tires are made of

high-grade, non-marking rubber.

Machined ballbearings, made of case

hardened steel, keep their precision for

the life of the cart. Grease fittings make

periodical replacement of outworn lubri-

cant easy. The wheel and caster assembly

is protected against entry of harmful

matter.

5-inch wheels perform well in all super-

market situations. Ask your Technibilt

representative to show you cut-away

samples of wheels and see the hidden

features that make the big difference.

ACCESSORIES

All known special accessories for shopping carts such as porcelain

name plates and small item baskets, are available from Technibilt

at small extra charge.

The laminated plastic seat leghole closures, converting the seat in-

to a small item compartment,are standard. All you have to do is

specify the COLOR to tie in with your store color scheme.

SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE

Technibilt Service Corporation, the only nationwide shopping cart

manufacturer's service, services over 400,000 shopping carts at

stores annually. Technibilt service mechanics gather a wealth of

knowledge about carts of all makes in actual operation. This not

otherwise obtainable information is used by Technibilt engineers for

the continuous improvement of Technibilt shopping carts.

CATALOG i
THE BALBOA — 10,000 cu. in. H: 40", W: 2OV2", L: 341/2", Wt: 57 lb.

Model BKFL-1540-TD2S u: 5.v7.5" Donut \X^heels— stationary rear

Model BKFL-1540-T2D2S w. 5xl-3/l(i" Donut Wheels — stationary rear

(Available uilh switil rear wheels — specify 4S instead of 2S)

THE BALBOA — 8,000 cu. in. H: 38", W: 20V2", L: 34", Wt: 52 lb.

Model BKFL-1438-TD2S w. 5x7.5" Donut Tf^heels— stationary rear

Model BKFL-1438-T2D2S w. 5x1-5/16" Donut Wheels — stationary rear

(Available with swivel rear wheels specify 4S instead of 2S)

and Yg" steel tubing.Handles: %" steel tubing. Understructure: 1'

Finish: heavy bright chrome.

All models shown here have flush type greaser axles.

Note: Ask your Technibilt representative about the comparative advan-

tages of stationary and stvivel rear wheels.

THE AVALON — 5,500 cu. in. H: 3714", W: 18". L: 31", Wt: 38 lb.

Model BKFL-16-2S (/•. 4x1.03 Donut Wheels— stationary rear

All Technibilt Hollywood Shoppers protected by one or more US Patents No. 2479530. 2689131-2, 2813725. 2882062, 2889151, 2906542. Other patents pending.

TECHNIBILT CORPORATION Glendale 1, California



Warren Super Merchandisers
FOR EVERY MARKET PURPOSE

Warren's entire sales and engineering stall' is

dedicated to the production of equipment that

will contribute further to the advancement of

the food-merchandising industry. Many new

Warren innovations are already well accepted.

Others are well along in field and lab tests.

All of these new developments stress better

voliinic merchandising, peak performance even

under the most challenging conditions, and a

uniquely high level of quality in construction.

Continuing Warren sales growth proves the

merit of this pattern. Regular additions to plant

buildings and improved production methods

add to Warren's 80-year experience background.

The name Warren is a sound foundation for a

profitable investment in food-merchandising

refrigerators, shelving and checkouts.

Warren services go a step further, too. Not

only are layout, refrigeration, and electrical

drawings provided. Professional counseling

on decor and colors is a Warren specialty, con-

tributing to the individuality of store atmos-

phere that draws from beyond the normal scope.



• REFRICERATED MERCHANDISERS & STORAGE • NONRE FR ICERATEO DISPLAYS • SHEIVINC-GONDOIAS • CHECK-OUTS •
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Nonh. south, casl, or west— throughout Ihc world— you will lind salislicd

successful operators relying on Warren for dependability, merchandising advan-
tages, and handsomeness in design. Every Warren model is an investment in

definite sales increases. All features are based on the proved essentials for selling
perishables.

Since Warren pioneered the commercial-refrigerator industry, thousands of
Warren users with small stores have
grown into large ones, and the larger

ones have become seme of the largest

national chains.

There's a Warren model for every
modern method of merchandising foods.
In the smallest "convenience" store
to the largest of supers, you'll find

Warren working night and day to give
you the greatest profit margin possible.

Only a few models are illustrated here.
Join the Warren dri^e for more profits

from perishables!

J Mi'a.<T.3C'e«=a. I ^

Factory and Main Offices

905 Memorial Drive, Southeast

ATLANTA 1, GEORGIA
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Between the purchase of food

at the wholesale level and its

sale at retail lies the oppor-

tunity for profits. McClintock
manufactures over 153 food-

handling items to help you make
the most of this opportunity.

in mcClintocli

McClintock Manufacturing Company
802 W. VlTiittier Blvd., Whittier, Calif.
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why Hollymatic meat-forming equipment is at work in supermarkets everywhere

HOLLYMATIC TURNS TRIMMINGS
and'Troblems"

Nearly half your tonnage is in railstock . . and railstock trimmings create problems

Beef Trimmings account for 21.5% of every

100 lbs. Choice Cattle

Beef Trimmings 9.2%

Navel 6.3%

Boneless Beef Stew 6.0%

Total 21.5%

12.5% to 13% of choice cattle is suet. Hollymatic

helps you merchandise a great port of this suet

at 55*' to 69'' a pound insteod of the 2^ a pound

you get from the renderer.

Veal Trimmings account for 19.4% of every

100 lbs. VEAL

Boneless Veal 8.7%

Flank and Boneless Breast 7.0%

Fat . 3.7%

Total 19.4%

Lamb Trimmings account for 17.1% of every

100 lbs. LAMB

Boneless Breast 6.0%

Boneless Shank 2.5%

Boneless Neck 3.0%

Trimmed Flank 5.6%

Total .17.1%

Authorized Canadian Dealer— Berkel Products Co., Lid.

HOLLYMATIC CORPORATION
433 AV. 83rd Street • Ctiicago 20, Illinois

Manufacturers of Automatic Meat Forming Equipment

Write for details on
HOLLYMATIC'S OWN
"Pay-as-You-Prodoce
LEASING PLAN"



INTO PATTIES

into Profits!

Hollymatic converts them into patties . , gives you balance in your sale of cuts

Hollymatic-formed Beef Potties sell for lOc a pound MORE THAN bulk ground beef.

You may be using most of your trimmings

for bulk ground beef. But with a Hollymatic,

you take your trimmings and part of your
suet, combine them with other slow-moving

cuts and convert them into fast-selling,

profit-making PATTIES.

Veal Choppies . . . formed the Hollymatic way sell at from 15r to 25c more per lb.

r

V

Increase your sales and profits on veal by
converting necks, shanks, flanks, and breasts

into Veal Patties, Veal Choppies and Mock
Chicken Legs.

(Do not blend into your ground beef).

Lamb Patties Tempt tfie Appetite, Sell fast at 10c to 15' more per pound

You can increase your lamb tonnage and
sales by 50'~o ... if you have a way of dispos-

ing of trimmings. Usually, lamb trimmings

are a loss to the market.

Operators are buying lamb mainly in

PRIMAL CUTS. When you buy primal

cuts, you pay for the trimmings but you
don't get them. Merchandisers who buy
straight lamb and then convert the trimmings

the Hollymatic way are the ones who are

increasing their tonnage, sales and profits.

Hollymatic provides a PROPER BALANCE in the sale of various cut;



PAPER GOODS

FRUIT JUICES

FANCY FOODS

CANNED SOUPS

CORN MEAL

CANNED FISH

CHINESE FOODS

FLOUR

3it.^li sl«^ directory standards

hw\d traffic - build sales - build profits!

3ii-^(( store directories eliminate the "where is it"

question; direct store traffic where you want it . . . and
are a handsome complement to any store, old or new.

Gleaming metal support stands are mounted in cast

aluminum "mount anywhere" bases, and are adjust-

able from 31" to 49" in height. The two-piece light

shades are made of shatter proof Tenite with translu-

cent white cups and red or black numbers. Tops can

be made to match any color— at no extra charge!

Item cards are durable washable plastic, 2V2" x 14",

which slide into the transparent Tenite holders in

seconds. Slide holders interlock with tongue in

groove fittings, and can be staggered at any angle to

clear top shelf displays. Also available in single arm
models for wall mounting.

Lighted Fit-All directories brighten up dark corners

—

add lift to special displays. Hundreds of item cards

are available for any need. Write today for illustrated

price list and item name index.

Ask about the matching 3it-^([ check-out counter

light. Eliminates confusion— speeds traffic.

SAVE TIME AND TAGS WITH A Dit-^(f TAG DISPENSER

Easy to load — Easy to use, the patented Fit All price tag cabinet hangs
from a clerk's belt or cart handle. These spill proof, break-proof Tenite

cabinets hold as many as 50 tags in each compartment and are available

for any standard size price tag. In daily use in thousands of stores.

3d-jil( MAKES A COMPLETE LINE OF PRICING SYSTEMS for every

department in grocery, hardware, variety, drug, auto stores, etc. Write for

complete catalog today.

3lt-^ii PRICING CORPORATION
p. O. BOX 7764 • 702 6 ASHLAND • HOUSTON 7, TEXAS

"If you want to sell it — price it!"



Tyler's big, complete line meets

every merchandising need with

the widest range of sizes and

models in the world I

Slide-Door Reach-Ins Walk-In Coolers Walk-In StoraflC
freezers

TYLER SAVES YOU MONEY, TOO
WITH OUTSTANDING

LOW-TOTAL- COST VALUE!

Tyler, the Advanced Design leader, is first with

the latest! New equipment! Styling! Practical

features! Tyler users get extra value and savings

through modern, up-to-date mass production

methods . . . dependable, efficient refrigeration

. . . lower upkeep expenses . . . balanced refrig-

eration systems ... sturdy, sanitary Tyler
welded-steel construction. Compare features,

performance, value — you'll find Tyler gives you

more in every way! Send coupon today.

[]

Sectional Storage
Freezers

Shelving
Scotch 4-Some
Assemblies

TYLER
Tyler Refrigeration Corporallon, Dept.Pn-r.) . Nlles, Michigan
Send data on new Tyler D Sales-Cases D Air-Shreen* Sales 4 Storage
Coolers D Spot Merchandisers Storage Freeiers D Walk-In Coolers

D Reach-In Refrigerators Q Rolling-Cold Packaging Conveyors
Q Service Cases Q Condensing Unit Assemblies O Shelving
D Checkout Counters Q Color System D Store Planning.

NAME

^X Call

Tyler Distributor;

listed In

Yellow PoQOS

Canada: Tyler Equipment Sales Ltd., 732 Spadina Ave., Toronto, Onta

TYLER REFRIGERATION CORPORATION, Niles. Michigan
. (Export: Tyler Refrigeration Inlernationat, C. A., Apartado Postal 9262, Caracas. Venezuela. South America)



Horizontal

Air Flow

Vertical

Air Flow

Sacramento Supermarket Saves $200 a

Month in Water and Sewerage Bills Alone!

Water in Sacramento, California is hard and it's costly! Arata

Brothers Supermarket solved this problem by changing from

water cooled condensers to 7 Bohn Air Cooled Condensers.

The result was lower maintenance and lower operating costs

. . . with savings of $200 monthly on sewerage and water bills

alone. More importantly, the Bohn Air Cooled Condensei-s

maintain even temperatures in the store's refrigerated equip-

ment at all times of the year! Even a high temperature of 114°

recorded in 1959 was easily handled by the Bohn Air Cooled

Condensers! Whether it's hot or cold, Bohn controls adjust

automatically to seasonal weather changes and maintain proper

head pressure at all times.

For low first cost . . . low operating and maintenance costs, the

answer is Bohn Air Cooled Condensers . . . available in horizontal

models (deflectors optional) and in low-silhouette vertical models.

BOHN AIR COOLED CONDENSERS

ARE AVAILABLE IN

2 THROUGH 60-TON SIZES

Suy the known line.. . the BOHH line

ALUMINUM & BRASS CORPORATION
Danville Division • Danville, Illinois











CORRECTION STA.TEMEM?

In the Chapter VI story titled—"Park Edge

Market—A VJonderland of Lighting"—we incorrectly-

stated in the Vital Statistics coliimn on Paige 127

that T. A. Buscaglia Equipment Co., Buffalo, N.Y.,

created the layout plan for the Park Edge Market,

Town of Tonawanda, N.Y. It has been brought to

our attention that this information was inaccurate

and that I. E. Freedman and Associates, V/ashington,

D. C, should have been listed as the organization

which performed the layout services for this

outstanding market.
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